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the bank that SERVES and all of EASTERN MAINE
YOUR MONEY GOES?
You won’t when you have a Merrill Trust checking account. It can help you to 
budget and also help you at income tax time. Plus . . . you can pay all your 
bills at one stop . . . your nearest mailbox.
the Merrill Trust Company
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation • Member Federal Reserve System
Fifteen Offices Serving Eastern Maine
How do you measure 
a career?
By earnings?
The 1960 average earnings of Massa­
chusetts Mutual full-time representa­
tives with five or more years experience 
was $13,505.
The top 100 averaged $28,387.
By the quality of the people with whom 
you deal?
Our clients — individuals and business 
organizations — buy over a billion 
dollars of new ordinary life insurance 
each year, plus almost half a billion 
of group. Our average ordinary policy 
in 1960, excluding those issued in 
pension plans, was $15,952. Business 
Insurance accounted for almost $175 
million of our 1960 new business, and 
premiums from pension and profit 
sharing plans totaled over $57 million. 
We now have 48 clients each owning a 
million or more of Massachusetts 
Mutual life insurance.
By the caliber of the people with whom 
you work?
Our Field Force receives an unusually 
high proportion of the top honors 
among all life insurance men and 
women — a good indication of the 
caliber of the persons associated with 
the company.
1 in 3 won the National Quality award 
last year.
1 in 7 are Chartered Life Underwriters 
— which means they have successfully 
completed the comprehensive study 
course and met the professional stand­
ards of the American College of Life 
Underwriters.
1 in 10 qualified for the 1961 Million 
Dollar Round Table.
YOUR fellow-alumni are with us
Massachusetts Mutual men and women are 
successful in their chosen field and enjoy 
the rewards of working among successful 
clients with colleagues whose education 
and background are similar to their own. 
Listed below are your fellow-alumni who 
are associated with our company.
Interested? Write today for a free copy of 
“A Selling Career.”
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL Life Insurance Company
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS • ORGANIZED 1851
Some of the University alumni in Massachusetts Mutual service:
Harold H. Inman, '30, Bangor
Edward P. Cyr, ’39, Bangor
James H. Roberts, C.L.U., ’42,
Grand Rapids
David P. Buchanan, '48, Bangor
Claude S. Chittick, '48, Rochester, N. H.
Averill L. Black, '51, Ft. Fairfield
Ansel J. Mace, ’55, Bangor
Robert J. Pelletier, ’58, Home Office
Robert W. Brundage, ’58, Danbury
Dexter A. Huntoon, ’58, Portland
Gilbert Roderick, '59, Home Office 
Robert Samson, ’59, Home Office 
Diane F. Roderick, '60, Home Office 
Nancy E. Waisanen, '60, Home Office 
Norma F. Harris, ’61, Home Office 
Robert L. Sullivan, ’61, Home Office
Alumni sons and daughters
FIRST ROW, left to right: Georgianna K. Ellis, Bangor 
(Gilbert M. ’39, H. Milton ’08, grandfather, deceased); Brenda 
Webber, Bar Harbor (William C. Jr., ’38); Jane L. Tompkins, 
Island Falls (Lawrence E. ’34); Margaret L. Boothbay Rockland 
(A. Hamilton ’35); Julie Love, Melrose, Mass. (Roy P. Allen ’02, 
grandfather, deceased); Marion Hitchings Darien, Conn. (George 
P. ’37, Pauline Davee ’39, Edson" F. Hitchings ’75, greatgrand­
father, deceased); Linda M. Curtis, Cape Elizabeth (Clifton E. 
’31); Charlotte A. Grant, Waterville (Buford ’43); Stephanie L. 
Kane, Cape Elizabeth (Kenneth H. ’40); H. Jean Woods, Kittery 
Point (Eldredge B. ’36, Josie Naylor ’37); Bonnie L. Schlosberg, 
Newton, Mass. (Charles ’30); Nancy C. Clement, Millis, Mass. 
(Irving H. ’33); Susan J. Oakes, Holden, Mass. Class of ’64 
(Stewart F. ’41, F. Rita Wilcox ’43, Vance E. Oakes ’21, grand­
father); Carole L. Lord, East Lebanon (.Raymond T. Cole ’10, 
grandfather); Linda L. Jude, Newport (Judson ’37, William F. 
’10, grandfather); Judith A. Copeland, Holden (Arthur H. ’35); 
Sandra E. Foss, Port Washington, N. Y. (Susan P. Lord ’36); 
Charlene R. Leonard, Orono (Herbert A. ’39); Bonnie Roberts, 
Saco (Arthur L.'36); Elaine O. Dunn, East Brownfield (Roger
C. ’29); Carole A. Holman Farmington (Roland S. Dingley ’16, 
grandfather): Pamela A. Braley. Augusta (Richard D. ’37); Mari­
lyn M. Morton, Farmington (Richard G. ’40); Mary-Ellen Spear, 
Kittery (Ross P. ’30); Diane F. Cuozzo, Bangor (G. Vincent ’31).
SECOND ROW, left to right: Rebecca A. Clifford, Bangor 
(George E. ’43, Priscilla Arbo ’45, Paul P. Arbo ’27, grandfather); 
Linda Mansfield, Melrose, Mass. (Clifford S. ’35); Mary H. 
Rogers, Rumford (Hayden S. ’34); Paulette Adolphine Keller, 
Upper Montclair, N. J. (Lyndon M. ’36, Adolphine Voegelin ’38); 
Trudy Heather Blanchard, Mars Hill (Russell P. ’41); Nancy 
Troland, Hingham, Mass. (Edwin P. ’38); Joan C. Bragdon, 
Lincoln (George ’27); Amy L. Cook, Tennant’s Harbor (William 
S. ’40); Sonia Smith Whitney, Corinna (Ralph G. Smith ’40, 
Meredyth Lewis '38) Nancy L. Thibodeau, Caribou (Francis O. 
’45); Stephanie P. Barry, Bucksport (Stephen '33, Marvia Pooler 
’32); ,Marjorie E. Libby, Orono (Winthrop C. '32, Elizabeth 
Tryon ’33); Natalie A. Jackson, So. Portland (Raymond A. ’33); 
Martha R. Scott, Farmington (Ermo H. ’31); Patricia A. Derry, 
“Chagrin Falls, Ohio (John H. ’40); Mary E. Dudley, Winthrop 
(Elizabeth H. Davis ’33); Ann C. Brown, Needham, Mass. (Paul
C. ’36, Althea Millett '38); Anne F. Closson, Ambler, Pa. (Luke
E. '28, James E. ’00, grandfather, deceased); Marney L. McLean, 
Ellsworth (Harris L. Jr. ’42); Sylvia F. Sawyer, Waterford (Eu­
gene Merry '15, grandfather); Pamela Goodwin, Westboro, Mass. 
(Frank R. ’30, Ruth Shurtleff ’35); Sharon Wood, Old Town 
(Marjorie P. Wood ’60); Helen A. Downing, Bangor (Kenneth 
W. ’29, Helen McDonough, M.S. ’37); Jeanne E. Noyes, Bangor
Third ROW, left to right: Thomas H. Morse, Bangor 
(Nathan S. '34, Katherine Murphy ’38); James E. Poulin, Jr., 
Waterville (James E. ’32); Craig E. Deakin, Weymouth, Mass. 
(Robert E. Deakin ’47); Kenneth C. Allen, Lincoln, R. I. (Her­
man C. ’31); Robert C. McKee, Bernard; J. David Elmore, Hull, 
Mass. (John H. ’33); Ronald K. Dearborn, Dexter (Marion Knox 
Dearborn ’59); Pamela I. Perkins, Bangor (Katherine P. Perkins 
’56); Karen A. Milner, Houlton (George P. ’54); Marjorie A. 
McGraw, East Blue Hill (Eleanor Cousins ’39); Pamela M. 
Woolley. Orono (T. Russell ’41); Judy F. Kimball Pittsfield, 
Mass. (Bartlett '38, Phyllis Peavey '36, Charles B. Kimball, grand­
father ’04, deceased); Elizabeth A. Look, Reading, Mass. (Sidney
’35); Melissa Calderwood, Bangor (George C. ’38); Martha L. 
Hunt, Sheffield, Mass. (William S. ’37, Alice Harvey ’38, Chand­
ler C. Harvey ’90, grandfather, deceased); Sally A. Howe, Lincoln 
(Leon S. Jr., ’31); James E. Whitten, Lee (Robert ’31); Charles
F. Treat, Jr., Randolph (Charles F. ’37); Robert W. Perkins, 
Hallowell (Walter H. ’55); John R. Furman, Jr., Wellesley, Mass. 
(Mary-Hale Sutton ’38, Harry E. Sutton ’09, grandfather, de­
ceased, George A. Sutton ’83, greatgrandfather, deceased) Edward
C. Sherry, Jr., Manhasset, N. Y. (Edward C. ’38); Arthur M. 
Dodge, Barnegat, N. J. (Roland Dodge ’10, grandfather, de­
ceased); Donald R. Chase, Sharon, Mass. (Richard H. ’41, Mary 
Crossman '43 
FOURTH ROW left to right: Parker A. Denaco, Bangor 
Alden F. '32)  Richard E. Page, Dover-Foxcroft (Woodrow 
Evans ’35); Reynold B. Fotter, Stratton (Reynold E. ’37); E. Fol­
som Hill, Brewer (Albert E. ’41); James L. Brown, Waterford 
(Earl D. '34); Roger W. Burke, Jr., Lewiston (Roger W. ’36, 
Beatrice Cummings ’34); Arthur L. Crouse, Jr., Patten (Arthur L. 
’38): James L.   Tompkins Island Falls (Lawrence ’34); Michael 
H. Round, Orono (Doris E. LaPointe ’30); Talbot William John­
ston, Jr., Washington (William S. Johnston ’16, deceased); Myron 
S. Hoyt, Phillips (Winston S. ’33); Peter H. Clough, Portland 
(Charles H., Jr. ’40, Pauline Cushing ’41); Alan G. Sawyer, Au­
gusta (Ralph H. ’33, Etta Grange ’35); George W. Morse, Water­
ford (Wilson M. Morse '14, grandfather); Paul E. Rivard, York 
(Odias J. Demers ’16, grandfather); John H. Robbins, Orrington 
(John L. Robbins ’03, grandfather); Dustin W. Creamer, Bangor 
(Walter J. ’18); Stephen H. Lewis, Newton, Mass. (Ermond F. 
'30); Richard N. Lord, Jr., Fort Fairfield (Richard N. '36, Phyllis 
Deane ’38); Charles M. Varney, Jr., Bangor (George N. ’11 
grandfather, deceased); Charles F. Washburn, Bangor (C. Marsh­
all ’27, Mildred S. Washburn '56); George H. Buker, Jr., Auburn 
(George H. ’34, Edson B. ’04, grandfather, George H. Buker ’76, 
greatgrandfather, deceased); Clifford B. Martin, Ossining, N. Y. 
(Charles B. ’30, B. C. Martin ’01, grandfather, deceased, Nelson 
H. ’76 greatgrandfather, deceased).
FIFTH ROW) left to right: Robert P. Spalding, So. Portland 
(Prescott O. '30); Daniel E. Lawry, Rutland, Vt. (Otis C. ’42, 
Otis C. ’16, grandfather); John W. Folley, Kennebunk (Cranston 
W. '37, Delton W. ’11, grandfather); Karl W. Stritter, Taunton, 
Mass. (Karl W. ’41); Richard D. Porter, Westbrook (Richard C. 
’33); Peter M. Mealey, Brewer (Philip R. ’37); David C. Lamb, 
Gardiner (Philip E. ’35); Robert N. Rosen, Bangor (Daniel A. 
’27); Richard L. Knight, Yarmouth (Frank A. '30): Jim B. Doll- 
off, Orono (Richard C. ’27, Erdine Besse '28); Richard L. Town­
send, Winthrop (E. Lee Townsend ’28, deceased); Willard C.. 
Deering Orono (Bernard L. ’53); Richard D. Haskell; Portland” 
(Richard H. ’37); Glenn D. Grant, Scarboro (Richard D. '29, 
Ruth Ahlquist, M.Ed. ’56); Paul F. Harnden, Rangeley (Fred B. 
’39); Peter A. Higgins, Dennysville (Ralph F. ’35); Stephen R. 
Merrill, Bangor (L. Robert Merrill ’34, deceased, Lucius H. ’83, 
grandfather, deceased); Alan B. Flaschner, Waltham, Mass., Class 
of ’64 (Ira ’34); William C. Waterhouse, East Greenbush, N. Y. 
Edwin C. ’26, deceased); W. Karl Robbins, Falmouth (Winston 
C. ’32, Louise Hill ’33);_Norman R. Ness, Jr., Orono (Norman 
R. ’38); Avard M. Dow,"Jr., Lewiston Avard M. ’38).
(For sons and daughters not pictured, see Page 34.)
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Editor’s Stencil
Do you believe student enthusiasm at the University of Maine is dis­appearing—or worse, that the effervescence you once knew existed here has vanished, is now dead?
Take another look at our cover picture this month!
There is something about a college campus that means auto­
matically we must think of the band and the football team and of 
dances and rallies and the kind of activity such as bonfires, student 
parades and building of decorated floats, streaming of banners and 
manufacture of comical effigies.
Ours is the kind of campus where these happenings are readily sug­
gested. There is a lot of room, plenty of space out of doors to do these 
things. Actually, plenty of area is available for the band to march and play 
in as it gets ready for a game. And student enthusiasm to have a marching 
band exists here? This enthusiasm has not disappeared; yet neither is it 
quite the same as enthusiasm of another day.
There is truly very little difference between today’s student and to­
morrow’s alumnus. Our cover girl is now a senior; next year she will be a 
member of the youngest alumni class. There is also small difference be­
tween yesterday’s student and today’s alumnus. The factor of difference is 
time. Each of us has but to understand the loyalty he feels toward his own 
contemporaries, toward the activities of “my days” at Maine.
No! The gap between the generations is not insurmountable.
Eternal verities do exist and some fine traditions almost never change. 
The marching band is a holdover from very early days at the University  
of Maine. Its tradition shall not change, for the enthusiasm to assure re­
tention is certainly present today. Out of past success shall come the direc­
tion contemporary students need.
Enthusiasm has not gone; it is only adapted by the conditions, which 
have been altered. Thus spirit often is expressed now in smaller groups, 
such being a defense against the crowded circumstances. And what Maine 
alumni desire is a large marching band, to hold and build a splendid tra- 
dition, one that also has been delightfully set to music by Joseph A. 
Cusker '17:_____ _
f
Oh, the band went down to Mexico.
Did their bit in that hot sun.
In the world war they were on the go,
Chateau Thi-erry to Verdun;
Of its hist’ry ire are justly proud.
And we're glad to sing its praise, 
May we keep before us ever 
Valiant deeds of other days!
THE COVER: Bangor Daily News photographer Carroll Hall 
has captured all the flavor of a football game in this enthusiastic 
photograph of a cheerleader and a cheering crowd. The cheerleader 
is Kay Fraser and the photo was taken two seasons ago at the Maine- 
Connecticut game. Kay is now in the last semester of her senior year, 
is a Newport resident and a home economics major.
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The Maine Alumnus, University of Maine, Orono, Maine. Subscription price, 52.00 per year. Member: American Alumni Council. Entered as second-class mat­
ter at the Post Office at Orono, Maine, under act of March 3, 1870
IN MATTERS OF TRUST...
Our Trust department offers all trust services. Executor and administrator 
of personal estates, trustee Under wills or as trustee of living trusts 
and life insurance trusts. Investment management, custodian accounts . . . 
in fact, anything under the heading of estates and trusts.
We will be glad to discuss your estate planning needs with you at any 
time.
Merchants National Bank
MERCHAN TSwNational 'Bankof BANGOR BROAD ST., BANGORUNION AT 14TH, BANGORNORTH MAIN ST., BREWERDOW AIR FORCE BASE
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
From New York Life's yearbook of
BERNIE KLAZMER—Math
major who solved his 
career problem with million 
dollar insurance sales!
Natural sales ability and a college background in 
mathematics proved to be a highly successful career 
combination for Bernie Klazmer. Within a short time 
after becoming a New York Life Agent, these two 
qualities won Bernie a position on the industry’s 
famous Million Dollar Round Table—a distinction 
he has earned five years in a row.
Bernie is planning to complete his studies for his 
Chartered Life Underwriter degree this year. He 
knows that the career he has chosen is limited only by 
his own efforts and talents. And he has found that by 
helping others provide for their future years, he re­
ceives unlimited personal satisfaction, as well.
If you believe that a career like Bernie’s would interest 
you, or someone you know, write for information.
successful insurance career men!
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Maine
Students
A profile of 
the new college
i.
Judy Holmes '65, of East Hartford, Conn., and Guy McChesney ’64, of Bangor
By
Ronald K. Devine ’55
Photography
By
Daniel M. Maher
Conviction was as fiery as her wispy red hair when Glenda Wellman declared:
*‘I don’t think as many students are 
as upset as I am about fallout and the threat 
of nuclear war. But I’m worried enough to 
make up for all of them.”
Her two companions in the Main Lounge 
of the Memorial Union chuckled at the 
positiveness with which the junior from 
Bangor expounded her views.
Rod McClure, another junior, also from 
Bangor, countered: “I’m not worried about 
fallout. I’m very optimistic that there won’t 
be a war. Khrushchev is out to beat us any 
way he can, but I think he sees the useless­
ness of all-out nuclear warfare as an an­
swer.”
Bonnie Flagg, attending the University as 
a special student, seemed to sum up the two 
extremes: “I think the average student is 
waiting and watching.”
Bonnie’s evaluation appears to be a valid 
one. If there is any spirit of defeatism 
among University of Maine students re­
garding world crises, it certainly is not ex­
pressing itself. On the other hand, the stu­
dents are aware of the tensions—and they’re 
talking about them.
In the Fernaid Hall city room of the cam­
pus newspaper, for instance, Editor Earl 
Smith, a senior from Waterville, leaned 
back in his chair in the “slot” of the big 
horseshoe-shaped copy desk and observed:
“We as students are constantly exposed to 
discussions on the world situation. We’re in 
touch with it in every classroom. The pos­
sibilities of nuclear war are not discussed 
only in international relations classes.”
More Serious Minded
Members of the faculty and administra­
tion have recognized this growing awareness
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Albert Wrubleski  '64, 
of Shenandoah, Pa., 
conducts an ex­
periment in organic 
chemistry.
among undergraduates of the world about
them.
Director of Admissions James A. Harmon 
expressed it this way: “Students today are 
more serious minded and are coming to 
college better prepared. There is a general 
awareness of this age group that our nation 
is in deep trouble."
Dean of Women Edith G. Wilson can 
sense an increase in insecurity among stu­
dents. “Perhaps it is an aftermath of the 
war years and a reflection of the insecurity 
of their parents,’’ she observed.
But nuclear war, fallout and world crises 
are not by any means all-pervading in the 
conversations of Maine students. What else,
then, are they talking about?
Sophomore Brad Millett of Springfield, 
Mass., drew a laugh from his companions 
over a cup of coffee in the Bear’s Den 
when he laconically asserted: “Freshmen 
are talking about high school, sophomores 
are talking about freshman year, juniors are 
talking about getting out, and seniors are 
talking about wishing they could stay.’’ In 
a more serious vein, he conceded it was not 
all that simple a thing to evaluate.
Listen in on any conversation in the 
Bear’s Den or evesdrop on a dormitory or 
fraternity house bull session. Likely the 
talk will be more frivolous than philosophi­
cal, more earthy than worldly. “We don’t 
have enough really good bull sessions,” ad­
mitted Ed Reidman of Portland, a letterman 
member of the varsity football squad. 
“There don’t seem to be many people who 
can get one going.”
More Straightforward
But don’t be fooled into thinking that a 
lack of serious discussion means a paucity 
of opinions among students individually. 
They have strong feelings on everything 
from Bookstore prices to Berlin, and once 
prodded slightly aren’t afraid to express 
them.
“Students today are more straightfor­
ward. They don’t have as many inhibitions 
in what they say or do as students had 25 
and 30 years ago,” declared Dean of Men 
John E. Stewart.
“There is a real desire for sincere intel­
lectual stimulation,” said Dean Wilson, “and 
not enough opportunity for student-faculty 
interaction.” She has noted a slight improve­
ment over the years of attitudes toward in­
tellectualism.
Whether this rise in intellectualism is a 
result of more selective choosing of students 
or a result of generally better prepared stu­
dents seeking entrance is open to debate so 
far as Mr. Harmon is concerned. At any 
rate, he said, “this (secondary school) prep­
aration is necessary because colleges’ de­
mands are increasing, not only in engineer­
ing but in other fields as well. This comes
"There is a general awareness of this
Informal discussion—from left: Lynne Josselyn *62, Houlton; Gary Kinney *63, Bangor; 
Clive Nickerson *63, Bangor (on floor); Barbara Ward *62, Presque Isle; Bonnie 
Bennett *63, Bangor; Allen Tozier *63, Bangor.
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through recognition that in the world in 
which we live the need for higher education 
is receiving greater recognition each year.”
But are today’s students so very much 
different from their older brothers and 
sisters—or even from their mothers and 
fathers who attended college?
Cars Have Effect
“Students at Maine haven’t changed in­
trinsically over the years,” observed Dr. E. 
Kenneth Miles, professor of German and 
head of the department of foreign languages 
and classics. “The environment has changed, 
but students’ basic attitudes haven’t.
“There has been a noticeable shift in what 
students do for their own amusement, and 
one of the largest contributing factors to 
this is the widespread use of cars by stu­
dents.”
Underclassmen themselves seem to recog­
nize the effect automobiles have had on stu­
dent life. Said Paul Yeaton, a junior from 
Belgrade: “Students seem to be more in­
dependent. They don’t stick together too 
much. It’s awfully easy to jump in a car and 
drive off somewhere with a group of friends 
to have fun.”
Students may feel a fairly large degree of 
independence, but they don’t particularly 
feel a freedom for individualism.
Over at the Sigma Nu house the other 
noon, they were talking about just this pur­
suit of individualism. Ed Reidman observed:
Richard Crandlemire 63, of Vanceboro, studies in his University Park apartment. 
Wife Marge, son Pitt and daughter Connie are in background.
roup that our nation is in deep trouble”
“There is difficulty at Maine in pursuing 
individualism. In many cases it isn’t en­
couraged by faculty members, and some 
even discourage it by an unwillingness to 
accept ideas and concepts different from 
their own.”
Lew O’Brien, a junior from Vanceboro, 
said, “A lot of times you decide it’s not 
worth the risk of being laughed at to try 
something different. Sometimes it is worth 
the gamble, and you go ahead, even if you 
know you might be laughed right off the 
campus.”
Exponents of this view have a friend in 
Assoc. Prof. Brooks W. Hamilton, head of 
the journalism department. “Pressures are 
pushing students toward conformity,” he 
asserted, “and students at Maine are too 
conservative.”
Should Be Radical
“I think this is the time of life they should 
be radical—not because I think they should 
be radicals later in life, but because it is a 
good time to learn to see the value of some­
times radical solutions. Students today are
Joyce Baker '62, of 
Houlton, checks her 
Russian diction in 
language laboratory.
i
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growing up in a world where extremes tend 
"""to be pushed toward the middle.”
There may or may not be any connection 
between the increasing conservatism on the 
campus and the fact that there are more 
and more married students on the Univer­
sity’s rolls.
But marriage has had a definite effect on 
the profile of student life, mostly in the 
direction of maturity and better scholarship.
Earl Smith, himself married and the 
father of one child, observed that the mar­
ried students are tending to become campus 
leaders. The student newspaper editor said, 
“Because they take positions of responsi­
bility, and because of the increasing numbers 
of married students, the unmarried ones 
tend to look up to them. The attitudes of 
all college students therefore are changing 
because of the influence of more and more 
married students.”
His opinion is backed by the administra­
tive deans. Dean Wilson and Dean Stewart 
both noted the better performance of mar­
ried students.
Not Worried
Has this increase in maturity and intel­
lectualism brought with it a corresponding 
increase in cultural appreciation and sophis­
tication?
Many students don’t think so, but it 
doesn’t worry them.
“Maine isn’t as sophisticated as many 
other schools,” said Rod McClure, a physics 
major being initiated into Tau Beta Pi, 
scholastic honor society in engineering. “We 
have to be taught culture; it isn’t something 
that comes naturally. Maine doesn’t have 
the contact with many of the cultural at­
tractions. Because of the cross section of 
students, you can’t make Maine an Ivy 
League school.”
The value of having such a wide cross 
section of students is an asset, not a liability, 
in the eyes of students. “Because of this 
cross section we learn a lot from each 
other,” said Bonnie Flagg.
“It’s especially good for Maine because 
it helps those students from isolated towns 
to see how others live,” said Beverly Farn­
ham, a senior from North Castine.
If any conclusions can be drawn about 
student life at the University of Maine from 
talks with students and their faculty and 
administration, they are these: Students 
today aren’t basically much different from 
their forerunners, but those differences that 
do exist seem mainly to be in attitudes and 
outlook. Today’s students are more serious 
minded if not more enthusiastic, more stu­
dious if not more intelligent, better pre­
pared for college if not better equipped for 
it.
They recognize they are living in a 
troubled world, but they are not defeatists 
about it. They are ready and willing to take 
their places in the struggle—but they're 
going to have a little fun, too, while they’re 
getting ready.
 'Because of the cross section 
of students, you can’t make
Maine an Ivy League school”
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Sons Honor Maine Alumnus
A scholarship fund of $2,500 has been established at the Univrsity by Alan W. 
and Robert P. Crowell in memory of their father, C. Parker Crowell, class of 
1898. Mr. Crowell was a prominent alumnus of the University and a leading 
architect in Maine for nearly 50 years.
The income from the C. Parker Crowell Fund, which is administered by the 
University of Maine Foundation, will be awarded annually to either an entering 
or upperclass student of fine character, in need of financial assistance, and who 
has made a good scholastic record. Preference in the award will be given to gradu­
ates of Bangor or Orono High Schools.
Born in Orono, C. Parker Crowell pursued architectural studies at M.I.T. 
following his graduation from Maine. He opened an office in Bangor in 1905 
which, for many years prior to his retirement in 1956, was known as Crowell 
and Lancaster.
Plans for more than 1,000 buildings in Maine, including 15 classroom and 
dormitory halls at the University, were prepared by his firm. A leader in Maine 
alumni activities for many years, Mr. Crowell was awarded the Alumni Service 
Emblem in 1932 in recognition of his many valuable services to the General 
Alumni Association.
In establishing the scholarship fund, Alan and Robert Crowell have perpetu­
ated the name of C. Parker Crowell on the records of the University for all time, 
and, at the same time, have made provision for financial assistance to many 
deserving students of the future.
Indian summer and a little snow
A warm Indian summer sun bore down on campus as students drifted back to enroll for the University’s 94th fall 
opening.
As usual, their total numbers had swelled, 
and when all the hubbub of registration had 
subsided, some 4,215 students were ready 
to report for opening day classes. Of these, 
1,155 were attending the University for the 
first time, as members of the Class of 1965.
These totals represented gains from the 
previous year when 4,065 students had
Did you see this picture in Life 
Magazine? It appeared in the Novem­
ber 10 issue, and the caption explains 
that the scene occurred when the Uni­
versity’s Pi Beta Phi sorority chapter 
challenged the Lambda Chi Alphas to 
a tree stuffing contest. Thirteen Pi 
Phis wormed their way into the hol­
low trunk of an oak tree on campus, 
but the fraternity men outwormed 
them, stowing 16 brothers away. As 
Life noted, “they proved that great 
jokes from little acorns grow.” The 
photo, by the way, was taken by Earl 
Smith, editor of the campus newspaper. 
enrolled. This was a far cry from the 
even dozen students who signed up for 
classes on that first registration day in 
1868.
The new semester hadn’t been under way 
a week when the first ripple of excitement 
murmured across campus. The anxiously 
awaited opening football game with the 
University of Massachusetts had been can­
celled by a virus bug that put most of the 
Massachusetts team in bed.
Would Maine find another opponent? 
Would there be a game? Not the least of 
those wondering was Ted Curtis ’23, fac­
ulty manager of athletics. A wave of tele­
phone calls fanned out from his office to 
schools and colleges all along the Eastern 
seaboard in an attempt to find a team will­
ing and able to fill the last-minute gap in 
Maine’s schedule.
After an anxious three days, he heard 
a welcome reply: The U. S. Military Acad­
emy’s “B” team would face the Black Bears. 
The Army team flew in on Saturday morn­
ing, grabbed a quick lunch, donned football 
togs, got beaten 21-6, showered, dressed and 
flew back to West Point late that afternoon.
Back to Normal
And the campus returned to normal.
Clubs and organizations dusted off their 
rosters, added new names and started their 
fall programs. The wheels of student gov­
ernment turned anew.
Academically speaking, wheels were turn­
ing, too. The English department announced 
new and revived courses in such far flung 
topics as Old English, Ballad and Folk Song 
and Oriental Masterpieces of the Near East. 
The history and government department re­
ported receipt of a grant of $400 by the 
Citizenship Clearing House of New York 
City for the University’s Congressional in­
tern program.
“The Idea of a University" was select­
ed as a discussion theme for the academ­
ic year by the Office of Religious Affairs. 
The Rev. Harvey M. Bates, director, said 
the topic would be discussed at a series of 
faculty noon-hour seminars at the Mer­
rill Hall tea room.
Indian summer retreated, leaving a chill 
in the air as the first fall foliage exploded 
into its fiery hues.
The Masque Theatre announced selection 
of an all-state-of-Maine cast for its opening 
production of George Bernard Shaw’s An- 
drocles and the Lion.
The group also selected a cast for its 
tour of India, which was extended by about 
six weeks, to last from February 2 to May 
20. Those chosen to make the trip were 
preparing for it with a special course on 
India being taught by Assoc. Prof. Robert 
B. Thomson of the history and government 
department.
Local Talent, Too
“The Weavers,” popular folk-singing quar­
tet, performed at the opening program of 
the concert series. Besides programs of out­
side artists, the series will include a faculty 
artist series by members of the music de­
partment, and a student concert series fea-
44 from abroad study at Maine
Cambodia . . . Mauritius . . . Pakistan . . . 
These exotic names are only a few of the 
home nations represented by the 44 foreign 
students enrolled at the University this year.
Nineteen of the foreign students are from 
Canada, and six from India. About half the 
group are working on graduate degrees and 
five are doing post-doctoral research in 
chemistry, according to Cecil J. Cutts, ad­
viser to foreign students.
The five post-doctoral students are Drs. 
K. N. Rangammal and Arun Dasgupta, 
India; Brian Green and John Knight, Eng­
land; and Peter Hofer, Switzerland.
Cutts said the majority of the remaining 
39 are studying in the Colleges of Agricul­
ture and Technology.
They are: David Alkalay, Israel; Hyung 
Kyoon Cho, Korea; Claude de la Roche,
Guatemala; Ney DeOliveira, Brazil; Alban 
deSousa, Noshir Havewala, N. Ravindrana- 
than, and Surendra Tiware, India; Imre 
Janos Gorondi, Argentina; Serge Henry, 
Mauritius; Ne’mah Hussian, Iraq; Jan 
E. H. Johansson, Sweden; Peter Louridas, 
and George Papadopoulos, Greece; Parviz 
Moarefi, Iran; Susan Martin, England; 
Reijiro Nakakura and Takeo Watai, Japan; 
Irfan Siddique, Pakistan; Vanthy Sok, Cam­
bodia. 
Also, Gilbert Banville, Marven Betts, 
David Carrigan, Robert DeBoo, Rosalea 
Ernst, James Fraser, Stanley Gill, Ian Hun­
ter, Katherine King, Marcel Letourneau, 
Joan Mac Eachern, Edward Nugent, Eileen 
O’Brien, Hilles Pickens, Elizabeth Ryan, 
Mervie Stanley, Lawrence Thompson and 
Jean Vaillancourt, all of Canada.
turing members of the student musical 
organizations on campus.
With fall definitely in the air, the Uni­
versity served as the site of the national 
meeting of the Association of Summer Ses­
sion Deans and Directors in mid-October. 
Maine, Harvard and Boston University are 
the only New England members of this 
40-member national organization. Dr. Mark 
R. Shibles, dean of the College of Educa­
tion, is secretary of the group.
Old Man Winter reared his chilly head 
at October’s half-way point and left the 
cam pits snow-clad for a day. But the sun 
returned to warm things up for the 62nd 
annual Homecoming celebration. (See 
Page 16.)
Homecoming’s annual pilgrimage by alum­
ni had hardly ended when the campus was 
invaded by about 1,500 parents of fresh­
men, who toured the University and met 
with advisers, faculty and administration 
members. James A. Harmon ’40, director 
of admissions, served as chairman of the 
14-member committee that planned the 
day-long Parents Day program.
As October faded and November blew 
in on chilly winds, winter woolens began 
dominating the campus fashion scene and 
Maine prepared for the Long Freeze.
Maine students can be justly proud of 
their poetry and art magazine, Manacles.
At least that’s the professional opinion of 
John Holmes, well-known New England 
poet and professor of English at Tufts Uni­
versity.
Mr. Holmes, in a published review of 
the magazine, wrote:
. In the university and college liter­
ary world, Manacles is a superior product. 
.. .The Boston and Maine may have cut 
off the rest of the United States from ac­
cess to the State of Maine, but art and 
literature are livelier in Orono than on 
many an eastern seaboard and middle 
western campus... .The University can 
be assured that in this area of creativity 
its name is kept shining.”
The student publications committee ex­
pects even bigger and better things in 1961- 
62. The first issue of the prose magazine, 
Scop, will appear shortly, the committee 
said.
Alumni interested in receiving 1961-62 
editions of Scop (two issues) as well as the 
annual poetry and art magazine may send 
their names and addresses with the combi­
nation subscription price of $1.25 (for the 
three magazines) to Box S, 4 Fernaid Hall.
Yes there is a band . . .
But it doesn’t march; Musical group 
reorganised as a concert band
“What, no band?” asked an incredulous 
alumnus back for one of the football games 
this fall.
The fact is, Maine does have a band— 
but not a marching band to parade during 
football games.
Through an administrative move last 
spring, Francis G. Shaw, a part-time in­
structor in music, received permission from 
Lewis Niven, head of the music department, 
Dean Joseph Murray of the College of Arts 
and Sciences, and President Lloyd H. Elliott 
to reorganize the University band.
Interested students who had previously 
participated in the music program were re-
Faculty names in the news
Dean Weston Evans of the College of 
Technology and Dr. Thomas H. Curry, as­
sociate dean of technology and director of 
the Department of Industrial Cooperation, 
headed a 23-man team of Maine Educators 
attending a meeting of the New England 
section, American Society for Engineering 
Education at Brown University in Provi­
dence, R. I., in October.
Dr. Clarence E. Bennett, head of the 
physics department was in charge of the 
physics program at the meeting. Prof. Robert 
C. Chase of the department of chemical 
engineering presented a paper on “System 
dynamics as taught in chemical engineering 
at the University of Maine.” Prof. Walter W. 
Turner of the electrical engineering depart­
ment was moderator of a panel discussion.
Dr. Clarence E. Bennett, head of the 
physics department, has accepted an appoint­
ment as regional counselor in physics for 
the state of Maine. The regional counselor 
program is a pioneer project of the Ameri­
can Institute of Physics to promote and im­
prove the study of physics, particularly at 
the high school level.
Dr. Alan Baron, associate professor of 
psychology, has published a technical paper 
entitled “Studies of Individual and Paired 
Interactional Problem-Solving Behavior of 
Rats” in the current issue of Genetic Psy­
chology Monographs.
George Crosby, registrar and director of 
student services, is chairman of an eight­
member faculty committee planning the sec­
auditioned and a Concert Band was formed 
in a selected, well-balanced 45-member unit.
It was generally felt that, because of the 
shortness of the marching band season, a 
concert band would be more advisable.
Many feel Maine should have both a con­
cert band and a marching band, but officials 
point out that the University does not, at 
this time, have the facilities or a full-time 
director for both.
Lacking a marching band of its own, the 
University engaged the Katahdin Rangers 
of Millinocket for one home game and the 
Maine Maritime Academy band for another. 
Maine’s ROTC band also participated at 
games to help fill the void.
ond annual Arts Festival Month program. 
Other members are Assoc. Prof. Herschel 
Bricker, Prof. John Hankins, Asst. Prof. 
George Manlove, Asst. Prof, Ben Chap­
man, Prof. Vincent Hartgen, Asst. Prof. 
Arthur Reardon and Assoc. Prof. William 
Sleeper, Jr. The program, consisting of lec­
tures, concerts, films and art exhibits, will 
be held in March.
Dr. Richard L. Zusi, assistant professor 
of zoology, presented a paper entitled “Func­
tions and Taxonomic Aspects of the Skull 
in Shore Birds” at a meeting of the Ameri­
can Ornithologists Union in Washington,
D. C., in October.
Appointed
Dr. Max Hammer of New York City has 
been appointed lecturer in psychology. Dr. 
Hammer, a 1956 graduate of City College 
of New York, received his Ph.D. degree 
from the University of North Dakota in 
August. He also has studied at the Univer­
sity of Iowa and Merrill-Palmer Institute in 
Detroit. He is married and the father of 
one child.
Thomas Aninger of Los Angeles, Calif. 
a 1958 graduate of the Universiy of Cali­
fornia at Los Angeles, has been named 
an instructor in English at the Portland 
campus. Aninger, who received his master’s 
degree from UCLA this year, is a native of 
Berlin, Germany.
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Alumni names in the news
Congratulations to . . .
. .. Justice George H. Worster ’05, of 
Bangor, whose long career as a lawyer, edu­
cator and jurist was recalled on the occa­
sion of his 90th birthday in September. A 
retired associate justice of the Maine Su­
preme Judicial Court, he also served as an 
instructor and associate professor at the 
University’s Law School from 1903 to 1916.
. . . Hazen H. Ayer ’24, who has been 
elected a director and member of the execu­
tive committee of the newly formed Federal 
Kemper Life Assurance Co., organized as 
a subsidiary of Lumberman’s Mutual Casu­
alty Co., of Chicago.
.. . Dr. Charles D. Brown ’33, who has 
been elected president of Dielectric Products 
Engineering Company, Inc. James Robert 
Marshall ’41 also is an executive of this 
firm.
Steps up the ladder for . . .
. . . Prof. H. Edwin Young ’40, who has 
been appointed dean of the College of 
Letters and Science at the University of 
Wisconsin. He formerly was head of the 
economics department at that institution. 
The L&S College, the university’s largest 
division, has an enrollment of 10,000 gradu­
ate and undergraduate students.
. . .John A. Hall ’49, who has been ap­
pointed assistant superintendent of engineer­
ing and maintenance at the Ashtabula,
Representing Maine . . .
Miss Martha A. Pratt ’52 represented 
the University at the inauguration of Dr. 
Leonard J. Savignano as president of the 
State College at Westfield, Mass.
Dwight B. Demeritt, Jr., ’51 represented 
the University at the inaugration of Dr. 
Arthur Ole Davidson as president of Wag­
ner College, Staten Island, N. Y.
Stanley A. Murray ’47 represented the 
University at the inauguration of Dr. Joseph 
F. Copeland as president of Maryville Col­
lege, Maryville, Tenn., in October.
Mrs. Mary (Crowley) Mulvey ’30 rep­
resented the University at the installation 
of Rosemary Pierrel as dean of Pembroke 
College, Brown University, in November.
Col. Joseph A. McCusker ’17 represent­
ed the University at the inauguration of the 
Very Reverend Edward J. Burke as presi­
dent of St. John’s University in Jamaica, 
N. Y., in October.
Dr. Frederic A. Leonard ’43 represented 
the University at the inauguration of Dr. 
Randle Elliott as president of Hood College, 
Ohio, works of the Union Carbide Metals 
Co., a division of Union Carbide Corp. 
Earlier, he had been promoted to the post 
of assistant superintendent of the power 
station at the same plant.
. . • David E. Larrabee ’59, who has been 
promoted to manager of the Manchester, 
N. H., service center of the Eastern States 
Farmers’ Exchange, Inc.
• •. Rodney F. Moulton ’55, who has 
been promoted to the rank of captain while 
serving with the U. S. Army in Korea.
• • • Edward Woodward ’43, who has 
been promoted to superintendent of main­
tenance at Wyman-Gordon Eastern Division, 
Worcester, Mass.
Headlines about. . .
. . . Walter Eitel ’56, of Hartford, Conn., 
whose photographic work will be on display 
at the University in January as part of the 
1961-62 program of exhibitions, arranged 
by the art department. Giant enlargements 
of two of Mr. Eitel’s photographs of the 
Maine coast form a prominent part of the 
decor of the newly opened Ford Room in 
the Memorial Union Building.
. . . Paul Harthorn ’44, of Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, who has published an article 
entitled “Operations Coordination—Dollars 
Saved” in Hydrocarbon Processing and Pe­
troleum Refiner magazine.
. ..Hubert P. (Rudy) Vallee ’25, who
Frederick, Md., in October.
Russell S. Bodwell ’44 represented the 
University at the inauguration of Dr. Robert 
Fisher Oxnam as president of Drew Uni­
versity in Madison, N. J., in October.
Raymond H. Fogler ’15, chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, represented the 
University at a convocation commemorating 
the 100th anniversary of the founding of 
Vassar College on October 12.
Gerald E. Smith ’54, secretary of the 
Western Pennsylvania Alumni Association, 
represented the University at inauguration 
ceremonies of Dr. Chauncey Goodrich Bly 
as president of Thiel College in Greenville, 
Pennsylvania.
Conant A. Priest ’22 represented the 
University at a convocation of Hamilton 
College, Clinton, N. Y. commemorating that 
institution’s 150th anniversary in October.
Dr. Rena J. Ratte ’51 represented the 
University at a convocation of Reed Col­
lege, Portland, Ore., commemorating that 
institution’s 50th anniversary in September.
ANNUAL
ALUMNI FUND 
SCORECARD
Here are some leading records 
among the classes for the General 
Alumni Association’s first Annual 
Alumni Fund:
Members Amount Avg. 
Class Contributing Given Gift 
1922 56 $ 773.50 $13.81
1934 48 660.00 13.75
1938 73 833.50 11.42
1943 89 856.75 9.63
1949 116 1,157.00 9.97
1950 155 1,213.75 7.83
1951 129 897.00 6.75
1952 103 795.50 7.72
1958 84 884.00 10.52
1
stars in a current Broadway hit, How to 
Succeed in Business Without Really Trying.
... Robert R. Rendall ’50, who has 
authored a paper entitled “The Application 
of Hardboard in Construction” in a recent 
edition of the F.P.R.S. Journal.
.. . Col. Arthur W. Hodges ’38, who 
has been named professor of military science 
at the University of Wyoming. He also has 
been author of articles in the Infantry Jour­
nal and the Army Magazine.
. .. Ronald E. Bishop ’53, of Hampden, 
and Kenneth L. Alley ’50, of Camden, 
who were among eight selected agents of 
the nationwide field force of National Life 
Insurance Company of Vermont to attend 
a special home-office training school at 
Montpelier, Vt. Bishop, Kenneth P. Mac­
Leod ’47, of Brewer, and Walter F. 
Tweedie ’51, of Mars Hill, earned attend­
ance al the firm’s educational conference 
at Honolulu in August.
.. . John B. Douglas ’55, who has been 
appointed field man for Eastern States 
Farmers’ Exchange, Inc. He will serve part 
of southern Maine.
.. . Lewis C. Berce ’50, who has been 
named serviceman for the Houlton service 
center of the Eastern States Farmers’ Ex­
change, Inc.
. .. Army 2nd Lts. Janies F. Simms III 
’59, of West Newton, Mass., and Donald 
R. Clifford ’60, of Silver Spring, Md., who 
have recently completed the officer orienta­
tion course at the Engineer School, Fort 
Belvoir, Va.
. .. Alfred C. Beckwith ’55, who . pre­
sented a paper at the national meeting of 
the American Chemical Society in Chicago 
on Labor Day. Topic of his paper con­
cerned altering chemically the properties of 
wheat gluten.
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Athletics
Bears march to victory
It wasn't an easy game.Maine had two good runs called back on penalties, and Coach Hal Westerman, 
looking back on things, said, “I thought... 
we might get down and not be able to come 
back, but the boys came back stronger than 
ever.”
Then he added, “When we lost one touch­
down on a penalty and had almost another 
called back and then we came back, that 
meant more to me than everything else. It 
could have worked the other way.”
Trophy Retired
When the clock finally ran out, Maine 
had won the 63rd State Series competition 
by less than a touchdown in a 13-8 game 
against Bowdoin.
The win allowed Maine to retire the Lewis 
O. Barrows Trophy, the victory giving the 
Bears a sufficient total of 13 points—the 
winning figure coming after 20 years of 
Series competition.
More than 9,000 chilled fans witnessed 
the climactic contest—largest crowd since 
the 1953 Bowdoin-Maine game.
The victory left Maine with a season
These runners were among a field of 20 starters at a triangular cross country 
meet at Orono on Homecoming weekend. Maine won over Vermont and Bates. 
The scores: Maine, 21; Vermont, 26, Bates, 76. Photo courtesy of the Bangor Daily 
News.
Harriers harried by Redmen
Mike Kimball of Maine pounded his way 
toward the finish line, fast closing the gap 
separating him from Bob Brouilet of the 
University of Massachusetts.
He was just two seconds short of catching 
his Bay State competitor and Brouilet’s vic­
tory paved the way for Massachusetts’ suc­
cessful defense of the Yankee Conference 
cross country championship, run this year 
at Orono’s Penobscot Valley Country Club.
The Massachusetts harriers proved to be 
Maine’s nemesis over the entire season. 
record of seven wins, no losses and that 
15-15 standoff with Bates as the Bears 
sharpened up for the tough rescheduled 
contest against Massachusetts on the day 
before Thanksgiving.
Touch And Go
It was an unusual season, marked by 
postponement of the Massachusetts game, 
scheduled as the opener, and a quick shuffle 
for a substitute team when the Bay Staters 
took sick. The U. S. Military Academy’s “B” 
team came up and was defeated 21-6.
It was pretty much touch and go all the 
way as Maine faced and vanquished strong 
opposition: Rhode Island (22-20), Vermont 
(34-14), New Hampshire (7-6), Connecti­
cut (2-0), Colby (14-0) and Bowdoin.
(Press deadlines prevent us from report­
ing the outcome of the Massachusetts game 
in this issue.)
All in all, it was a fitting way for Westy 
to mark the 10th anniversary of his history­
making undefeated team, first that he 
coached at Maine, and it marked another 
winning season for the Bears’ coach, who
Earlier, the Redmen had forced Maine to 
take second place in a triangular meet that 
included Northeastern.
But in other contests, Maine, coached by 
Ed Styrna, defeated New Hampshire and 
won another triangular meet against Ver­
mont and Bates.
The freshman cross country squad, also 
coached by Styrna, had equal success, suf­
fering its only defeat at the hands of the 
University of New Brunswick’s varsity team. 
has never had anything else but in his 
decade at the University.
Frosh Shine, Too
The Freshman squad turned in a suc­
cessful season, too. It met defeat only once 
in a 14-0 contest against Maine Central 
Institute. The Frosh tallied victories against 
Bridgton Academy (15-14), MCI (20-6), 
Colby Frosh (36-6) and Bowdoin Frosh 
(28-0).
Sports briefly . . .
Charlie Akers ’61, captain of the 1961 
varsity ski team, has been named to the 
1961 NCAA All-American Team as a re­
sult of his winning the NCAA 10-mile cross 
country championship in the national meet 
last winter at Middlebury, Vt. Now with 
the U. S. Army, Akers served on the 1960 
U. S. Olympic Team. He hopes to compete 
on the biathlon squad on the 1964 Olympic 
team. As a result of his record, the Maine 
Intercollegiate Athletic Association has 
voted to name future state intercollegiate 
skimeister trophies as “The Charles Akers 
Trophy.”
A new sport on the Maine athletic scene 
this fall is soccer. Under the tutelage of 
Silas Dunklee, who has been appointed to 
coach skiing and tennis, along with soccer, 
about 20 men turned out for practice. Coach 
Dunklee said emphasis is being placed on 
fundamentals and some inter-squad games. 
He noted that most of those who came out 
are freshmen, “which means they’ll benefit 
from this early instruction.” University ath­
letic officials hope a varsity schedule can be 
adopted within the next year or two.
Maine’s golf captain Gordon Curry, de­
fending Maine collegiate champion, won’t 
be around to defend his title next spring. 
A member of an Air National Guard unit 
that was activated, he will be serving with 
the Air Force for the next 12 months, ac­
cording to Brian McCall, golf coach.
Football was still going full-tilt when in 
mid-October Coach Brian McCall issued 
the call for candidates for the basketball 
squad. Heading the group of men out for 
the team was Captain Tom (Skip) Chappelle, 
All-New England and Little All-American 
selection a year ago when the Bears won 18, 
lost five. Maine will play a 24-game schedule 
this winter.
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A wards
• A gridiron 
thriller
• Honors for 
’51 team
Alvin S. McNeilly ’44, left, presents Black Bears to James E. Totman ’16, 
Avery C. Hammond ’11, and Abel P. Wyman ’07. Photos on this page courtesy of the 
Bangor Daily News.
HOMECOMING 1961
And now I present to you the 1961 Black Bear winners.”
A hushed silence came over the 
Memorial Gym where nearly 500 alumni 
were gathered for the annual Homecoming 
luncheon. Alvin S. McNeilly ’44, president 
of the General Alumni Association, began 
reading the citation for the first of the three 
alumni to be honored with the coveted 
Black Bear Award this year.
".. . A strong civic leader and an ex­
tremely willing alumni worker. He has 
been an official of the Memorial Union 
Fund Drive and of the Arthur A. Hauck 
Building Fund. He has served 30 years as 
the secretary of his class, and has faith­
fully served the tasks of reunion planning 
and fund raising for the outstanding class 
of which he is a member, and which pre­
sented last June over $19,000 to the Uni­
versity for scholarship purposes”
As the hints continued to fall from Mr. 
McNeilly’s citation, many alumni in the 
audience had deduced even before his name 
was read that Avery C. Hammond ’11 of 
Bangor was the first winner.
A resounding and sustained applause 
greeted Mr. Hammond as he accepted the 
award.
Mr. McNeilly began the second citation: 
”... He has been an advocate of re­
search for the promotion of Maine agri­
culture and industry who has shown 
superior generosity in making grants for 
this purpose, and in establishing liberal 
scholarship assistance. Always an ardent 
alumnus and devoted contributor to alum­
ni projects, he has given of his wealth and
also of his time and energies to promoting 
the welfare of his university. He has em­
ployed Maine graduates and has assisted 
many others in school.”
Again the words of the citation gave 
many in the audience a clue to the identity 
of the award winner. This time James E. 
Totman ’16 of Baltimore, Md., rose to the 
thunder of applause to receive his Black 
Bear.
About the third winner, Mr. McNeilly 
said:
”... A devoted correspondent about 
alumni and earnest son of Maine, he has 
been a loyal member of his class and a 
firm advocate of assistance to and better 
education for young people. He served as 
reunion chairman for the golden anniver­
sary of his graduating class. He has often 
VICTORS: Their jubilation was well DIGNITARIES: Gov. Reed VISITORS: Returning members of the un­
deserved. and Homecoming Queen defeated 1951 team.
Sharon Folsom.
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been a committee member for GA A pur­
poses, doing his work efficiently, promptly 
and thoroughly. He is known for his out­
standing work as president of the Senior 
Alumni Association.”
These clues removed all doubt from most 
in the audience that Abel P. Wyman ’07 
of Waterville, immediate past president of 
the Senior Alumni Association, was the 
third winner. He, too, accepted his Black 
Bear amid peals of applause.
Thus came the climax to one of the high­
lights of the 62nd annual Homecoming 
celebration.
1951 Team Honored
Tribute also was paid at the luncheon to 
members of the 1951 football team, the 
only undefeated squad in University history 
and the first Maine team coached by Hal 
Westerman.
One of the most touching tributes to 
+ was made by a member of the 
team who couldn’t attend the ceremonies. 
Eugene F. Sturgeon ’52, in a letter read 
to the alumni, wrote: “. . . Everyone who has 
known Westy will tell you that he is an out­
standing moulder of men and a fine repre­
sentative of Maine. . . I can think of nothing 
more positive to add than the hope that in 
each of us, no matter where we may be or 
what our endeavors, there remains a little 
of Westy. I am humbly proud to know him 
as a coach and friend.”
As Westy rushed off for the dressing 
room to help the 1961 team prepare for 
trie Homecoming game, he was seen wiping 
a speck of dust from his eye.
Among the many loyal alumni attending 
the Homecoming festivities was Gov. John 
H. Reed ’42. He addressed the luncheon 
gathering briefly and later, during halftime 
ceremonies, presented Homecoming Queen 
Sharon Folsom, a petite blonde freshman 
from Stillwater, to the 8,000 who attended 
the game.
A Cliff-Hanger
It was a game worthy of a Homecoming 
weekend. For four action-packed quarters 
Maine’s Black Bears battled UConn’s 
Huskies tooth and nail to a near standoff. 
Maine’s two-point safety, gained in the 
early minutes of the contest, proved to be 
the deciding factor in an almost unbelieve- 
ably exciting match. Fans of the Pale Blue 
were choking on their hearts as the last 
play of the game found Connecticut brush­
ing the goal line. On the verge of scoring 
a three-point field goal, the Huskies were 
frustrated by a blocked kick and the crowd 
went wild.
The weekend program also included a 
series of pre-game activities Friday evening, 
college coffees and get-togethers Saturday 
morning, fraternity reunions and the Maine 
Masque Theatre’s presentation of George 
Bernard Shaw’s Androcles and the Lion.
Climaxing the festivities was a dance 
sponsored by the Southern Penobscot Valley 
Alumni Association at the Pilot’s Grill in 
Bangor, attended by about 180 alumni and 
friends.
j
YOU CAN’T WIN ’EM ALL
Last issue we reported on Maine’s 
new computer lab and by way of il­
lustration blandly explained that if 
the Indians had invested the $24 
they were paid for Manhattan Island 
at six per cent compounded semi­
annually, their funds would total 
$15,021,962 today.
We also asserted that it would take 
a mathematician quite a considerable 
length of time to figure the problem 
out “by hand.”
Well, along comes Dean S. Pierce 
’50, an engineer with the General 
Electric Company in Hudson Falls, 
N. Y., and proves us wrong on both 
counts.
NEW EDUCATION 
BUILDING DEDICATED
The new College of Education Building 
became an “official” member of the campus 
with dedication ceremonies on November 
18.
Dr. Lloyd S. Michael, superintendent of 
Evanston Township High School in Illinois, 
was a featured speaker at the exercises.
UNIVERSITY GIVEN 
CANADIAN BOOKS
The University was among several north­
ern New England institutions that were 
presented gifts of Canadian books by the 
Canadian Consulate General in Boston.
Canadian Consul, Miss Laura Beattie, 
was on the Maine campus in October to 
present the books to the University’s library.
PLACEMENT OFFICES 
CONSOLIDATED
The University has consolidated its place­
ment activities under one office in the new 
College of Education building. The merger 
brings together two placement facilities 
which previously operated separately, one 
serving the Colleges of Agriculture, Arts
APOLOGIES
In the last issue of The Alum­
nus the 1961 valedictory address 
appeared under the title “Time for 
a change.” Through an unfortunate 
error, the name of the class vale­
dictorian, David M. Hodsdon, was 
misspelled. The Alumnus regrets 
the error.
He points out that either our com­
puter is wrong, or the author of the 
problem fed it the wrong data. A 
check with the lab proves that the 
computer is indeed functioning prop­
erly and the data indeed was in 
error. Instead of calculating the prob­
lem on the basis of 335 years—Peter 
Minuit bought the island in 1626— 
the problem was set up on the basis 
of 337 years.
Mr. Pierce also writes, “It takes 
less than 5 minutes to make a calcu­
lation as described in the article 
without a computer if you have taken 
a course in mathematics of invest­
ment at the University of Maine.”
So there.
and Sciences and Technology, and the other 
serving the College of Education.
Philip J. Brockway ’31, who has direct­
ed the former bureau, has been appointed 
director of the new set-up, and Miss Thelma 
H. Demont, who has handled teacher place­
ment for the College of Education, is serving 
as assistant director.
Coddled ?
Is American education coddling its stu­
dents?
H. Russell Beatty ’27, president of 
Wentworth Institute in Boston, in a keynote 
speech before the 52nd New England Con­
ference of State Federations of Women’s 
Clubs this fall, answered with an emphatic 
“Yes.”
“No mother can call the principal or su­
perintendent of schools and complain that 
her little Willie is abused because he has 
too much homework,” he said.
“We have spoiled our little Willies so 
badly in our high schools that 50 per cent 
of them fail when they go to college.
“We want them to be educated without 
working for it,” he said. “Fortunately, this 
is not possible.”
Unless America develops a more effec­
tive educational system, he warned, Russia 
may outdistance us in the Cold War.
Last year Mr. Beatty traveled through­
out the Soviet Union surveying educational 
institutions. A two-part article by Mr. Beatty 
entitled “Engineering and Technicum Edu­
cation in the USSR” has been published as 
part of a report of the six-man delegation 
of the Engineers Joint Council which made 
the trip under an exchange agreement.
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president the scene at a recent meeting of the Baltimore, Md., Alumni. Featured speaker was Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, University
Local Associations
Auburn-Lewiston Alumnae
Mrs. Julia (Shores ’49) Hahnel,
President
The group met first this year on Septem­
ber 20 at the Wallingfords’ camp on Taylor 
Pond, a large group attending the camp 
supper and social evening. Business was 
conducted by the President.
A meeting was held again on October 18 
at the home of Mrs. Dorris (Mayne ’52) 
Lindquist, Robin Road, Auburn. Mrs. Alan 
Hall was guest speaker on the subject of 
“.Family Defense.” Plans were made for a 
Mother and Daughter supper at the West 
Auburn Church, November 15.
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Otto H. Wallingford ’48, President
The men met on October 19 at Stephens 
House in Auburn to eat dinner and then 
adjourned to the new Edward Little High 
School for a tour of the building conducted 
by President Wallingford, who was a mem­
ber of the School Building Committee. 
Next regular meeting, November 16, to be 
reported in the January Alumnus.
Rhode Island and Southeastern 
Mass. Alumni
Richard T. Fairfield ’50, President
A picnic lunch, tail-gate style, was the 
successful affair staged by the group on the 
day of the Maine-Rhode Island game, in 
the parking lot beside the field in Kingston, 
September 30. Some folks from Connecticut 
were present. Next year’s Connecticut game, 
it was decided, could be the occasion for 
both Rhode Island and Connecticut alumni 
to meet for a similar affair at Storrs.
Alumni Teachers Association
Mrs. Mary Jo (Orr ’39) Devitt,
President
Dr. David R. Fink, Jr., Associate Pro­
fessor of Education, spoke to the teachers’ 
luncheon at the Bangor House on October 
5, on the subject, “The College of Educa­
tion and Team Teaching.” Dr. Fink is also 
Director of the Team Teaching project now 
being conducted under a Ford Foundation 
grant.
North Shore, Mass. Alumni
Harold P. Hamilton ’30, Past President
(A new Governing Board of six mem­
bers)
Again at the Gloucester House Restau­
rant a seafood or turkey dinner choice 
faced the members who met to hear Dr. 
George A. Billias speak about his book, 
General John Glover and his Marblehead 
Mariners. Prof. Billias is on leave from the 
University of Maine History Department to 
do research this year.
Southern Penobscot Alumnae
Mrs. Jean (Polleys ’50) Fenlason,
President
On October 10, a membership coffee was 
held and a business session conducted, to 
plan the annual rummage sale. The sale 
was held on October 27 at 42 Columbia St., 
Mrs. Constance (Drew ’50) Darrah, 
Chairman. The following meeting, Novem­
ber 14 in the Memorial Union at the Uni­
versity, to be reported in the January Alum­
nus. Successful projects by the group have 
been the result of good planning and in­
cluded willing assistance and fine programs, 
with publicity, all aiding to build an inter­
ested membership.
Washington, D. C. Alumni
Frank E. Patten, Jr. ’31, President
On October 12 a dinner was enjoyed at 
the South Gate Motor Hotel Restaurant’s 
Cardinal Room, South Arlington, Virginia. 
President Lloyd H. Elliott from the Univer­
sity spoke to the gay dinner meeting, which 
also included special entertainment. Dr. 
Elliott presented both summary news and 
interesting details on progress of the Uni­
versity. Mrs. Mildred (Haney ’34) Ber- 
deen, presided. New officers were elected.
Baltimore, Md. Alumni
Louis E. Cook ’58, President
Members gathered for dinner at the Park 
Plaza Hotel and for a report on the Univer­
sity by Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, the evening of 
Friday, October 13. The program was well 
received on this Maine night for Baltimore 
Alumni. The brief business meeting was 
conducted by Chairman Cook, who also 
introduced guests, and the speaker.
Northern New Hampshire Alumni
Miss Nancy C. Philbrook ’42, Chairman
A meeting of White Mountain area alum­
ni was held at the Shelbourne Farm Inn of 
the Philbrook family on Tuesday, October 
31. Visiting from Orono was Charles E. 
Crossland ’17, resident secretary of the 
Pulp and Paper Foundation, to bring up-to- 
date news of the campus.
Southern Kennebec Alumni
Norman Gosline ’57, President
A good luncheon group enjoyed the regu­
lar meeting on November 3, of businessmen 
alumni at the Worster House in Hallowell. 
No formal session was held, but good fel­
lowship stands out in the report of this 
growing association.
Northern Kennebec Alumni
Chester A. Baker ’25, President
A grand evening for families was experi­
enced by the group on Friday, November 3, 
at the Fairfield Center Grange Hall. Special 
entertainment (magic) done by Mansfield 
Packard ’25, a business session, and greet­
ings from campus by Assistant Executive 
Director Margaret M. Mollison ’50 com­
prised the affair. The business was con­
ducted by President Baker.
Finger Lakes, N. Y. Alumni
Philip Lord ’55, President
The group met at the Vestal Steak House 
on Route 17 in the Vestal-Binghamton area 
on November 4. Charles E. Crossland ’17 
spoke on “The Growth of Your Univer­
sity,” and brought news from Orono.
Northeastern N. Y. Alumni
William M. Foss ’23, President
Charles E. Crossland ’17 visited the din­
ner meeting of November 3 at Dunn’s Res-
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taurant in"Latham, N. Y., as guest speaker. 
-Program Chairman making arrangements 
was Harry Potter ’54.
Coming Meetings
Boston, Mass. Alumni
Dec. 7, 1961
Harvard Club, Purcell's Restaurant
Fall Smoker for men
Speaker: Coach Hal Westerman
Greater New York City Alumni
Phi Gamma Delta Club, 106 W. 56 St.
Annual Football Dinner
Speaker: Coach Hal Westerman
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Dec. 21, 1961 Stephen's House
Speaker: Coach Hal Westerman
Southern Penobscot Alumnae
Jan. 24, 1962
Dessert Meeting
Footman's Recreation Rm.
Speaker: Prof. Horace Quick
Movies: African Safari
Portland Alumnae
Dec. 7, 1961
Carolyn's, Cape Elizabeth
Past Presidents' Night
Speaker: Dean Mark Shibles
Regularly Scheduled Meetings
Monthly—
Western Pennsylvania Alumni
First Monday of each month
Oliver Restaurant
Smithfield St., Pittsburgh
Noon
Eastern Pennsylvania Alumni
Last Thursday of each month
Electrical Club Dining Room
6th Floor, Architect's Building
17 th and Samson Streets
Philadelphia, Penna.
Noon
Southern Kennebec Alumni
First Friday of each month
Worster House
Hallowell
Noon
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Third Thursday of each month
Stephens House
Union and Court Streets, Auburn
Dinner—6 p.m.
Boston Alumni
Weekly luncheons on Friday 
will now be held in the
Alcove Room, Purcell's
Restaurant, 10 City Hall 
Avenue.
Invitations are extended to any alumnus 
or faculty member living or visiting in
Boston to attend on each Friday.
New Local Alumni Officers
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Otto H. Wallingford '48, President; Robert
D. Waterman '49, Vice President; John L. 
McCobb '25, 2nd Vice President; Shirley G.
Death takes Coach Jenkins
When death unexpectedly took Coach 
Chester A. Jenkins on September 30, many 
who had studied the arts of track and cross­
country under his skillful tutelage remem­
bered him not so much as a coach but as 
a friend.
“Our drives, our honesty, our sense of 
fair play were gained in a large part from 
our association with him,” wrote one of his 
former students.
It was not only his outstanding record, 
compiled over a 45-year coaching career, 
that had endeared him to his former stu­
dents.
“He had another achievement besides his 
139 victories, 49 losses and two ties,” wrote 
a former student. “He instilled ideas into 
boys to make them better men, better hus­
bands, better parents and better citizens 
than they ever would have been had they 
not had the advantage of the influence and 
direction of Coach Jenkins.”
Indeed, the 72-year-old professor emeri­
tus of physical education, who retired in 
1956, had earned a warm spot in the hearts 
of many Maine athletes, as well as his col­
leagues throughout the nation.
Besides entering one of the best won-lost 
records on Maine's books, Coach Jenkins at 
one time or another played guiding roles in 
the development of five Olympic trackmen.
Coach Jenkins was a graduate of Dart­
mouth College in 1911. He received his 
master's degree from the University of 
Maine in 1931.
Following his graduation from Dart­
mouth, Prof. Jenkins taught science at Gov­
ernor Dummer Academy in Byfield, Mass., 
and at Huntington School in Boston. In 
1921 he was named assistant professor of 
chemistry at Bates College and served as 
track coach.
In 1928 he came to Maine as professor
Webster '41, Treasurer; Richard I. Davis 
'44, Secretary.
Washington, D. C. Alumni
Frank E. Patten, Jr. '31, President; Donald 
F. Bryan '43, Vice President; Joan (Chap­
man '42) Zink, Secretary; Harland F. 
Leathers '32, Treasurer.
Portland Alumnae
Priscilla (Thomas '49) Rines, President; Jan 
(Bishop '55) Butler, Vice President; Mildred 
(Morris '47) Hart, C. Secretary; Faith 
(Wixson '56) Varney, Rec. Secretary; 
Charlotte (Moreshead '54) Libby, Treas­
urer.
Southern Penobscot Alumnae
Jean (Polleys '50) Fenlason, President; 
Arline (Tankle '47) Keith, Vice President; 
Arline Lynch '25, 2nd Vice President; Ju­
dith (Kittredge '59) Carter, Secretary; Joan 
(Shea '45) Agnew, Treasurer.
COACH JENKINS
of physical education and track and cross­
country coach, a position he held until his 
retirement in 1956. From 1942 to 1946 he 
also served as an assistant professor of 
chemistry.
In 1953 Prof. Jenkins was presented the 
Black Bear Award by the General Alumni 
Association.
On June 30, 1913, he married Louise 
Dunlap, who died on June 3, 1958. Later 
he married Mrs. Helen Berger of California. 
Besides his widow, survivors include a son, 
Robert Dunlap Jenkins ’43 of Terrace 
Park, Ohio; three grandchildren and a sis­
ter.
In agreement with family and friends, a 
Chester A. Jenkins Scholarship has recently 
been announced by the University. Gifts re­
ceived in Coach Jenkins' name will be add­
ed to this fund.
FIELD HOUSE—GYM FUND 
NAMES CORRECTED
Names of the following alumni 
either were inadvertently omitted or 
appeared inaccurately in the list of 
contributors to the Memorial (Field 
House-Gymnasium) Fund carried as 
a special insert in the October 1961 
Alumnus:
Aikins, Frederick H. '17
Aikins, Walter B. '18 
Brown, John Wilson '99 
Gregory, Marie Blackman '18 
Harmon, W. Warren '10
Hunting, Eugene N. '02 
McDonald, Warren T2
Merrill, William H. '13
Nutting, Albert D. '27
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Notes from the Classes
If Your Class Column Is Missing . . .
• • • It’s because your editors have decided to alternate class news. Your class 
column will appear in every other issue of the six 1961-62 issues. The 1962 
June Reunion classes, however, will have a news column in print every issue.
NECROLOGY
FACULTY
CHESTER A. JENKINS. See opposite page.
DR. STANLEY ROYAL ASHBY. Dr. Stanley R. 
Ashby, professor emeritus of English at the Uni­
versity of Maine died October 12, at Cambridge, 
Mass. Professor Ashby taught English at the Uni­
versity for 14 years, coming here in 1930 and re­
tiring in 1944. He held degrees from the University 
of Texas, Oxford University in England, and Har­
vard University. Dr. Ashby was one of the first 
Rhodes Scholars and was chairman of the commit­
tee that selected Rhodes Scholars at this University. 
He also played an important part in organizing the 
honors program in the College of Arts at Maine. 
During World War I Dr. Ashby worked with the 
Foyer du Soldat with the French Army. He was 
born at Three Rivers, Mich., April 19, 1880. He is 
survived by a son, Stanley Royal Ashby, Jr., of 
Cambridge, Mass.
1899
MAUDE FARNHAM NICKERSON. Mrs. 
George Q. Nickerson, 82, of Houlton, died No­
vember 2, 1961, at a Bangor hospital. A native of 
Hampden, Mrs. Nickerson lived in Houlton where 
her late husband was a dentist She was a member 
of the D A.R., the Business and Professional Wom­
en's Club, and the Houlton Women’s Club. For 
several years Mrs. Nickerson was the owner and 
manager of a rooming house in Houlton. Survivors 
include one sister and a niece. Mrs. Nickerson was 
a member of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
1900
EDWARD HUTCHINGS. Edward Hutchings, 
84, of Springfield, Mass., died September 7, 1961. 
A native of Brewer, he was a graduate of Bowdoin 
College in 1898. He graduated from the University 
of Maine School of Law in 1900. He practiced in 
Boston before going to Springfield where, in 1910, 
he opened his own office. On his retirement in 1959, 
after nearly 60 years as a practicing lawyer, he was 
the second oldest active member of the Hampden 
County (Mass.) Bar Association. Mr. Hutchings 
was a member of the American Bar Association. 
He is survived by his wife.
1901
JOHN FOY SANFORD. John F. Sanford, 85, 
of Kingfield, died October 25, 1961, at Farmington. 
A native of Kingfield, Mr. Sanford graduated from 
the College of Pharmacy at the University. He oper­
ated a pharmacy at York for several years, retiring 
to Kingfield where he engaged in dairy farming. Mr. 
Sanford was a member of the Masonic Order. Sur­
vivors include a daughter and a grandson.
1902
HORACE PERCY ABBOTT. Horace P. Abbott, 
87, died August 21, 1960. He was a native of York. 
For the past 60 years he had served as superintend­
ent of Mt. Pleasant Cemetery. Mr. Abbott resided 
in Eliot.
1903
EDWARD FRANCIS WELLMAN. Edward F. 
Wellman, a native of Lewiston, died recently. No 
further details are available at this time. Mr. Well­
man was president of his class freshman year and 
a member of Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.
ROBERT ADELBERT WEBSTER. Robert A. 
Webster, 82, of Belfast, died September 4, 1961 at 
a hospital at Togus Mr. Webster was a native of 
Orland. He attended Eastern State Normal School, 
Castine, and Bridgewater, Massachusetts Normal 
School, and the University where he was in the 
College of Arts and Sciences. A veteran of World 
War I, he was discharged as a lieutenant junior 
grade after two and one-half years of service. He 
was city marshal at Rockland for four years, and 
served for several years as deputy sheriff and turn­
key at Knox County jail in Rockland. He was affili­
ated with many fraternal organizations. Survivors 
include two sisters, both of Belfast; one, Marion 
Lee Webster ’05 and a brother Dr. Francis Howe 
Webster ’04, of South San Francisco, Calif., and 
two nieces.
1907
WILLIAM BANNISTER ALEXANDER. Wil­
liam B. Alexander, 74, Melrose, Massachusetts, died 
October 19, 1961. A native of St. John, N. B., 
Canada (his parents were then residents of East 
Boston, Mass.), Mr. Alexander graduated from 
Everett High School and received a B.S. from the 
University of Maine, and an M.S. in Chemistry 
from Wesleyan. In 1908, after serving as principal 
of Melrose High School, Mr. Alexander became 
New England manager of Barrett Co., a division of 
Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation, and later 
was made sales manager for the company. In 1947, 
following retirement from Barrett Company, Mr. 
Alexander organized and became president of 
Beacon Sales Co., of Somerville, handling business 
supplies and road material. He was president and 
trustee of Melrose Savings Bank. Mr. Alexander 
was president of the Class of 1907 for nine years, 
and gave the history of the class at the Alumni 
luncheon in 1957, the occasion of the 50th reunion 
of his class. Survivors include his wife, four sons, 
and one daughter. Mr. Alexander was a member of 
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.
EDWARD JAMES DRUERY. Edward J. Dru- 
ery, a native of Augusta, died July 8, 1961, in that 
city. No further information is available.
1908
HORACE DENVER RIDLON. Horace D. Rid- 
lon, 85, of Charleston, died September 16, 1961, at 
Bangor. A native of Newport, he was a graduate of 
Coburn Classical Institute at Waterville, and the 
University of Maine Law School. He practired law 
in Corinna from 1908 to 1920 when he became su­
perintendent of schools in Union 83, serving until 
his retirement in 1947. Mr. Ridlon was a member of 
the grange, the Masons, and OES. He was a trustee 
of Higgins Classical Institute, resigning as secretary 
of the board in 1960. He was an honorary member 
of the New England Association of School Superin­
tendents. Survivors include his wife, a brother, and 
a step-daughter.
FRED FORREST PEASE. Fred Forrest Pease, 
77, died June 25, 1961 at Squantum, Mass. A native 
of Lowell, Mass., he moved when a child to Maine 
and graduated from Livermore Falls High School. 
After attending the University, Mr. Pease attended 
Army and Navy Preparatory School, Washington, 
D. C. Mr. Pease was founder of Opportunity School 
for Boys, a trade school for underprivileged chil­
dren in New Gloucester. He was also a member of 
the board of directors. He was supervisor of ap­
prentices at the Quincy Ship Yard, and wrote the 
first dictionary of ship building terms in 1916. In 
1922 he went into business as an industrial research 
engineer at Squantum, Mass. Three years later Mr. 
Pease became research engineer with the Arthur 
D. Little Co., in Cambridge. In 1932 he joined 
Lever Brothers where he was research engineer 
and inventor. His work with the Navy during World 
War II brought him a commendation by the Late 
Frank Knox, then Secretary of the Navy, for his 
engineering and development programs in anti­
submarine warfare. On retirement, Mr. Pease 
worked at his expanded laboratory at his Squantum 
home. His research engineering and numerous in­
ventions range from candy making to improved 
types of boat launching gear to “ventilated” ciga­
rettes. The last few years Mr. Pease worked on 
ventilating systems for atomic bomb shelters. Sur­
vivors include a wife, two daughters and a son. 
Mr. Pease organized the Pease-Anthony Equipment 
Co., making devices to reduce air pollution.
OTIS WITHAM MEANS. Otis W. Means, 77, 
died July 25, 1961, at Newton Center, Mass. He 
had been employed by the Personnel Department of 
the New England Confectionery Co., of Cambridge, 
Mass. He is survived by his wife, three sons, and 
a daughter. Mr. Means was a member of Phi Gam­
ma Delta Fraternity.
ALVIN HAROLD LINDSAY. Alvin H. Lindsay, 
71, of Lincoln, died September 5, 1961. A native of 
Carroll he resided there until two years ago when 
he moved to Lincoln. He was a member of the 
grange at Carroll and of the Forest Lodge of Ma­
sons at . Springfield. He is survived by his wife, six 
sons, six daughters, two brothers, two sisters, 44 
grandchildren, and 13 great-grandchildren.
1909
WILLIAM WASHBURN HALEY. William W. 
Haley, 64, of Fort Fairfield, died May 25, 1951. Mr. 
Haley was a prominent potato grower, buyer, and 
shipper. Survivors include his wife, a son, and a 
daughter. Mr. Haley was a member of Delta Tau 
Delta Fraternity.
HOWARD NEWTON SEWALL. Howard N. 
Sewall, 73, . died October 12, 1961, at Andover, 
Mass. A native of York, Mr. Sewall was a graduate 
in Pharmacy at the University. In 1947 he retired, 
after 36 years as a druggist at Middleboro, Mass., 
and returned to York. For the past few years Mr. 
Sewall had been living with his daughter at An­
dover, Mass. Mr. Sewall received his 50 year Ma­
sonic pin from Aspinquid Blue Lodge A.F. & A.M. 
of York Village, and was a member of the Royal 
Arch Chapter of So. Berwick. During World War 
I, Mr. Sewall served with the army medical corps 
in France. A son and a daughter survive.
CHESTER ARTHUR ESTEY. Chester A. Estey, 
75, of Warrick, R. I., died at Northport October 
23, 1961, in an automobile accident. Mr. Estey had 
visited with friends in Orono and Stockton Springs 
and was enroute home from the Maine Homecom­
ing weekend. A native of Lisbon Falls, he was em­
ployed for many years by the Boston Edison Co., 
in Boston. He retired and moved to Warrick eight 
years ago. A son, a daughter, and a sister survive.
HARRY BENJAMIN CLIFFORD. Harry B. 
Clifford, died October 20, 1931, at Detroit, Michi­
gan. Mr. Clifford, a native of Concord, N. H., en­
tered the University of Maine after receiving an 
A.B. degree from Harvard University in 1907. At 
Maine he was enrolled in the School of Law.
1911
FREDERICK McCORMINSKY INGERSOLL. 
Frederick M. Ingersoll, 75, of Glen Cove, died Sep­
tember 10, 1961, at his home. He was a native of 
Canton. At the time of his death he was a part­
time employee of an automobile company m Rock­
land. For many years prior to retirement, Mr. 
Ingersoll was a New England Sales Manager for 
McCray Refrigeration Co., of Indiana. He was a 
member of the Masons, a Shriner, and a member of 
the Elks. Survivors include his wife, a son, two 
daughters, and a brother. Mr. Ingersoll was a mem­
ber of the Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.
HORACE NEWTON LEE. Horace N. Lee, 72, 
died at his home at Laguna Beach, California, Oc­
tober 1, 1961. A native of Greenwood, Massa­
chusetts, he was a graduate of Wakefield High 
School before attending the University where he 
received a B.S. degree. In 1913 he received an M.A. 
from Harvard University. At his retirement, Mr. 
Lee was a research associate on textiles for A. D. 
Little, Inc., of Cambridge, Mass. During World 
Wars I and II, Mr. Lee worked as a civilian on 
scientific research and development, and as an in­
spector of airplanes and airplane engines. Survivors 
include his wife.
1912
JOHN LYON GAFFNEY. John L. Gaffney, 73, 
died m Bangor on August 31. A native of that city, 
he was a graduate of the local schools and attended 
Holy Cross College before enrolling in the College 
of Law at the University. Mr. Gaffney was a civil 
engineer in Massachusetts before his retirement two 
years ago. He served as a corporal in the U. S. 
Army in World War I with the 28th Company, 
Seventh Battalion, and with the 151st Depot Bri­
gade. There are no survivors.
WILLIAM RICE BALLOU. William R. Ballou, 
71, of Bangor, died after a two day illness October 
27, 1961. A native of New York City, Mr. Ballou 
moved to Bath where he attended the public schools, 
and graduated from Staunton Military Academy, 
Staunton, Va., before entering the University of 
Maine. Mr. Ballou came to Bangor where he was 
prominent in civic and social organizations. He was 
a former executive and president of Morse and Co., 
with whom he was associated for 36 years. He was 
then associated with Doyle and Carter of Brewer. 
He was a past president of the Maine Retail Lum­
berman’s Assn., a charter member, vice president 
and director of Katahdin Area Council Boy Scouts. 
He was a member of Rising Virtue Masonic Lodge 
of Bangor. In World War I, Mr. Ballou was a cap­
tain with the 56th Pioneer Infantry Division, and 
later a captain with the Maine National Guard. He 
served as a colonel on Governor William Tudor
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Gardiner's_Staff for four years. During his college 
career he was a member of the Sophomore Owls 
-and the Senior Skulls. Survivors include his wife, 
two sons, John '49, two sisters, a brother, a step­
mother, a grandson, and a granddaughter. Mr. 
Ballou was a member of Phi Gamma Delta Fra­
ternity.
1914
ROBERT WILBUR ANDREWS. Robert W. An­
drews, 67, of Birmingham, Ala., died while visiting 
relatives at Northfield, Minnesota, on August 20, 
1961. A native of Augusta, Mr. Andrews was first 
employed by Hardy S. Ferguson in the design and 
construction of important pulp and paper mills in 
the United States and Canada. He then joined the 
Minnesota and Ontario Paper Co., of Minneapolis, 
Minn., and served as chief engineer, executive vice 
president, and senior vice president of that com­
pany. In 1952 he joined the Brown Co. of Berlin, 
N. H., as assistant to the president, and that same 
year was promoted to Works Manager. He was 
recently in charge of construction . and operation of 
the new fiber pipe plant at Birmingham, Ala. and 
was scheduled to retire Oct. 1 to New Hampshire. 
Mr. Andrews was a member of Beta Theta Pi Fra- 
ternity. He is survived by his wife and one daugh­
ter.
EDWARD ISAAC GLESZER. Edward I. Gleszer, 
69, of Bangor, died October 1, 1961. A Hartford, 
Conn., native, he graduated from the local schools, 
received his degree from Trinity College, and his 
Law Degree from the University in 1914. He had 
been in continuous practice in Bangor since that 
time. He served as a recorder of the Bangor Muni­
cipal Court, and later was appointed Judge. He was 
Public Administrator for Penobscot County. Mr. 
Gleszer was one of the incorporators of Katahdin 
Council, Boy Scouts of America. He served six 
years as chairman of the Court of Honor of the 
Boy Scouts. Mr. Gleazer was president of the Ban­
gor Humane Society for the past 30 years, and last 
year was elected president of the Maine Federation 
of Humane Societies. He was a member of St. 
Andrews Lodge AF and AM, and Anah Temple, 
Order of the Mystic Shrine, and was a member of 
the Penobscot and the American Bar Associations. 
Mr. Gleszer is survived by his wife, Ada (Cohen 
'15 Gleszer), and a son, Col. Roland M. '36, regi­
mental commander at the United States Military 
Academy, at West Point, N. Y., and by a brother.
DR. WILLIAM EDWARD GIFFORD. Dr. Wil­
liam E. Gifford, 73, died October 6, 1961, at North 
Fairfield. A native of Fairfield, Dr. Gifford majored 
in Civil Engineering at the University and served as 
principal of Brooklin High School. He then at­
tended the American School of Osteopathy at 
Kirkville, Mo., and received his D.O. degree in 
1924. Dr. Gifford started his practice in Bangor 
in 1926. He was a founding member of the James 
A. Taylor Osteopathic Hospital in Bangor, and a 
life member of the staff. Dr. Gifford was a member 
of the Maine and the American Osteopathic As­
sociations. Survivors include his wife, two sons, Lt. 
Col. William Gifford, Jr., '42 of Scott Air Force 
Base, Ill., Dale B. '50, Palo Alto, California, and 
a daughter Mrs. Clifford (Charlotte '43) Sinnett, 
of Portland.
1915
WALTER ELLWYN MATHEWS. Walter E. 
Mathews, 73, died August 26, 1961, at his home 
2013 North Forest Circle, Orlando, Fla. A native of 
St. Albans, he attended Maine Classical Institute at 
Pittsfield, received a B.A. Degree from Bates Col­
lege in 1911, and his LL.B, from the Maine College 
of Law. Mr. Mathews practiced law in Oakfield and 
at Ft. Fairfield, and served one term in the Maine 
Legislature. For more than 25 years he was attorney 
of record for the Employers Liability Assurance 
Corp., with offices in New York City. In 1951 he 
moved to Orlando. Survivors include his wife and 
two nephews.
FRANCIS ANTHONY KELLY. Francis (Frank) 
A. Kelly, 68, of Cloquet, Minnesota, died August 
20, 1961, in a Duluth, Minn., hospital. A native of 
North Andover, Mass., he graduated from Phillips 
Exeter Academy before entering the University. His 
senior year he attended the University of Michigan 
where he received his degree. He was employed by 
the U. S. Forest Service for several years before 
going with the Cloquet Lumber Company and Gen­
eral Logging Company from 1925 until he became 
associated with the Northwest Paper Co. in 1929. 
He became vice president in charge of lands and 
timber  in 1941 of that company, and served until 
his retirement in 1958. Mr. Kelly was well-known 
throughout the pulp and paper industry and in 
forestry and pulpwood activities. He served as presi­
dent of the American Pulpwood Association (1948­
49) and was active with many other groups includ­
ing Minnesota Timber Producers' Association, For­
est Industries Information Committee, American 
Forest Products Industry, Keep Minnesota Green,
Inc., and Society of American Foresters. Mr. Kelly 
was also president of the Duluth and Northeastern 
Railroad Co. He was a veteran of World War I. 
Survivors include his wife, a daughter, a son, and 
one grandchild. Mr. Kelly was a member of Delta 
Tau Delta Fraternity.
HERBERT MILTON HEATH. Herbert M. 
Heath, 69, of Phoenix, Ariz., died June 25, 1961. 
A native of Augusta, Mr. Heath moved to Phoenix 
in 1936 from Providence, R. I. For 23 years Mr. 
Heath operated his own insurance  agency in 
Phoenix, and was a member of Phoenix Associa­
tion of Insurance Agents, and the Arizona Associa­
tion of Insurance Agents. He was a member of the 
Masonic Lodge of Augusta. Survivors include his 
wife, a daughter, a sister, a nephew, and two 
grandchildren. Mr. Heath was a member of Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
EUGENE RAYMOND MERRY. Eugene R. 
Merry of Anson, died in January, 1956. A successful 
farmer all of his life, he had lived at Smithfield 
where he was a selectman for six years. He had 
also lived at Norridgewock, and in California be­
fore going to Anson. He was a member of the Odd 
Fellows Lodge. He had ten children. A granddaugh­
ter, Sylvia F. Sawyer, of Waterford, is a member 
of the Class of 1965 at the University.
1916
ROY HARLAND GENTHNER. Roy H. Genth- 
ner, 68, of Nobleboro, died August 7, 1961 A native 
of Nobleboro, he was a graduate of Lincoln Acade­
my. He was a member of King Solomon Lodge A. F. 
and A.M. Mr. Genthner was a farm equipment 
dealer. He leaves his wife, a daughter, a step-daugh­
ter, and seven grandchildren. Mr. Genthner was 
a member of Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
EDWIN CLARENCE MARTIN. Edwin C. Mar­
tin, 69, of Boynton Beach, Florida, died October 
19, 1961, at New Smyrna Beach, Florida, as a re­
sult of injuries received when struck by an auto­
mobile. A native of Liberty, Mr. Martin operated 
a farm after graduating from the two-year Agri­
culture course at the University. He then moved 
to Massachusetts and was superintendent of the 
H. P. Hood Co. Certified Milk Farm for 14 years. 
In 1942 Mr. Martin joined the United States De­
partment of Agriculture as a field director and lived 
in Amherst, Mass., until his retirement in 1951. 
After retirement Mr. Martin was employed as a free 
lance designer in Agricultural Engineering equip­
ment. Mr. Martin was a member of the Liberty 
Lodge of Masons, and a former aiderman at Bever­
ly, Mass. Mr. Martin had very recently moved to 
Florida. Three daughters survive.
1918
GEORGE CLIFTON CAMERON. George C. 
Cameron, 63, of Fryeburg, died at his home August 
12, 1961. A native of Center Conway, N. H., he 
graduated from Fryeburg Academy before entering 
the engineering course at the University. Mr. Camer­
on was for many years a consulting engineer in 
Oak Park, Ill. He was a member of the American 
Association of Mechanical Engineers, and other 
professional engineering societies. He was a mem­
ber of the Blue Lodge of Masons in Chicago, Ill. 
Mr. Cameron served in the navy in World War I. 
He is survived by his wife, a daughter, two sisters, 
and two grandchildren. Mr. Cameron was a mem­
ber of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
MARY ELLEN UTECHT. Miss Mary E. Utecht, 
70, Ocean City, N. J., died August 23, 1961, at a 
Philadelphia Hospital. She was a native of Johns­
town, Pa. She graduated from Topsham High School 
before entering the University. Miss Utecht held 
teaching positions at Bangor and at Malden, Massa­
chusetts schools, and was for several years head of 
the English department at East Orange High School 
in New Jersey. She retired several years ago. She 
was treasurer of the Women's Research Assn., and 
active on the republican city committee of East 
Orange. Survivors include two sisters and a brother.
ELLEN LIBBY CLARK. Mrs. Ellen L. Clark, of 
Albion, died May 16, 1947. No further information 
is available.
RUTH MERSEREAU ROBBINS. Mrs. Harry C. 
Robbins, of Nashua, N. H., died July 22, 1961. A 
native of Somerville, Massachusetts, Mrs. Robbins 
attended the University for two years, going on to 
graduate from Simmons College in 1918. Before 
her marriage in 1925, Mrs. Robbins was a social 
worker in Fall River and in the Boston area. From 
1927 to 1961 Mrs. Robbins resided at Swampscott, 
Massachusetts, where she held office in many civic 
organizations. She had also been a director of 
the Lynn Chapter of the American Red Cross. 
Survivors include a daughter, a son, six grandchil­
dren, and a sister. Mrs. Robbins was a member of 
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
1919
MARIAN ESTHER STUBBS. Marian E. Stubbs, 
65, . died in New York, N. Y., August 1, 1961. A 
native of Bucksport, she was a graduate of Eastern 
Maine Conference Seminary. Survivors include her 
mother, a brother Charlton P. '41, a sister, three 
nieces, and a nephew. A graduate in Home Eco­
nomics at the University, Miss Stubbs received a 
certificate from Pratt Institute of School Librarians. 
Miss Stubbs was a member of Phi Mu Sorority.
JOHN GLYNN FUREY. John G. Furey, 65, died 
September 5, 1961, at Bangor. A Bangor native, he 
attended Bangor High School where he became a 
prominent athlete. Following his graduation from 
the University, Mr. Furey joined the staff of Gil­
man High at Northeast Harbor where he was prin­
cipal and coach, under whom the school basketball 
squad attained a state title. He was a salesman for 
Dakin's Sporting Goods Co., and later was superin­
tendent at Dow Air Base supply, and quartermaster 
1941-49. In 1950 he was appointed airport man­
ager when the base was turned over to the city. 
He was a veteran of WWI and a member of the 
American Legion of Bangor. Survivors include a 
sister and a nephew John W. Duddy '58. Mr. Furey 
was a member of Theta Chi Fraternity, and a 
Senior Skull.
1920
CARLETON AMES LANDERS. Carleton A. 
Landers, 62, of Lewiston, died September 7, 1961. 
A native of Bangor, he moved to Easton and was 
educated in the schools there. After graduating from 
the University he worked with the National Youth 
Administration at Houlton and Presque Isle Air 
bases. For many years he operated a general store 
at Easton. He served as high school principal at 
Vanceboro, Island Falls, Stockholm and Easton. 
He was then administrative assistant at the Veter­
ans Administration at Portland from which he re­
tired six months ago and moved to Lewiston. Sur­
vivors include a daughter, a brother Neal '32, of 
Manchester, Conn., an uncle, and five grandchildren. 
Mr. Landers was a member of Theta Chi Fraternity.
DR. FRANK EUGENE BARTON, JR. Dr. 
Frank E. Barton, Jr., 63, West Newton, died at his 
home October 22, 1961. A native of Bethel, Dr. 
Barton graduated from Gloucester (Mass.) High 
School, and after receiving his B.A. at Maine, 
graduated from Boston University School of Medi­
cine in 1924. A Boston surgeon, Dr. Barton was 
assistant professor of clinical surgery at Boston 
University, a consultant at Massachusetts Memorial 
hospitals, and senior staff surgeon and trustee of 
Hahnemann Hospital. He was a member of the 
American College of Surgeons and the Boston Sur­
gical Society. Dr. Barton was a director of the first 
blood bank in New England after he adopted the 
idea from a similar practice he had seen in Europe. 
Dr. Barton was elected a trustee of Boston Uni­
versity in 1953 and was serving in that capacity 
at the time of his death; he was president of its 
general alumni association for one year. Last May, 
Dr. Barton was chosen as “the outstanding medical 
alumnus of the year” by B.U's. Alumni Association 
for his contribution to the University. Survivors in­
clude his wife and a sister. Dr. Barton was a mem­
ber af Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
1921
RAYMOND HARWOOD LOVEJOY. Raymond 
H. Lovejoy, 68, of Acton, died July 2, 1961, at 
a Sanford hospital. He was a native of Industry. 
After graduation, Mr. Lovejoy was employed by the 
National Survey Co., of Chester, N. H. He then 
became county extension agent in York County, a 
position which he held for 20 years. Following that 
Mr. Lovejoy served as District Director of Agri­
cultural Conservation Service for the five southern 
counties of Maine for seven years. He retired from 
federal service in 1960. In 1955 Mr. Lovejoy was 
honored in recognition of his 30 years of service 
with the United States Department of Agriculture. 
Mr. Lovejoy served as president and vice president 
of the Maine Pomological Society. He was a mem­
ber of the South Paris Masonic Lodge, and of the 
Order of Eastern Star of Miltown, N. H. He was 
a member and past president of Sanford Kiwanis 
Club, and a member of the Sanford Lodge of Elks. 
Survivors include his wife, a son, a daughter, three 
brothers, two sisters, and three grandchildren.
ROBERT EMMET KELLEY. Robert E. Kelley, 
67, died in Indianapolis, Ind., July 7, 1961. He was 
a native of Willimantic, Conn. He was a district 
engineer, division of highways, at the state highway 
office, in Indianapolis. Mr. Kelley was a veteran 
of World War I. Two daughters and a sister survive. 
Mr. Kelley was a member of the Delta Tau Delta 
Fraternity.
FRANCES DUNNING YOUNG. Mrs. Donald 
D. Young, 62, of Bath, died September 7, 1961, 
after a two day illness. A native of Topsham, Mrs. 
Young attended Topsham and Brunswick schools. 
After graduating from the University, she (aught 
school in eastern Maine. In 1925 she went to Bath 
as a science teacher at Morse High School until 
her marriage. She was a piano teacher, and during 
World War II was a substitute teacher in that city. 
Following her husband’s death in 1951, Mrs. Young 
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returned to Morse High. She earned a Master's in 
Education at Maine in 1954 and became head of 
the English Department at Morse High, which 
position she held at the time of her death. Mrs. 
Young was a member of the Order of Eastern Star, 
BPW, and National Council of Teachers of Eng­
lish, as well as many teacher organizations. There 
are no close relatives. Mrs. Young was a member 
of Pi Beta Phi Sorority.
COL. DONALD GREENE LAMBERT. Col. 
Donald G. Lambert, 64, of Southport, died October 
30, 1961, at a Boothbay Harbor Hospital. A native 
of Randolph, Col. Lambert received a B.S. degree 
in Mechanical Engineering and an A.B. in Mathe­
matics at the University. He attended Cornell Uni­
versity 1923-24, and in 1928 he received an L.L.B. 
from the Southeastern School of Law, Washington, 
D. C. At one time, Col. Lambert was associated 
with the Manhattan Project for Atomic Research. 
Col Lambert was a Second Lieutenant in World 
War I. In 1942 he entered the Air Force and re­
tired in 1958, as a Lt. Colonel, to his summer home 
at Southport. Col. Lambert was a Patent Attorney 
and was Deputy Judge Advocate, Air Materiel 
Command. His widow, a son, and a brother sur­
vive. He was a member of Theta Chi Fraternity.
HAROLD PERCY WOOD. Harold P. Wood, 63, 
of North Berwick, died September 11, 1961, at a 
Boston Hospital. Mr. Wood was a native of Boston, 
Mass. He served in both World War I and World 
War II with the United States Army and had been 
a State Commander of the Military Order of World 
Wars. Mr. Wood retired to North Berwick with 
the rank of Captain in 1946. After graduating from 
the University, Mr. Wood invented a detectoscope 
and was co-developer of a new safety paper for use 
in banks. His wife, Leta (Weymouth ’21) Wood, 
survives as does a daughter. A son, Fred W. '48 
was killed in action in Korea. Mr. Wood was a 
member of Phi Eta Kappa fraternity and a past 
Phi Eta Kappa Alumni president.
ARTHUR ANDREWS RING. Arthur A. Ring, 
64, of Saylesville, R. I., died October 31, 1961. A 
native of Orono, Mr. Ring graduated from the 
Mechanical Engineering Course and was superin­
tendent of gas distribution for the Blackstone 
Valley Gas and Electric Co., of Pawtucket, R. I. 
Mr. Ring was a veteran of World War I. He was 
a member of Mechanics Lodge F & AM at Orono, 
and the Woonsocket Chapter, Order of the Eastern 
Star. Survivors include his wife, a son, two broth­
ers, E. Raymond Ring ’18, Ernest H. ’22, and a 
sister Elizabeth ’23. Mr. Ring was a member of 
Sigma Chi Fraternity.
1922
HAROLD HENRY HOPKINSON. Harry H. 
Hopkinson, 61, died suddenly September 3, 1961, 
while visiting in Gloucester, Mass A native of Fort 
Fairfield, he graduated from the local high school 
and was a member of the SATC at the University m 
1918. He attended Bryant and Stratton Business 
College, Boston, and was a veteran of WWI. He 
was a grower and shipper of potatoes for 26 years, 
and was prominent in many fraternal organizations 
and town affairs. He was a member of the 100th 
Maine State Legislature. Mr. Hopkinson is survived 
by two sons, Harold H., Jr. ’50, Alan, and a daugh­
ter.
NORMAN GARDINER STURTEVANT. Nor­
man G. Sturtevant, 61, a native of Livermore Falls, 
died at a Waterville hopstial November 4, 1961, 
after a long illness. Mr. Sturtevant had been em­
ployed at the Liveimore Falls Trust Company for 
39 years. He had been a director since 1934, treas­
urer since 1952, and secretary since 1950. During 
World War I, Mr. Sturtevant was in the U. S. 
Naval Reserve. He was a member of the Masons 
and of the American Legion. Survivors include his 
wife, two sons, Dr. Vaughan R. ’45, of Waterville, 
Blaine ’56 of Livermore Falls, two daughters, Mrs. 
Priscilla Lovaas ’51, of Hartford, Conn., two broth­
ers, one sister, and nine grandchildren. Mr. Sturte­
vant was a member of Phi Kappa Phi, scholastic 
honor society, and of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
1923
HENRY CHARLES FENDERSON. Henry C. 
Fenderson, 62, of Cambridge, Mass., died October 
27, 1961. A native of Saco, Mr. Fenderson was a 
chemical engineer. He was associated for many 
years with Lever Brothers, and more recently with 
the Badger Manufacturing Company as a sales 
engineer. Mr. Fenderson was for several years 
chairman of the Cambridge Chapter of the Ameri­
can Red Cross, a trustee of the Avon Home, and 
a member of the Cambridge Society for Early 
Music. Surviving is his wife, Sarah (Wiswell ’23), 
and two brothers. Mr. Fenderson was a member 
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
DAVID WILLS STONE. David W. Stone, 59, 
of Gibsonia, Pennsylvania, died suddenly at his 
home September 30, 1961. A native of Garland, he 
graduated from the 2-year course in Agriculture 
from the University. For several years Mr. Stone 
had been employed at an Armour Plant at Pitts­
burg, Pa. Mr. Stone is survived by his wife, three 
sons, a daughter, two grandchildren, his mother, 
two sisters, and one brother.
1925
HARLAND LIBBY WHITNEY. Harland L. 
Whitney, 58, of Gray, died October 2, 1961. A na­
tive of Gray, he was graduated from Pennell In­
stitute before entering the University. Mr. Whitney 
had been a mechanic and farmer. He was a school 
bus driver for about 12 years. He is survived by 
his wife, three sons, Wilbert ’59, of Lynn, Mass., 
Warren ’59, of Danvers, Mass, a daughter, and a 
brother.
1930
WINSLOW LARRABEE JONES. Winslow L. 
Jones, 54, of Granada Hills, Calif., died October 
22, 1961. A native of Melrose, Mass., he graduated 
from Portland High School and at the University 
majored in Mechanical Engineering. For the past 
ten years Mr. Jones was district manager for 
Hollymatic, Inc., of Chicago, and lived in Cali­
fornia. At the University Mr. Jones was prominent 
in athletics and was holder of a state title for high 
and low hurdles. He was elected to Tau Beta Pi, 
honorary engineering society. Survivors include his 
wife and three children. Mr. Jones was a member 
of Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.
1931
PAUL MORTON. Paul Morton, 53, of Guilford, 
died September 12, 1961, at a Cambridge, Mass., 
hospital. He was a native of Barre, Mass. Mr. Mor­
ton was prominent in Guilford town affairs for 
many years, serving on the town’s school com­
mittee and school district. He was a lumberman 
and later a salesman. He is survived by his wife 
and two daughters. A scholarship fund, for a 
medical student at Piscataquis Community High 
School, Guilford, has been established in his name. 
Mr. Morton was a member of Alpha Gamma Rho 
Fraternity.
1932
LAURENCE COOPER STEWART. Laurence C. 
Stewart, 56, died at North Conway, N. H., Septem­
ber 28, 1961. A native of Saco, he lived at Sanford 
before moving to North Conway where he was 
employed as an assistant druggist. Survivors in­
clude his wife, two daughters, a brother, Oscar 
Earle Stewart ’23, of Pittsburgh, and two sisters.
1933
MARION LUCILLE NASON. Miss M. Lucille 
Nason, 50. of Augusta, died October 3, 1961. A 
native of Livermore Falls, she was a graduate of 
Kents Hill School, and attended the Hyannis 
(Mass.) State Teachers College and the University 
of Maine. After teaching for a few years, Miss 
Nason was appointed staff aid for the Maine 
Office of Price Administration in 1945. In 1947 she 
became office manager for Governor Hildreth, serv­
ing until his retirement. In 1950 she became execu­
tive secretary and program consultant for the Four 
County Tuberculosis Association at Rockland, mov­
ing to Augusta in that capacity in 1960. Miss Na­
son was prominent in civic and volunteer services 
in Rockland. Survivors include her parents and two 
sisters. Miss Nason was a member of Alpha Omi- 
cron Pi Sorority.
JOHN MURRAY FLETCHER. John M. Flet­
cher, 52, of Bloomingdale, N. J., died at a Veteran’s 
hospital in the Bronx, N. Y., September 26, 1961. 
A native of Belfast, Mr. Fletcher was a teacher and 
coach. Survivors include his wife, a son, and a 
sister. Mr. Fletcher served as a lieeutenant in 
World War II.
DONALD JAMES BOYLE. Donald J. Boyle, 
49, of Greenville, Rhode Island, died at a Provi­
dence hospital October 16, 1961. A native of North 
Berwick, Mr. Boyle graduated from Hebron Acade­
my before attending the University. He was a 
teacher at Beals Island, Monson, and Sedgwick. At 
the time of his death Mr. Boyle was employed by 
Speidel Inc , of Providence. He was a member of 
the Masonic Order. Survivors include his wife, two 
daughters, and three grandchildren. Mr. Boyle was 
a member of Beta Kappa Fraternity.
1935
MAURICE LLEWELLYN HALL. Maurice L. 
Hall, 51, of Dexter, died October 2, 1961. He was 
a native of Rockland. Mr. Hall was employed as a 
local representative of the Central Maine Power 
Company in Pittsfield, Norridgewock, and Dexter. 
In 1960 Mr. Hall received a 25 year pin from the 
company. He was a memoer of the Masonic Lodge 
of Norridgewock. Survivors include his wife Elea­
nor (Kane ’32) Hall, three sons, one daughter, and 
his mother. One son, Donald W. was a member of 
the Class of 1956. Mr. Hall was a member of Theta 
Chi Fraternity.
1936
LUTHER ALDEN PAGE. Luther A. Page, 47, 
of West Hartford, Conn., died August 6, 1961. Mr. 
Page attended Colby College before entering the 
University in the Engineering Course. He was a 
mechanical engineer and worked in the Sales-Gauge 
Division of Pratt and Whitney for 25 years. At the 
time  of his death, Mr. Page had been with the 
Hamilton Standard Co., Windsor Locks, Conn., for 
eight months. Active in scouting for over 30 years, 
Mr. Page was West District Chairman, Boy 
Scouts of America. He was a member of the In­
dependent Order of Odd Fellows. Survivors include 
his mother, his wife, two daughters, and two sisters. 
Mr. Page was a member of the Lambda Chi Alpha 
Fraternity.
ARNOLD ARTEMUS GUPTILL. Arnold A. 
Guptill, 47, of Pueblo, Colorado, died of a coron­
ary attack October 6, 1961. A native of Fall River, 
Mass., Mr. Guptill came to Bangor and attended 
Higgins Classical Institute at Charleston. He then 
attended the University of Maine and Boston Uni­
versity. At the time of his death he was auditor 
and staff director of the Colorado Fuel and Iron 
Company of Pueblo. Survivors include his wife, 
a daughter Marilyn A., a member of the class of 
’63 at the University, and a son who is a senior at 
Colorado University at Denver. His mother of 
Bangor also survives.
1949
VAUGHN HENRY RICKER. Vaughn H. Ricker, 
37, of Milo, died September 11, 1961. Originally of 
the class of 1946, his education was interrupted by 
two years service in World War II. He returned 
to the University and graduated in 1949 in Forestry. 
He had been employed as a forester and field man 
for the Oxford Paper Company of Rumford. He 
was a member of several organizations including 
the Piscataquis Lodge of Masons. He had been a 
Scoutmaster for the past two years and was pres­
ently an assistant leader. Survivors include his 
wife, his father, step-mother, a son, three daughters, 
and three sisters.
1959
KENNETH JOHN LEVAN. Kenneth J. Levan, 
30, drowned August 27, 1961, in an unsuccessful 
attempt to save a little girl in a boating mishap in 
Monroe, Mich. A native of Owls Head, Mr. Levan 
graduated from Thomaston High School, and in 
Chemical Engineering from the University. He 
served more than three years in the Korean War 
with rank of sergeant. At the time of his death, Mr. 
Levan was employed as a development engineer by 
The National Carbide Co., of Fostoria, Ohio. Sur­
vivors include his mother, two brothers, a nephew, 
aunts, and uncles.
GEORGE EDGAR PENDEXTER. George E. 
Pendexter, 38, of Portland, died September 26, 1960, 
at Portland. A graduate of Standish High School, 
he attended Gorham State Teachers College and 
did work at Boston University and Harvard. He 
received a B S. degree in Education from the Uni­
versity of Maine in 1959. At the time of his death, 
Mr. Pendexter was a teacher at the Butler School 
in Portland. Mr. Pendexter had also been a driver 
education instructor at So. Portland High School, 
and a director of Portland School of Driving. Mr. 
Pendexter is survived by his wife.
GARY LLOYD SPRAGUE. Gary L. Sprague, 
24, died at an Eagle Lake Hospital after a short 
illness, on Sept. 3, 1961. A native of Presque Isle, 
he graduated from Presque Isle High School and 
attended Aroostook State Teachers College for two 
years before transferring to the University to gradu­
ate from the College of Education. Mr. Sprague 
taught mathematics at Caribou High School for 
one year. At the time of his death he was employed 
by the New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. 
Survivors include his parents, his wife, a son, a sis­
ter, a brother, Capt. Russell Sprague ’52, U. S. 
Air Force, of Topeka, Kansas, a nephew, several 
aunts, uncles, and cousins. Mr. Sprague was a 
member of Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
1962
RONALD JOHN GRAY. Ronald J. Gray, 21, of 
Baring, was fatally injured in an automobile acci­
dent at Clifton, October 16, 1961. Mr. Gray was a 
Native of Ellsworth and a graduate of Calais Me­
morial High School where he starred in basketball. 
At the time of his death Mr. Gray was employed as 
a laboratory technician by the St. Croix Paper Co., 
in Woodland. Survivors include his parents, four 
brothers, and his grandmother. Mr. Gray attended 
the University for one and one half years, and 
was a member of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fra­
ternity.
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Class of 1907 members are pictured at their annual “Little Reunion.” 
See Class of 1907 news for details. A. P. Wyman ’07, of Waterville, was behind 
camera that took this picture.
SENIOR ALUMNI
Annual Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
A Meeting Report:
The annual meeting of the Executive Committee 
of the Senior Alumni Association was held at 
Homecoming, October 21, with the following mem­
bers present: Richard F. Talbot 07, President; Wal­
ter E. Farnham ’07, Second Vice President; James 
A. Gannett 08, Secretary-Treasurer; and Fred D. 
Knight ’09, Ernest Lamb TO, and Emerson P. 
Lambe ’07, Appointed Members. Henry W. Bearce 
’06, First Vice President, was prevented from at­
tending the meeting by the weather which was 
giving the orchardists of Maine a tough time at that 
period.
Beside making plans for the Commencement 
meeting of the Senior Alumni next June the high­
light of the committee meeting was the presenting 
to the University of a fourth Scholarship Award of 
$150 for the year 1961-62. Three Scholarship 
Awards were presented last June following the 
usual plan of the Senior Alumni.
James A. Gannett ’08, Sec’y.-Treas.
4 Charles P. Weston celebrated his 86th
 birthday on November 8, at the Hotham 
Convalescent Home in Orono. Arthur Deering ’12 
and “Jim” Gannett ’08 were among the many 
callers on Mr. Weston on that day. “Jim” reports 
Mr. Weston in fine spirit and well remembered 
with cards by his friends. It is not too late to drop 
Mr. Weston a note.
George Collins 
tired, he lives
has a new address. Re-
at 1216 Richmond Rd.,
Lexington, Ky.
1902 During Homecoming tentative plans  were made for the 60th Reunion of this 
class. Margaret Mollison, Asst. Alumni Executive 
Director of the General Alumni Association and 
Arthur Silver for the 1902 promotion group dis­
cussed plans pertinent to arrangements for this Re­
union. This promotion group is comprised of Walter 
Eldridie, 15 Pond Circle, Jamaica Plain 30, Mass., 
Arthur E. Silver, 360 North Fullerton Ave., Upper 
Montclair, N. J., and Lida Knowles Smith (Mrs. 
Rainsford), 12 Bowman St., Bath. You’ll be hear­
ing more from this class.
1903 Mr. Harvey D. Whitney 698 Minot Ave., Auburn
Mr. and Mrs. Harold V. Sheahan celebrated their 
50th wedding anniversary April 29. Mr. Sheahan, 
at 80 years of age, is an active practicing Civil En­
gineer at Somersworth, N. H. He was the class 
marshall for his 50th Reunion at the University in 
1953.
Edward P. Murray, the only active-retired justice 
of the Maine Supreme Judicial Court passed his 
85th birthday at his usual routine of hard work. 
Justice Murray expects to retire at the end of his 
current term in 1962.
Sympathy is extended to Mr. George Freeman, 
of Gray, in the death of his wife, Ethelyn, on Sep­
tember 2, 1960. Mrs. Freeman was active in music 
circles, and was retired from 24 years of teaching 
in Portland.
Correction: Everett Gill lives at 177 Mid­
land Ave., Tarrytown, N. Y., and not at 
Bangor as reported.
Address correction. Mr. Allen M. Knowles’ ad­
dress is 920 Lincoln Circle, Winter Park, Fla. In 
the October Alumnus we inadvertently had him 
back in a Northern clime, while for the past three 
years he has been basking in sunshine at the above 
address in Florida. As proof, Mr. Knowles sent us 
a picture of his home which is one of the show 
places in Winter Park. An early cousin of Mr. 
Knowles was co-founder of Winter Park, 1881-1885, 
as well as of Rollins College. Mr. Knowles says, 
“Winter Park has a homey sort of feeling for me.”
1907 Mr. Karl MacDonald
 27 Nelson Ave., Wellsville, N. Y.
55th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
The “Little Reunion” was held at Kobs Lobster 
Pound, Searsport, on Saturday, July 29. A very 
enjoyable time was had by all—except that it was 
chilly on the shore after dinner. The following were 
present with their wives: Lucius Barrows, Emerson 
Lambe, Karl MacDonald, Dick Talbot, and Perce 
Wyman. Also present were Edith (Tate) Brawn, 
Walter Farnham, and Ben Williams. We were very 
sorry “Russ” Woolley, Executive Director, and 
Miss Mollison, assistant director of the General 
Alumni Association could not be with us due to 
a meeting scheduled in Portland.
Edith (Tate) Brawn, 140 Castle Ave., Westbury, 
N. Y., had her usual visit with us at Pitcher Pond 
during which she attended the “Little Reunion” 
and then went to Bangor to visit her cousins. She 
says it is a long drive to and from Westbury, alone. 
Next time she expects to fly.
James P. V. Fagan, 400 Poplar St., Laguna 
Beach, Calif., writes, “No news, but last Sunday 
(Aug. 5) we visited Helen (Steward) Bradstreet, 
’09. She had been under the weather, from a fall, 
for the last few weeks. Much better now and com­
ing along O.K.”
John H. Burleigh, 15 Lincoln St., Exeter, N. H., 
says he has no news. “We lead a very quiet life. 
A small garden in the summer, an occasional week 
end with the various members of the family, plus 
freequent games of contract Bridge are our chief 
diversions.” He expects to be to our 55th Reunion 
but says long distance driving with his eyes as 
they are, is not too good. Perhaps some classmate 
can take care of this?
Eva (Libby) Jordan arrived in Hartland June 
13 and spent the summer with her sister. Says she 
enjoys working in the garden there. She returned 
to 840 11th Ave., S., St. Petersburg, Fla., for the 
winter. She is secretary for the State of Maine 
Club there.
Howard C. Stetson, 1349 S. Gaylord Ave., Den- 
ver, Col., reports that on June 27, they celebrated 
their 50th wedding anniversary. On account of Mrs. 
Stetson’s heart condition, her doctor said they 
could not have open house. However, their two 
sons, both engineers, came with their wives, also 
two grandsons and they had a fine time.
We wish to extend sympathy to Mrs. William 
Alexander and family on the loss of her husband 
who was our class president. See Necrology.
Mr. Fred D. Knight
9 Westmoreland Drive, 
W. Hartford 17, Conn.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Congratulations go to Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred D. Knight who celebrated their 50th 
wedding anniversary on June 14 1961.
Many strange and unexpected things occur while 
traveling in far places! Last May the Joe Gerritys, 
on a far Eastern tour, were in Yokohama. While 
the rest of Joe’s party were shopping he decided 
to go aboard a neighboring American Cruise Ship. 
On the latter, by chance, he came across the Clint 
Plumlys on a round-the-world cruise. Then and 
there, in the salty atmosphere of a Japanese port, 
they enjoyed a very happy class reunion.
Mrs. Olof J. Anderson (Mattie Knight) has in­
formed the Alumni Office that son Paul is teaching 
in the Zoological Department of the University of 
Alberta in Calgary.
Mrs. Cora Shaw Gunn moved into an apartment 
last year as reported here. She has now returned to 
her former home 1180 West St., Pittsfield, Mass.
The annual exodus of Nought-Niners to warmer 
regions for the winter is underway. The Jess Masons 
will be at their previous address, 438 Golden Gate 
Pt., Sarasota, Fla. Also the Henry Nashes, after a 
visit with relatives in the midwest, will return to 
their last year’s address, 7365 Point-of-Rocks Road, 
Siesta Key, Sarasota, Fla. The George Naumans 
have recently visited in Michigan. They are return­
ing for the winter to a new address in Florida— 
Box 5936 Midnight Pass Road, Siesta Key, Sara­
sota,, Fla.
The last word from the “Giant” Prays indicated 
they were considering the Sarasota area, so watch 
for them on the Florida west coast.
Bill Gilbert has sold his Hartford home and here­
after his permanent address will be with son, Bill, 
Jr., 19 Brittany Road, Longmeadow, Mass. He 
plans now to be at 325 South Lake Drive, West 
Palm Beach, Fla., for the winter months.
Now it may be told! On June 14 the Knights 
celebrated their 50th wedding Anniversary with ap­
propriate parties, receptions, etc. That’s why they 
were absent from the June festivities in Orono. Fred 
tried to make amends by attending Homecoming 
and seeing Maine eke out a win over Connecticut. 
Unfortunately, there were no other nought-niners 
present, although Harold Rich had been there a 
few days earlier.
An appreciative note from the General Alumni 
office informs us that the 1909 Scholarship Fund 
eased the way for students m the amount of $260.00 
as follows: Lelia E. Marks ’63, Education, Orland; 
Holly H. Parkhurst ’63, Arts and Sciences, Pelham 
Manor, N. Y.; Thomas M. Record ’62, Arts and 
Sciences, Weymouth, Mass. I have received a note 
of thanks from one of the recipients. Help of this 
sort should give all of us a glow of satisfaction.
In a telephone conversation with Elton and Vira 
Towle, I was happy to learn that Elton is greatly 
improved in health. They had just returned from 
a trip to their old homes in Portland. They, too, 
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on Oc­
tober 25th. They are planning a Caribbean Cruise 
in November. By the way, Elton would love to hear 
from any of his old friends. Have you written him 
a note of cheer and encouragement? His address: 
315 Hamilton Ave., Glen Rock, N. J.
Good old workhorse Putt Bruce has undertaken 
the difficult project of ferreting out the missing 
members of our class. It will take time, patience 
and reams of correspondence. You of 1909 will 
hear from him and I hope will give him every 
assist you can. I am grateful to him for accepting 
the job.
1911 Mr. Avery C. Hammond ,
 P. O. Box 200, 287 Ohio St.,  Bangor
You will find that we are in, this year; every 
other month. There is but one way, now, to be pub­
lished in the off months.
William Hilton, was again honored by The Great 
Northern Paper Company, for whom he served for 
almost 50 years. Their new steel Tow Boat to be 
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used at Chesuncook Lake was named William Hil­
ton. His youngest daughter, Mrs. Mary Hilton 
Mealy, came east to christen the vessel.
The Ernest Walkers took another tour during 
the past summer in the European direction. After 
their return Ernest decorated the Ernest T. Walker 
room in the Union Building with some every fine 
paintings and the Maine Campus, the student news­
paper, had a fine article on Ernest. They were in­
spected by classmates at homecoming and given 
the approval of all. There are three other 1911 
classmate rooms given by Imogene Bumps May- 
bury; Raymond W. Davis and Ralph Day. Class­
mates think you were very generous and said many 
nice things. The Walkers have gone early to 3037 
Harbor Drive, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Myra D. Thurlow lives at 61 Gray Road, Gor­
ham, Maine, where she is librarian at the Baxter 
Memorial Library.
Ellwyn M. Fulton, Silver St., Mars Hill, Maine, 
has written, “I was 76 years young on June 10th. 
last and still going strong. Would like to hear from 
any surviving members of the U. of M. baseball 
team that shut out Harvard 2-0 on Soldiers Field, 
Cambridge in 1908 for the first Maine victory over 
a Harvard team. Phil Ryan (1911) pitched and I 
caught.”
Claude H. Gilpatrick, Gatineau, Que., Canada, 
was agent for the Canadian International Paper Co. 
for 44 years, retired about six years ago.
George L. Lord is now at 555 N. E. 50 Ter., 
Miami 37, Florida.
Dr. Ralph M. Holmes is at 3 Handy Ct., Burling­
ton, Vermont.
Roy C. Jones can be reached at 47 Hillview Rd., 
Gorham, Maine.
Charles D. Richard’s new address is 2301 S. 
Florida Ave, Lakeland, Fla.
Mrs. Mildred Prentiss Wright is at Rte. 200, 
Falmouth Foreside, Portland.
Back for homecoming were: George D. “Bruce” 
Bearce, Maurice F. “Tot” McCarthy, President 
Arthur B. “Rick” Richardson and Ann, Martin J. 
“Marty” McHale and Peggy with their guest Mrs. 
Cuff and your Secretary with his son and daughter- 
in-law. Dr. Elliott and Mrs. Elliott joined us for 
a chat Friday evening. The Steiners with Marty 
McHale, Jr., sang several selections. They are ex­
cellent and Marty is very proud of them, as were 
we all. We expected the Conleys but something 
must have happened for they did not come. Some 
of the regulars were missing.
Nelson E. “Little Nemo” Smith has been to Duke 
Clinic for check-up after a little heart flurry and 
will go to Florida from there.
Raymond W. “Jeff” Davis has just returned from 
the Hospital where he had a small cancer removed. 
He is doing well and will soon be well again.
The three Black Bear Awards were presented at 
Homecoming Luncheon to James E. Totman '16 of 
Baltimore, Md., Avery C. Hammond of Bangor 
and Abel P. Wyman ’07 of Waterville. Needless to 
say, your Secretary was very pleased and wishes to 
thank every member of the class for the tremendous 
backing given him while he has been your officer. 
Grapes, too, come in bunches.
Thanks for keeping me informed. Keep up the 
good work and tell us about it.
BY CLASSES
1912 Mr. William E. Schrumpf
 84 College Ave., Orono
“We’ll Be Seeing You in ’62”
50lh Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Lloyd Houghton has been asked to contribute an 
article, “The Value of Cover Crops in Growing 
Glads,” to the Maine Gladiolus Society Year Book. 
This is in addition to his various other gladiolus 
activities—such as grower of thousands of bulbs, 
winner of many prizes, judge at flower shows, and 
president of the Maine Gladiolus Society.
The 50th Reunion general committee, Arthur 
Deering, Frank Lancaster, William Schrumpf, and 
Lloyd Houghton met recently to do some planning 
for next June. The general plan so far is (1) Class 
supper Friday night, June 8, in the Hilton Room of 
the Memorial Union Building; (2) Breakfast Satur­
day morning with the Senior Alumni; (3) Luncheon 
Saturday noon as guest of the Alumni Association; 
and (4) the banquet Saturday night. The more 
specific details will be forthcoming in individual 
letters beginning in January.
Class headquarters will be the 1912 room in the 
Memorial Union Building.
Our drive for funds for the 50th anniversary gift 
to the University has been completed, so let’s now 
turn our attention toward shaping up plans to be 
on the Maine Campus for our 50th Reunion, June 
8, 9, and 10, 1962 It’s only about eight months 
now.
1913 Mr. Clifton E. Chandler12 Pinewood Drive, Cumberland Center
Dear Classmates:
Please note the change of address. Spent most of 
the month of September on the move and have 
gotten quite well settled, but am still having trouble 
finding where I tucked away my false teeth and 
many other items of necessity which I carefully 
packed away and transported to this new abode. 
Whenever you’re around these parts, drop in, we’d 
love to see you. This town boasts of a large num- ’ 
ber of U. of M. graduates, so I shall have a great 
incentive to keep the home fires burning with these 
fine people around me.
Just got notice that our old pal, Professor Charles 
W. Underhill, is now located at Carbonton Heights, 
Rt. #3, Sanford, N. C. Charlie, we are glad we have 
found you and hope that you are keeping in mind 
the Reunion in ’63. Would like to hear from you 
when you have the time.
At the annual meeting of the University of Maine 
Pulp and Paper Foundation on July 25, J. Larcom 
Ober was elected chairman of the board. Recently, 
through him, this organization was presented with 
a check for $1000.00, the gift of the Eastern Fine 
Paper and Pulp Division, Standard Packaging 
Corp., Brewer.
One of the two members retired from the Agri­
cultural Stabilization and Conservation State Com­
mittee recently was Woodbury L. Berce, of Wash­
burn who has been committee chairman of this 
organization for some time. In recognization of 
his fine services he was presented with a certificate. 
Woodbury, your classmates feel that you well 
earned this high honor and congratulate you.
Here we are at the start of another year and 
just two years are left before we become Senior 
Alumni. Sometime this fall I’m writing you and 
will give you in detail the names of those who 
have come up with their contribution to the class 
Incidental Expense Fund, and the Gift to the Uni­
versity Fund. Certainly would like to see your 
name on this list. Please do your part, otherwise 
your class is going to appear like a bunch of 
“pikers” when celebrating the event.
During the summer months I got a fine letter 
from “Flicky” Richards, but lack the space now 
to print it. Thanks, “Flicky,” will use some of its 
contents later.
Can’t find your Class Column? There’s 
a reason for it. See Page 21.
1915 Mrs. Harold P. Adams
 (Margaret Holyoke)
42 Boston Rock Road, Melrose, Mass.
Mr. Harry A Randall, employed by the Duquesne 
Light Company retired in 1958 upon reaching the 
normal retirement age of 65. Mr. Randall resides 
at 191 Woodland Drive, Pittsburg 36, Pennsylvania.
Raymond H. Fogler of Exeter, Maine, and New 
York was re-elected president of the University of 
Maine Foundation at the annual meeting of that 
organization.
A news photo in the Bangor Daily News, May, 
1961, shows Dr. Lloyd Elliott accepting the keys 
to the newly completed upstairs portion of the Me­
morial Union Building from Raymond Fogler, 
University Trustee.
F. Drummond Freese has been elected to the 
board of directors of the Bangor Hydro-Electric 
Company of Bangor. Mr. Freese owned and oper­
ated Freese’s Department Store for many years and 
now has numerous business interests in the state.
Clement Lyon, Director of Division of Markets 
and Standards, N. H., retired April 1st. His present 
address is New Boston, N. H.
Mr. Winthrop Brown’s correct address is Marine 
Terrace, Apt. 406, 401 North Riverside Drive, 
Pompano Beach, Florida.
We have information that Earle Brockway's ad­
dress is 8 Clearview Ave , Worcester, Mass.
Members of the Class of 1911, Portland High 
School met for the 50th reunion at the Eastland 
Hotel. Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Thurrell of Wolfeboro, N. H.
Dr. Ava H. Chadbourne, professor emeritus of 
Education of the University of Maine was a special 
guest at the luncheon-meeting of the University of 
Maine Alumni Teachers’ Association October 5.
A banquet meeting of the Alumnae Chapter of 
Delta Delta Delta in May was held at Pilot's Grill. 
Prominent among those attending was Dr. Ava 
Chadbourne, a charter member of Alpha Kappa 
Chapter of Tri-Delts at the University of Maine.
Harvey P. Sleeper has retired as operating en­
gineer, Electric Distribution Department, Public 
Service and Gas Co., Newark, N. J., after 36 years 
with the company. Mr. Sleeper holds patents on 
various devices used in the electric power industry, 
and has authored articles for several technical 
magazines. He has been a member of many frater­
nal and professional groups, and active in the 
Public Service Glee Club. Mr. and Mrs. Sleeper 
(Josephine Vickery ’16) will divide their time be­
tween their home in Short Hills, N. J., and their 
summer home in Searsport, Maine.
1917 Mrs. William F. West
 (Helen L. Danforth)
191A Broadway, Bangor 
45th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962  
Greetings! Joe has sent me a list of the members 
of the Reunion Committee, so we will expect to re­
ceive many suggestions as to the type of reunion 
program you want them to plan.
Shep Hurd, Chairman, Ed Dempsey, Jack Freese, 
F. O. Stephens, Don Crowell, Charles Crossland, 
Frank Preti, Grace Coffin, Helen West.
We want to make this the best reunion, ever, 
so get on the ball and help us plan.
I always have some fresh honors to report:
Frank Preti has been made an honorary member 
of the University of Maine Foundation, in recog­
nition of his long and valued services to the corpo­
ration.
Abe Rudman has been nominated, by Governor 
Reed, for a second seven year term as a justice 
of the Superior Court.
Charles Crossland was one of nine former staff 
members at the University of Maine to receive 
emeriti titles in June 1961. Charles was named Vice 
President emeritus.
Our President, Joe McCusker, was master of 
ceremonies recently, at the dinner honoring the 
Rev. Francis LeTourneau on the occasion of 
his 25th anniversary of ordination to the priest­
hood.
Joe has forwarded to me the information that our 
Class of 1917 Scholarship of $300.00, for 1961-62, 
has been awarded to Mary E. Brooks ’64 of Bruns­
wick.
Here are some new addresses for your files.
Mr. Philip T. Verrill, 184A So. Main St., Rock­
land; Mr. Roy A. Wentzel, Route M D “B,” 
Augusta; Mr. Carlton S. Herrick, 5 Gillett St., 
Hartford 5, Conn.; Mr. Bryant Hopkins, Box 162, 
Waterville, Maine.
1919 Mrs. James H. Freeland
 (Polly Mansur)
120 Grove St., Bangor
Ralph A. Wilkins, president of Bird & Son, Inc., 
received an honorary doctors degree from Suffolk 
University in June. He was recently elected treas­
urer of the U. of M. Pulp and Paper Foundation. 
A picture in the Bangor Daily News showed him 
seated at a table with other officers of the Founda­
tion. He was also recently appointed to the ad­
visory council to Suffolk University College of 
Business Administration.
Samuel W. Collins or Caribou has been re­
elected to a five year term on the U. of M. Foun­
dation.
Carl A. Anderson has retired as principal of 
Thetford Academy after serving 36 years. He and 
his wife were feted by 400 friends at a reception 
held in Anderson Auditorium which is named 
after him.
The Bangor Daily News recently reported that 
former Maine State Liquor Commissioner Kenneth 
B. Colbath has gone on the Pentagon payroll at 
$30 a day as “local coordinator” with the Federal 
Government in transition problems of Presque Isle 
Air Base and the community. He will be paid “for 
the days he works” a Defense Department spokes­
man said. He was officially hired as a consultant 
and his services would be needed for several weeks.
A Portland paper recently showed a picture of 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Hacker of 21 Sheffield 
St. aboard the American Export Lines passenger 
ship S. S. Excalibur as they sailed from New York 
on a 12,000 mile cruise to the Mediterranean. 
They visited Spain, France, Italy, Greece, Egypt, 
and Lebanon.
Dwight B. Demeritt, vice president of the Dead 
River Co. has been named a member of the Na­
tional Defense Executive Reserve. Drawn from in­
dustrial and professional ranks, the Reservists 
would man the operation of a production agency 
in event of a national emergency.
The Boston Herald recently had a picture of L. 
Earle Merrow, vice president of the Orange and 
Rockland Utilities, Inc.
Elliot E. Hall, Vinalhaven, has written a book 
entilted “My Folks and Neighbors—Maine Coast 
1896-1959.” A copy of this book has been placed 
in the University Library.
A large barn in Veazie owned by Thomas 
Davis was recently destroyed by fire. The loss was 
estimated at about $25,000 which included farm 
equipment, 25 tons of hay and four cows. Firemen
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were able to save the home although it was badly 
 scorched.
Jim and I attended the homecoming luncheon 
and football game with my brother Everett B. 
Mansur ’23 from San Gabriel, Cal., and we were 
delighted to see so many familiar faces.
1921 Mrs. Stormont Josselyn (Emilie Kritter)
229 Kenoza Ave., Haverhill, Mass.
Hello, you ’21ers!
Sorry some of you missed a perfectly wonderful 
reunion!
A note of thanks to Dot Smith McDonald for 
all her “reunion” correspondence, and for keeping 
this column alive for the past five years. Your new 
secretary hopes you’ll send in the news to keep 
us going for the next five!
Here’s some news gleaned at reunion, plus sev­
eral items from the Alumni office.
Wesley Plumer, 1063 Nicholas Ave., Schenectady 
9, N. Y., was honored in June with a luncheon 
and a 40 year service pin by General Electric Co. 
“Red,” since 1955, has been manager of installa­
tion and service engineering practices.
Florence (Morrill) Kelley, 34 Russell St., Lewis­
ton, who has served the Lewiston school system in 
various capacities as a substitute teacher, is teach­
ing this year freshman and junior English in
L.H.S.  You may recall that Linwood has been 
principal of L.H.S. for a number of years.
Erling Heistad, 7 Highland Ave., Lebanon, N. H., 
“have an excellent wife and three children—daugh­
ter received M.A. from Middlebury in June, other 
girl and boy Juniors at Middlebury. In June I 
finished the design for my 15th ski jump, most of 
them for New Hampshire and Vermont, one for
Maine.”
Horace Crandall, 134 Wakefield St., Reading, 
Mass., construction consultant with corps of Engi­
neers, U. S. Army.
Florence Salley, who in the past was extremely 
active in local alumni affairs, still maintains a keen 
interest in Maine and would be delighted, I am 
sure, to hear from her ’21 classmates. Her address 
is St. Elizabeth Home, Melrose St., Providence, 
R. I.
Paul F. Corbin, 84 East St., Melrose, Mass., still 
making coated fabrics. Son Joe ’51 resident man­
ager of St. Regis Paper Co., Sartell, Minn.
Harry Greenleaf, 68 West Commonwealth Dr., 
Portland, has been 38 years with the Highway 
Commission.
Margaret Blethen, 48 Strathmore Rd., Brookline 
46, Mass., in charge of promotions, Pilgrim Press, 
Boston, Mass. “My life seems to be one catalog 
after another, and sometimes two or three at a 
time.”
Raymond Curran, 188 Maple St., Bangor, has 
two sons: One in Heidleberg, the other a senior, 
pre-med.
Edward L. McManus, 382 Lincoln St., Bangor, 
son Maine ’54 in New York with International 
Paper, Sales Dept.
Arthur Chapman, 317 Simms St., Philadelphia 
16, Pa., 35 years with Chapman Industrial Fin­
ishes, Inc. Currently president of the Alumni 
group in eastern Pennsylvania.
Madeleine Eastman Cousins, 94 No. Fourth St., 
Old Town: “been married 11 years—17 grand­
children! Do you get the picture?”
Percival B. Crocker, 39 Main St., Foxboro, Mass., 
two of his three children graduated from Maine: 
Marion ’46, Bristol ’50. Percy has nine grand­
children who he hopes will attend Maine.
Retirements: Dorothy Hart Cook, 57 River St., 
Woodstock, Vt., after 36 years teaching in Wood- 
stock; Dr. J. L. Chute, physician in Osterville, 
Mass., since 1924, retiring from active practice— 
expects to hunt, fish, and enjoy four grandchildren; 
Lucille Smith, taught English in Windsor Locks, 
Conn., for 32 years. Lives in Portland at 80 Well­
ington Rd.; Frank Law, 41 Maple Ave., Bristol, 
Conn., enjoying every minute of retirement; Hester 
Wessenger, Rt. 3 Bowman St., Gardiner, doing 
substitute teaching only, will live in Florida winters; 
Your new secretary, who taught English in Yon­
kers, N. Y., for 36 years. Pull the latchstring at 
my address: coffee with news of yourself; dough­
nuts included if you bring news of another class­
mate!
Change of address: Lilia C. Hersey, 157 Wash­
ington St., Norwich, Conn. Dr. Robert J. Wise­
man, Jr., 53 Pettengill St., Lewiston. George Trav­
ers, Box 888, North Attleboro, Mass. Dorothy Wey­
mouth, 4419 So. 36th St., Apt. B-l, Arlington, Va.
David W. Estabrook ’63 of Sanford, and Stephen
A. Fernaid ’63 of Thorndike received the ’21 schol­
arship.
On behalf of the class, I express our deepest 
sympathy to Mildred Bisbee Wass and Letha Wey­
mouth Wood on the death of their husbands.
1922 Mr. Leslie w. Hutchins
 30 Alban Rd., Waban 68, Mass.
40th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Mrs. Dorothy Kinsbury Houston, formerly of 
’ Orrington, is now living in Dover, Fla.
Your Class president could not make Homecom­
ing for much work was in progress at the farm in 
Industry, Maine. You’ll hear from us soon with 
plans for the big June Reunion.
1923 Mrs. Norman E. Torrey
 (Toni Gould)
9 Poplar St., Bangor
We were saddened to learn of the death of 
Raymond A. Colborn, husband of our classmate, 
Gladys Staples, and extend to her our sincere 
sympathy. She was at the Jordan Pond House 
again last summer and continues to live at Seal 
Harbor.
It was most pleasant to encounter Elizabeth 
Ring at the Conference of the Maine Historical 
Societies al Wiscasset this past summer. Besides 
being head of the history dept, at Deering H.S. 
she is Secretary of the Maine Historical Society 
and actively participating in producing the news­
letters to their members. Recently, she gave an 
illustrated talk on Maine before the N.E. Assoc, 
of Teachers of English at the Poland Spring Con­
ference. Elizabeth’s address is 197 Pine St. Apt. 
32, Portland.
Our congratulations to Elizabeth Hitchings on 
being selected “Woman of the Year” by the Cari­
bou BPW, a most deserving recipient. In addition 
to teaching History and Social Studies in Caribou 
H.S., she has been president of the Caribou Teach­
er’s Club, as well as being an active member of 
the Aroostook County and Maine Teacher’s As­
sociations.
Howard H. Randlette, our former class Pres., 
now resides at 148 Dresden Ave., Gardiner. We 
welcome you back to Maine upon your retirement, 
Howard.
Dr. Doris Twitchell Allen, a member of the 
faculty of the U. of Cincinnati and Consultant at 
the Children’s Hospital, was in Oslo, Norway, 
recently where she presided at the International 
Board of Directors of the Childlren’s International 
Summer Villages, of which she was chairman, 
President and founder. This fall Doris participated 
in a panel discussion on “Growth in attitudes 
favorable for Peace: Outcome from experiences at 
the Villages from ten years of study,” at the Na­
tional Convention of the SPSSI (The Society for 
the Psychological Study of Social Issues) in NYC. 
When at home her address is 30 W. Fountain, 
Glendale, Ohio.
1925 Mrs. William E. Schrumpf (Mildred “Brownie” Brown) 
84 College Ave., Orono
Linwood “Zeke” Dwelley retired this past spring 
after 30 years as Ski Coach at Edward Little High 
at Auburn. “Zeke” will remain as a teacher.
“Chet” Baker has been reelected State Secretary 
of the YMCA.
Cecil (Sam) Cutts, of Orono, was promoted from 
Assistant Director of Student Aid at the University 
to Associate Director.
Mrs. Robert (Annie Fuller) Linn lives at 38 
Westwood Drive, Orono.
Frank W. Hussey, of Presque Isle and Washing­
ton, D. C., has been reelected a member of the 
State YMCA Executive Committee through 1964.
Rufus S. Sewall, of Beaufort, N. C., writes, “I 
was with the Carteret Hardware Co. from March 1, 
1938 to Feb. 1 of this year. The Carteret Company 
was liquidated due to the death of one of the 
partners. Am now salesman with the Beaufort 
Hardware Co.
John McCobb, here for commencement was busy 
with graduations. A daughter, Mary (Mrs. Will) 
Havey, of Brewer, got her degree from the Uni­
versity on June 11 granddaughter, Linda Ann 
Havey, graduated from Bangor High on June 16.
Ernest Niles, Postmaster at Monmouth, moved 
into a newly built postoffice in October with ap­
propriate dedication ceremonies. Ernest has a 
daughter Sylvia, who is a sophomore at Maine.
Many glowing reports from play critics have 
been printed on the part Rudy Vallee has in the 
Broadway vehicle, “How to Succeed in Business 
Without Really Trying.” Looks like a long run 
for the play. Caught Rudy being interviewed on 
TV after the opening.
“Bob” Haskell has been reelected President of 
the Board of Trustees of the Eastern Maine Gen­
eral Hospital, Bangor.
Frederic A. Soderberg has been elected presi­
dent of the University of Maine Pulp and Paper 
Foundation for 1961-62.
Harold Raymond Goodwin and Mrs. Lilian Lee 
were married October 6 at Brewer. They will live 
at Dover-Foxcroft where Harold has a business.
1927 Mrs. Edgar Bogan
 (Sally Palmer)
70 Forest Avenue, Orono 
35th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
A U. of M. study team has returned after spend­
ing two weeks in Haiti assessing agricultural and 
home economic programs. “Al” Nutting, Director 
of the School of Forestry, was one of the group. 
Al has recently been reelected to the Board of 
Trustees of the Eastern States Exposition and 
since we are on the subject, he has been presented 
with a certificate of appreciation by the 
Committee of American Forest Products
Maine 
Indus-
tries, Inc.
Lorinda Orne Eustis recently attended a dinner 
meeting of prominent citizens of Maine who are 
interested in the Skowhegan School of Painting 
and Sculpture. Dr. Clarence Little (Prexy) was 
the speaker.
One of the lovely affairs of the summer in the 
Orono area was the wedding of Phyllis Stewart and 
Dana Deering of Orono. Phyllis is the daughter of 
John an’ Mabel (Lancaster '31) Stewart and for 
a Dean of Men John has done a pretty fine job of 
raising a daughter. Both Phyllis and Dana have a 
year of college to finish and are residing in Orono 
while they complete their senior year at the Uni-
versity.
REMEMBER — REUNION — JUNE — 35TH!
(BAH’)
1929 Mrs. Matthew E. Highlands
 (Ramona Poley)
111 Forest Avenue, Orono
Last summer as I was reading the Boston Her­
ald one Sunday the picture of a very pretty bride 
caught my eye. It turned out to be Sheila Marie 
Mahoney, daughter of our classmate George Ma­
honey. She was married to Francis Patrick Mutrie 
Jr. at St. Francis Xavier Church in Winthrop. The 
three younger sisters and a young brother of the 
bride were in the wedding party. A reception was 
held at the Martha Washington Inn, Readfield. 
Sheila attended Kents Hill Preparatory School and 
Regis College, class of 1960. She and her husband 
will live in Arlington, Mass.
Barbara Johnson is busy in group activities as 
well as in her school work. Last year she was 
president of the Portland Altrusa Club and the 
Portland Lip Reading Teachers’ Assn. She received 
a Wall Street Journal Fellowship last spring which 
allowed her to attend in the summer a five weeks 
graduate seminar on Directing High School Jour­
nalism at Boston University. This year she is a 
member of the Board of Directors of the New 
England Assn, of Teachers of English and also 
of the Portland College Club.
Burleigh Hutchins last summer joined Bird & 
Son, Inc. as vice president in charge of engineer­
ing. He will direct various engineering activities 
including design, power plant and industrial engi­
neering and will serve as consultant on plant en­
gineering. He holds a degree in Business and 
Engineering Administration from M.I.T. as well 
as the one in Electrical Engineering from Maine. 
From 1945 until his recent change he was a staff 
consultant for The Rust Engineering Co. of Pitts­
burgh as a pulp and paper specialist.
John W. White is president of the Bangor Art 
Society this year. Both he and his wife (Marnie 
Fellows ’31) are very active in art circles in the 
Bangor area.
George W. (Bim) Damon, who was with us just 
during our freshman year, got quite a write up in 
the Fitchburg, Mass, newspaper. He is the street 
and sewer superintendent of Leominster, Mass, 
and has worked in that department for 23 years. 
His brother is the water superintendent in the same 
city and has completed 25 years of service in the 
department. Both arc natives of Leominster, of 
which their ancestors were early settlers, and were 
highly praised for the jobs that they are doing 
for the city.
Ward F. Snow of Blue Hill was elected first 
vice president of the Maine Chapter of the Na­
tional Assn, of Postmasters.
Gabe (Whitney L.) Wheeler has been re-elected 
president of the state Y.M.C.A. executive com­
mittee.
We now have the address of Sally Finks who 
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was listed in the lost columns at the Alumni Of­
fice. She is Mrs. Harry Blum, 445 East 68th St 
New York, N. Y.
Address changes: Charles G. Brown, 2650 Wood­
lawn Ave., Easton, Pa. Thomas A. DeWolfe, 690 
Blaine, Riverside, Cal.
1931 Mrs. Sam Sezak (Ethel Thomas)
4 Gilbert St., Orono
We start our news of classmates this fall season 
by word from England that Paul Findlen is Head 
of Agriculture in the World Trade Center and 
now resides at 34 Philhmore Gardens, Flat 8, 
Kensington, London, W.8, England. We all salute 
you, Paul, in your fine service to the World in 
the field of Agriculture! He was here to visit in 
Orono for the October 1961 Homecoming weekend.
Another world traveler is Larry Groves who 
moved from Norton, Vermont, to 1053 Mokulua 
Drive, Kailua, Hawaii.
Classmates who were entertained so pleasantly 
at our class dinner last June by Ward Cleaves in 
accounting his experiences, will be interested to 
know that Ward recently received a certificate on 
his retirement from 30 years’ service in the Army 
Reserves from Col. Edwin T. Miller in Silver 
Spring, Md. Ward who is president and founder 
of the Cleaves Food Service Corporation, was 
former Chief of Food Service, United States Army. 
During the World War II, he supervised the feed­
ing of several million soldiers and some 15 million 
civilians daily. He was one of six sent by the State 
Department to Russia to observe mass feeding in 
1957.
Two school yearbooks were dedicated to members 
of ’31. The Bangor High School Yearbook “The 
Oracle” was dedicated to G. Vincent Cuozzo, track 
and cross-country coach at the school, as well as 
being acting head of the Industrial Arts and Home 
Economics Department. The Orono High School 
“Crimson Crier” was dedicated to Ethel Thomas 
Sezak, teacher of Social Studies and adviser to 
the school newspaper.
Charles Wakefield has been a teacher of music 
and band director in the schools of West Wash­
ington County and East Hancock for 28 years. 
Besides this service to the musical education to the 
young people of this area, Charles has been a mu­
sician with many dance bands and combos over 
this period of time.
Cliff Curtis has moved from his Cape Elizabeth 
address to 345 Fowler Road (Cape Elizabeth) South 
Portland
Phil Brockway continues to win acclaim for his 
water colors. After winning an award for his 
“Pine Ridge” in the Bangor Art Society Exhibit, 
Phil had a “Cycles of Seasons” showing at the 
Bangor Public Library in the late spring. During 
the summer his water colors were on display at the 
Ogunquit Art Center in Ogunquit, Maine, and this 
showing included one which was on display at our 
Class Meeting Headquarters in June.
Mabel Lancaster (Mrs. John Stewart) is the new 
Thursday Club president for the ’61-’62 season. 
This club has as its membership all University 
Faculty Wives. At a summer wedding, Phyllis, the 
daughter of Mabel and John Stewart became the 
wife of Dana Deering, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ber­
nard Deering of Orono. Kenneth Stewart, their 
son, is now a student at Nasson College in Spring­
vale.
Marjorie Mooers Jenkins, teacher of English in 
Brewer High School, has initiated a program to 
increase the reading skills of her students. This 
program, which was inaugurated last spring on a 
voluntary basis during vacation, proved so success­
ful that it was incorporated into the regular class­
room this fall with most satisfactory results.
Jessie Fraser has a busy club schedule for the 
year as president of Athene Club and also presi­
dent of the Veazie Garden Club.
1932 Miss Angela Miniutti
| 55 Ashmont St., Portland
30th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Sister Mary Euphrasia (Beulah Bradbury) has 
been named dean of study at St. Joseph’s College, 
Standish. She was one of the speakers at a panel 
discussion for grammar school teachers at the ninth 
annual convention of Maine Catholic school teach­
ers held in Portland in September. Sister Mary 
Euphrasia has returned from Harvard where she 
studied for a year under the National Science 
Foundation.
Pauline McCready, director of the children’s 
center at Crotched Mountain Foundation since 
1955, has been appointed director of the adult 
rehabilitation center which was scheduled to open 
in October. She will also continue as director of 
the children’s center. Polly took her master’s de­
gree in the administration of social welfare agencies 
from the University of Pittsburgh where she re­
ceived a Buhl Foundation Fellowship. She is com­
pleting work on her doctor’s degree at Boston U. 
where she is majoring in administration and re­
habilitation.
This has been a busy year for the Thomas M. 
Hills (Hildreth ‘Ikey” Montgomery) of Winches­
ter, Mass. In June their daughter Joanna gradu­
ated from Winchester High; the next day their son 
Thomas, Jr graduated from Oberlin. He was mar­
ried the day after his graduation and is now with 
Houghton-Mifflin in Boston. Thomas, Sr. has been 
sent to Calcutta, India, by M.I.T. and the Ford 
Foundation to establish a graduate school of busi­
ness administration at the University. The Hills 
left in July for a tour of Ireland, England, France, 
Italy, Germany (including West Berlin), Sweden, 
Greece, and Egypt and then on to India. This is 
their second trip to Europe.
Hugh M. Morton, production manager of the 
S. D. Warren Company in Westbrook was elected 
chairman of the Northeastern Division of the 
Paper Industry Management Association. He was 
named at the 41st annual business meeting at 
Poland Spring Hotel in September.
Now for some recent changes of address:
Ralph C. Brooks lives at 246 Poplar Dr., Mon­
roeville, Pa.
William A. Allen, RFD 5, Woodridge Rd., Au­
gusta, Me.
Allen W. Bratton, 3204 Briar Cliff Ave., Vestal, 
N Y.
Mrs. Lloyd Crockett (Louise A. Washburn), 
Perry, Me.
Will we be seeing you, in June of sixty-two? 
At Orono, that is. For our 30th, of course.
Can’t find your Class Column? There’s 
a reason for it. See Page 21.
1933 Mrs. Robert Pendleton
 (Betty Barrows)
Island Falls
My sincere thanks to Alton Alley and Rodney 
Ball for answering my appeal for news. Now, I have 
the courage to continue sending cards, perhaps 
others will find a moment to answer.
Rodney is a State of Massachuseetts Bank Ex­
aminer as he has been for several years but he has 
recently been transferred from the Credit Union 
Division to the Trust Division. His wife, Mary, is 
a Sales Representative for the Liberty Mutual In­
surance Company at the Andover office. Daughter, 
Pat, is secretary to the Personnel Director at Jor­
dan Marsh, Northshore Shopping Center, son, 
John, is enrolled at Monson Academy, Monson, 
Mass. “Rod’s” address is 10 Lincoln Circle, An­
dover, Mass.
Alton Alley is Customs Inspector at Port of 
Bridgewater, Maine. He has been stationed there 
since June 1947. His home address is Robbinsons, 
Maine. He has one daughter, Lynne, who is thir­
teen.
The January Alumnus will no doubt have the 
account of the trip to Haiti sponsored by the In­
ternational Cooperation Administration. In case you 
miss the article, let me remind you that Ruth 
“Bunny” Callaghan DeCoteau was the extension 
home demonstration agent who was chosen as a 
member of the team which was headed by Dean 
Winthrop Libby.
Henry Marcho has been transferred by Eastern 
States from Presque Isle to Bangor. Henry is to be 
Manager of the Area One office of the company.
Marion Nicholson, daughter of Percy and Cora 
Barton Nicholson, achieved a perfect academic 
record while a student at Ricker College. Her four 
year average was 4.0. She has a fellowship for ad­
vanced study at Radcliffe this year.
An engagement of interest is that of Sheila 
Farnsworth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Farns­
worth. Her fiance is Robert E. Lewis of South Port­
land. Shelia is a graduate of South Portland High 
School and attended Northeastern Business Col­
lege. Mr. Lewis graduated from Deering High and 
will attend U. of M. at Portland.
Bruce Ashworth is president of the Hartford, 
Conn , Alumni group.
Miss Suzanne Moors, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Forest K. Moors of Old Town, will attend Fisher 
Junior College, Boston this year.
A recent letter from class president, Tom Des­
mond, reminded us that plans must soon be under­
way for our thirtieth reunion. It’s not too early for 
you all to be thinking about it.
While Dick Elliott and family were on vacation 
at Shin Pond this year he and Em Stopped in to 
see Bob. I was at camp but did have a chance for 
a telephone chat. They spoke of the pleasant eve­
ning they had at Art Forrestal’s, where a group of 
U. of M. friends had gathered to see the Elliotts, 
among them Russ Shaw and wife and Ed Giddings 
and his wife.
The new schedule for the class columns is rather 
confusing but we shall become accustomed to it 
soon. It's a break for the class secretaries.
Perhaps the editor will allow me to say “hello” 
to those who tell me that they read the ’33 news 
even though they are not U. of M. folk.
1935 Miss Isabel Freeman
 23 Beliveau Drive, Lynn, Mass.
Two members of the class of ’35, Roy and Mar­
garet (“Peg” Avery) Lawrence have reason to be 
proud of their twin daughters. Barbara, a sopho­
more this year at the U. of Maine, made the Dean’s 
List for the year, is a member of Neai Mathetai, 
and was selected as a Sophomore Eagle. Her sister, 
Deborah, a sophomore in the Nurses’ Training 
Course at the U. of Rochester in New York, was 
also on the Dean’s List for the year, and an alter­
nate Freshman Counselor. The Lawrence family 
live at 20 Park Street, Bath. Roy is head of the 
welding Department at the Bath Iron Works.
Polly (Budge) Estes took time from a busy 
schedule to answer a request for news of the mem­
bers of the class. Polly is living at 76 Westland St., 
Bangor, and for the past year and a half has been 
teaching Home Economics at the Garland St. Jun­
ior High School in Bangor. She and Elmer have 
two boys, George, who is twelve and in Junior 
High, and Thomas, who is seven, and in the sec­
ond grade. Polly wrote she had recently talked to 
Rachel (Wallace) Currie, who is living at 641 So. 
Main St. in So. Brewer. Rachel is a very successful 
Food Supervisor at the Bangor State Hospital. 
Rachel mentioned Mildred (Willard) Lane, who is 
presently Secretary to Dr. Jane Crow, Director of 
the School of Home Economics at the U. of Maine. 
Mildred’s home address is R F.D. 1, Bangor.
Betty (Davis) Story has returned to the V. A. 
Hospital at Togus as Ass’t to the Chief Dietitian, 
and lives in Augusta.
I am teaching 9th Grade General Science and 
Biology at Pickering Junior High School in Lynn, 
about a mile from the new house that my sister 
and I bought a few years ago.
Mrs. Roger (Beryl Warner) Williams, a member 
of the department of English and Speech at Morgan 
State College, at Baltimore, Md., attended the In­
tellectual Country Fair at Goucher College, and 
writes, “Although the program was planned for 
Alumnae of Goucher College, guests from the com­
munity were invited. We found this both a refresher 
course and new information.” Thirty-one lectures 
and demonstrations by members of the Goucher 
faculty offered a selection summarizing contem­
porary trends of thought in diverse fields of study 
during the one day program. Religion, politics, art, 
and the sciences were some of the subjects covered.
I would appreciate so very much hearing from 
any members of the class of ’35—both because I 
would enjoy hearing from you, and I do need 
news for this column!
1937 Edwin H. Bates
 8 College Ave., Orono
25th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
It’s our 25th in June.
Thanks to the Alumni Office clipping service we 
have the following items to report:
Phil Mealey has assumed duties as principal of 
Brewer High School.
Elwood Bryant is V. P. of General Dynamics, 
Astronautics in San Diego, California, where he is 
director of production for the Atlas and Centaur 
missiles.
Arthur Webb who is with Union Mutual in Ban­
gor attended a 3-day business conference sponsored 
by the company at The Balsams in N. H. in early 
July.
George Grange has recently been named as Act­
ing Deputy Administrator for Marketing Services 
in the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washing­
ton, D. S.
Ed Brarmann, formerly superintendent of parks 
and shade trees for Englewood, N. J., was recently 
appointed supervisor of forestry for Jersey Central- 
New Jersey Power and Light Companies with offices 
at Morristown.
1939 Mrs. Linwood R. Card
 (Charlotte Hennessy)
41 True St., Portland
Alice Anne (Donovan ’40) Poeppelmier sends 
along this news of ’39; Lucilla Fogg Baldwin, 3 
High St., Essex, Conn., son Robert, age 16, has 
been in Europe during the summer under the 
American Abroad Program.
Tom Verrill, 712 Fulton St., Farmingdale, Long 
Island, N. Y., celebrated some reunions this June 
at the University. It was all in the family! His 
father Albert, had his 50th, his brother, Albert,
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Jr had his 25th, and his sister, Anna, had her 20th.
B. Ross Nason, St. Louis, M.S. Chemical Engi­
neering, University of Maine 1942, has been ap­
pointed director of manufacturing and engineering 
for Mobay Chemical Co., Pittsburg, Pa., after serv­
ing as director of manufacturing for Monsanto 
Chemical Company’s Inorganic Chemicals Division 
at St. Louis. j .
Eric Kelly is president of the Jonesport Industrial 
Development Corporation.
Leon G. Sprague is a guidance counselor at 
Gloucester High School, Gloucester, Mass., a po­
sition he has held there since 1950. The Spragues 
have three children.
Mrs. Austin H. Chamberlain (Mildred Walton) 
of Cheshire, Conn., is teaching grade two in Deep 
River, Conn.
Mrs. Joseph Devitt (Mary Orr) who is president 
of the Alumni teachers introduced Dr. David Fink, 
Jr., when he spoke at the University of Maine 
Alumni Teachers Association annual luncheon meet­
ing during the Eastern section of the State Teachers 
Convention at Bangor.
This job is getting easier! Only two more col­
umns coming—one in March and one in June. So, 
if you have any news, please send it along for these 
issues.
1941 Mrs. Donald  G. Wilson (“Skip” Creamer)
Timbercliff, Camden
Hello there! Please note your new class secre­
tary’s name and address above—and please do keep 
her mail box bulging with lots of news concerning 
our class members.
We had a most successful reunion. The com­
mittee in charge certainly deserve a great deal of 
credit for a job well done. Over seventy attended 
the festivities at the Tarratine Club Friday night. 
Loads of fun and laughter prevailed as humorous 
and, I must say appropriate awards, were passed 
out to unsuspecting souls. Your new class officers 
are as follows: Pres. Mike Cohen (who did a good 
job     at the dinner); V. P., John Dyer; 
Treas., Bob Carlisle; and Sec., yours truly, for this 
year only. Fran Sawyer Alfred, Helen Wormwood 
Pierce, Flo Farnham Stewart, and Betty Reid will 
follow me, each serving one year. The executive 
board is made up of Ken Blaisdell, Barb Orff Utter­
back, Charlene Perkins Strang, Dave Astor, and 
Jake Serota. You can see that we really settled 
down to business Saturday A.M. at the class meet­
ing. I was sorry not to have seen more in atten­
dance at the Deans’ Hour. I found it most informa­
tive. Been a lot of changes made in the past twenty 
years you know.
One definite bit of business settled at our class 
meeting, and for which I am to prepare you, was 
our decision to raise—hold your breath—$7,000 for 
1966, our 25th reunion year. John Dyer, purchasing 
agent for our state, will be heading up the fund 
drive. Pledges of a regular amount over a period of 
five years seemed to have been popular with those 
in attendance at the meeting, as a means for raising 
the money. Do try to work something into your 
budgets so that we might reach our goal and be 
the first class to go over the record to date (class 
of ’36), $4,523.45. You’ll be hearing more about 
this from John’s committee.
We had many responses to the inquiries as to 
the possibilities of your attending the reunion. 
I’ll pass on a few of the tidbits gleaned from such.
Highschool graduations seem to have headed the 
list of reasons for not attending. Here are a few: 
Bea Gleason Danforth’s daughter, Miriam Holden 
Doane’s daughter. Emily Hopkins Jordan’s oldest 
son (who has applied to Bowdoin and Dartmouth), 
Ruth White Wight’s oldest son, Ruth and Stan 
Cowin’s daughter Judith, Allan Piper’s daughter and 
Isabella Crosby Shipman’s daughter. Time flies!
Elizabeth Luce Allyn writes from Hingham Har­
bor, Mass., that her daughter Judy, who was gradu­
ated from Hingham High this year, will be going to 
Lausanne, Switzerland, for a year of study at Ecole 
Benedict, a school of languages and commerce. Her 
other daughter Claudia is a high school sophomore 
and son Jonathan is in Kindergarten.
Blanche Conlan Russell’s husband L. Reid (’39) 
received his M.A. at Trinity College this past June.
Charles B. and Julia Alice Smith’s daughter Di­
anne starts her freshman year at the U. of Mass, 
this fall. She is one of five of the Smith children.
Don Brackett and his wife planned to open a day 
camp for children and a tenting area for the public 
this summer . .. name of same . . . Chewanki Park 
in Wiscasset. How did it go, Don?
Rockwood (Rocky) Berry writes from Suffield, 
Conn., that he and his wife Louise (a Gorham 
grad.) have two boys and two girls. Their daughter 
Kay is entering the U. of Conn, this fall.
Bert Sanborn has retired from the Air Force 
and, the last I heard, was hoping to settle in Maine. 
(A Lt. Colonel, Bert lives on Bruce Rd., Bangor.) 
Mrs. Hill wrote that Capt. Albert E. Hill could 
not attend the reunion as he is in Korea on assign­
ment.
Kay Boyle Harris’ son Johnny finished his first 
year at the U. of Penn. (Philly—Wharton School) 
this June.
I have seen Eleanor “Honey” Dougherty Mesro- 
bian around Camden this summer. Her two boys, 
John, 9, and Allen, 11, have a get-together each 
year with my Kevin who is 8. Honey resides in 
Methuen, Mass., during the winter months.
Archie W. Nickerson, Sharon, Conn., who is an 
executive in the Sharon schools, has had a busy 
year as chairman of the State Ethics Committee of 
the Conn. Educational Association. His oldest son, 
William, is entering the Worcester Polytechnic In­
stitute this fall.
Maddy Smart Beardsell sends word from Pacific 
Palisades, Calif., that she and Wally have seen 
Ken Robertson and his wife, Betty, who live in 
Fullerton, Calif. The latter are very active in civic 
and political affairs, according to Maddy . . . (the 
right Party of course).
Charlene Perkins Strang and Walt have a six- 
foot-five fella, Peter, who is entering his junior 
year at Andover. Meridith, who is five, enters pre­
primary this year. Walt and Charlene are neighbors 
of mine so it’s easy to keep track of them. Both 
are most generous with their time, devoting much 
of it to worthwhile community projects.
Priscilla Hayes Norton’s son was a freshman at 
MAINE this past year.
Barb Young Pullen is guidance director for the 
Waterville schools. Barb has two children. Buddy, 
who enters high school this year and Cathy, who 
enters kindergarten. Barb has just recently an­
nounced the opening of a Central Maine Counseling 
Center, one of the first such private centers in the 
state. She will conduct evening and week-end coun­
seling sessions at her home on educational and vo­
cational problems. Individual intelligence, aptitude, 
achievement, and reading testing will be available. 
Best of luck to you, Barb. You’re a true pioneer!
That’s it for this month, Friends. Remember, the 
success of this column depends largely on my re­
ceiving your mail, so write to me here at Timber­
cliff, Camden, Maine, and bring me up to date.
It was fun seeing those of you who made the 
20th. To those who didn’t . . . hope to see you at 
the 25th.
1942 Mrs. Gilbert Y. Taverner
 (Bette Barker Kilpatrick)
80 Vernon St., Brookline 46, Mass.
20th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Having just returned from Homecoming at Orono, 
I am filled with the feeling of how interesting and 
how good it is to visit the campus periodically. One 
male alumnus with whom I was talking at the 
luncheon Saturday noon said, “Gee, there are a 
lot more girls than there used to be!” And I re­
plied, “Yes, but there are a lot more boys, too!” 
And actually, I believe statistics would bear me out 
that the proportion is still in the ratio of 3 to 1. . .. 
In terms of total numbers, there were just about 
2,000 of us on campus in 1941-42. Today you find 
close to 4,400. Just think what that means for 
those administering the University. And just 
think what that means in relation to the growth 
of the alumni body. Are you doing what you can 
to support your Alumni Association? Have you 
sent in that 3x5 yellow, white, blue, or salmon 
card along with your check to show how interested 
you are in the growth and development of your 
Alma Mater? If not, why not?
This month has brought numerous bits of special 
news including, first of all, the fact that our class 
prexy Bill Irvine has moved on to greener fields 
once again. He is serving as coordinator of proj­
ects in teacher and administrator education being 
undertaken jointly by four universities in upper 
New York state—Buffalo, Rochester, Cornell and 
Syracuse. These projects are part of a broad pro­
gram, supported during its first six-year phase by 
a grant of $1,800,000 from the Ford Foundation. 
These four institutions through their schools of 
education are initiating an intensive program aimed 
at improving the quality of education in the United 
States. Bill and Martha live at 114 College Ave., 
Ithaca, N. Y.
Our class officers seem to be on the move current­
ly! Nat Crowley has retired from active coaching 
and has accepted an offer to be guidance instructor 
at Falmouth high school. Nat has been coaching for 
18 years and as most of you will remember coached 
Lewiston High to two Western Maine basketball 
championships in 1959-60 and to the State crown 
in 1960.
Jean (Goodwin) Fenlason is living at 31 Hartl 
Lane, Newington, Conn., which is in the Hartford 
area. Her husband, Abiah, is merchandise manager 
of wearing apparel for Sears Roebuck in a newly 
opened store in that area, Corbin’s Corner. The 
Fenlasons have two children, John 9, and Barbara 
Ann 18 months.
In a recent change of organizational structure of 
the Eastern States Farmers Exchange, Bob Browne 
of Pittsfield was appointed a district fieldman cover­
ing Hancock, Penobscot, Waldo, and Washington 
counties.
Dick and Margie (French) Franz will be sta­
tioned at Ft. Robbins, Georgia, until next fall when 
Dick completes 20 years of service in the USAF. 
Dick is a Major. They have two children, Barbara 
and Michael.
Carl Duncan has a new address—2412 Pomona 
Lane, Wilmette, Ill.
Phyllis (Bartlett) Bond gives Beecher Falls, Vt., 
as her permanent address but she was spending at 
least part of the winter in Florida last year and 
working at the Hillsboro Club, Pompano Beach, Fla.
Ray Ramsey lives at 192 Selvage Ave., W. Engle­
wood, N. J., and is a project engineer with Burns 
& Roe, Inc., of New York City. Earlier this year 
he was locate! at Oak Ridge Nat’l Laboratory on 
a project.
Barbara (Thompson) Willets and husband Bob 
and three daughters Pat 17, Cynthia 14, and Sandy 
5 are living at 604 W. High St., Edwardsville, Ill. 
where they have been located since about a year 
ago. Bob is Regular Army. Their travels have taken 
them to Texas, Europe, Virginia, Pennsylvania. 
Bob picked up a Master’s in Bus. Adminis. along 
the way and is currently Acting Deputy of the 
Granite City Engineer Depot in Illinois.
Of course, you are all making plans to be In 
Orono for our 20th Reunion next June!!!
1943 Mrs. Donald Taverner
 (Olive Rowell)
9 Chapel Rd., Orono
Dave Hempstead of 10005 Lakepark Dr., Cin­
cinnati 31, Ohio, writes that he and his family 
enjoy vacationing in Maine each summer. Dave is 
a sales representative for General Electric Co. 
X-Ray Dept., Industrial X-Ray Products, and his 
wife, Margaret Burrill (’45) is an instructor at the 
Bethesda Hosp. School of Nursing. Judith Ann is 
13 and David, 10. Dave saw Bob Jenkins at Proc­
tor and Gamble several months ago.
Marie “Sis” Rourke Connors fives at 48 Dog­
wood Lane, Levittown, L. I., N. Y. Her children 
range in age from 8 months to 8 years (4 boys, 
2 girls). She writes that her family occupies most 
of her time, but that she does keep in touch with 
Dot MacLeod Bedard and Marcia McCarthy 
Brown. Incidentally, I saw Marcia at Wavus 
Camps this summer where her daughter was a 
camper.
Fred Herbolzheimer, Jr. of Kaukauna, Wiscon­
sin, was a speaker here on campus last spring at  
the Pulp and Paper Open House. He is vice presi­
dent for manufacturing of the Thilmany Pulp and 
Paper Co. You will remember that Mrs. H is 
the former Phyllis Danforth.
Edward Robinson was recently sworn in as Maine 
Liquor Commission hearing examiner. The cere­
mony took place in the office of the Governor.
Harold L. Emerson has joined in partnership 
with W. S. Dow in the J. R. Harvey Co. agency 
in Houlton, Me.
Eugene Reynolds has been named superintendent 
of the group accounting division in the group dept, 
at The Travelers Insurance Co. in Wethersfield, 
Conn. Gene is married and has three children.
Several classmates have changed addresses as 
follows: Merrill L. Donahue, 21 Laurel Rd., New 
York City, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Wallace,
G.A D.S.  APO 677, N. Y., N. Y.; and Herman 
Wing, M.D., Dept, of Physical Medicine and 
Rehab., U. of Louisville Sch. of Med., 340 East 
Madison, Louisville 2, Ky.
1945
“What 
Here’s
Richard H. Danforth
6 Central St., Winthrop 
Happened”?
the News for this issue.
Mrs. Norma (Hoyle) Tiffany, of Cushing, Maine, 
attended the Foreign Language Institute at the 
University of Maine for six weeks this past sum­
mer under a National Defense Education Act
Grant. The course consisted of teaching methods, 
linguistics, and the study of Russian. While in 
Orono, she lived at the language house where 
French was spoken at all times.
Harold R. Alley, until recently principal of the 
Junior-Senior High School of Lunenburg, Mass., 
has resigned that position to accept a position as 
principal of the Highland Park High School of 
Highland Park, N. J,
Betty (Brown) Blood, of Farmington, has re­
cently been appointed to the faculty of the Mallet 
Laboratory School as a teacher in grade 2, at 
Farmington State Teachers College, in Farming­
ton, as announuced by President Ermo H. Scott.
Rebecca (Bowden) Herrick, of Blue Hill, has
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been named an instructor in modern society at the 
University of Maine. She is also doing graduate 
study at the university and expects to receive her 
master’s degree in 1962.
Eugene Bailey of North Lubec, president of the 
Maine Sardine Packers* Association, was in at­
tendance at a recent meeting of the Maine Sardine 
Council at the Pilots Grill in Bangor. Among the 
prominent people present was Dr. Lloyd Elliott, 
president of the University.
Latest news from the Mortgage Trading Division:
A note from Cal Friar, who has just recently 
been promoted to Sales Manager for the Union 
Metal Mfg. Co. of Canton, Ohio, resulting in their 
moving from San Francisco, Calif, to a new ad­
dress at 2805 Midvale Road, NW, Canton 8, 
Ohio. While on the coast, they saw a lot of Ken 
and Judy Marden, and also Pete Tsacalotus. In 
Canton, they see a lot of Harry Crowell. Cal, send 
us these folks’ addresses, will you? Thanks for the 
note.
The long lost is found. Kenneth H. Clausen is 
now residing in Tucson, Ariz. (Overton Rd. RFD 
1, Box 743.)
Howard C. “Howie” Barber, the terror of the 
Stinky Stillwater, has moved to 137 Catlin Ave., 
Rumford, R. I. Soooooo . .. Free Lunch?
Elinore L. Beeler, who is with the West Ironde­
quoit Board of Education, has a new address at 
54 Kings Lane, Rochester 17, N. Y.
William “Bill” Marble has moved to 23 Poe 
Ave., Wyncote, Pa.
Martin “Kell” Kelley, Sales Engineer for Firth- 
Sterling Co., is now residing at 49 Arnoldale Rd., 
West Hartford, Conn.
Robert and Edith (Merrill) Lancaster have moved 
from Clarksburg, West Va., to 109 Ashby Ave., 
Charleston 4, West Va. Is that further South?
Mr. Francis E. Howe, formerly of the Marine 
Corps, is now at home at 44 Whiting Road, Welles­
ley 81, Mass.
Leona Peterson now makes her home at 81-29 
Cowles Court, Middle Village, 79, Queens, N. Y.
Robert M. Miller, recently of Washington, D. C., 
can now be reached only through the following 
method: Write Robert Miller, Postal Officer at 
Belgrade, APO 293, New York City, N. Y.
That’s it for now—Please help this nosey news­
hound out, and write.
1947 Mrs. Walter C. Brooks 
 (Peg Spaulding)
 57 Leighton Street, Bangor
/ 15th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Miss Rachel Jones of Auburn has been appointed 
health education program director of the new Dairy 
Council of Southeastern New England. The Dairy 
Council office will be located m Providence and 
will serve the entire State of Rhode Island, and 
New Bedford, Taunton and other Southeastern 
Massachusetts communities. Rachel received her 
Masters Degree in public health from the Univ, 
of Michigan last June.
Thomas A. Harrington, for the past five years 
assistant director of Pittsfield General Hospital 
has been appointed administrator of the Mary Lane 
Hospital at Ware, Mass. Tom was elected by the 
American College of Hospital Administrators to 
membership a year ago. He is the co-author of 
articles published in HOSPITALS, the association’s 
magazine. Locally, Tom is an incorporator and 
treasurer of the Senior Citizens* Center, and chair­
man of the Home Care Program Committee, a sub­
committee of the Citizens Advisory Council formed 
to meet medical and physical needs of individuals 
ill at home. The program is connected with the 
Pittsfield Health Department. The Harringtons’ 
home is at 21 Elm St., Ware, Mass. Their boys 
names are Thomas A. Jr., Allan Crane and Stephen 
Reed.
Congratulations to Ben and Libby Hodges, Jr. 
(Elizabeth White), 695 Webster St., Needham 92, 
Mass., on the adoption of their son Peter Franklin 
in August. He is now 11 months.
A change of address for Darrol E. Robinson 
to 189 Redner Ave., Battle Creek, Michigan.
Reid T. Fuhrann’s latest address is 4018 Idalia 
St., Apt. 3, El Paso, Texas.
Miss Elizabeth Kelso’s new address is 43 Daven­
port Ave., Apt. 2 D, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Dowe’s address is RFD 
2. Turner, Me.
Charles L. Carpenter’s new address is 810 Brins- 
mere Drive, Elm Grove, Wis.
A new address for Mrs. Arline T. Pilot is 112 
Phillips St., Bangor, Maine.
A new address for Mrs. John W. Peavey (May 
A. Barlow) is 280 Park St., Springfield, Vermont.
Can’t find your Class Column? There’s 
a reason for it. See Page 21.
1949 Mrs. Oscar R. Hahnel, Jr.
1949 (Julie Shores)
12 Jepson Ave., Lewiston
Miss our column last month? I hope that some of 
you thought it was for lack of news and plan to 
remedy the situation. Meanwhile ...
One new arrival to report, actually he is over 
a year old now! Curtis Roy Betts, born Oct. 31, 
1960, to Bill and Mary (Curtis). He joins three 
brothers, David, Donald, and Robbie.
Sumner Martin Robnson of Natick, Mass., an 
instructor in pharmacology and biology at the 
Mass. College of Pharmacy, has been awarded an
M.S. in Pharmacy by that institution.
Lewis Wyman has added to his growing list of 
honors, this time a National Association of County 
Agricultural Agents distinguished service award, 
presented at the annual meeting of the association 
in New York City in September.
Wallace Woodcock is the new head of the English 
department at Bangor High. Wallace took his Mas­
ters at the University in 1954 and has been teaching 
at Fort Fairfield High School.
Aaron Nelson, Jr., is the new principal at Liver­
more Falls High School.
Robert Folsom has been promoted to develop­
ment physicist in semi conductor device develop­
ment at IBM’s Poughkeepsie, N. Y. component 
laboratory. He is in charge of a group engaged in 
development of special purpose transistors for ap­
plication in advanced memory units.
Elbert Moulton, Jr., is the new executive man­
ager of the Greater Lawrence (Mass.) Chamber of 
Commerce. For the past five years he has held 
similar positions in Vermont.
Vance Dearborn, who has been the town man­
ager in Dexter for the past six years and was presi­
dent of the Maine Town and City Managers Assoc., 
resigned from his post in July so that he can work 
for his Masters degree at the University. He will 
also be a part time instructor in government. He 
and Evie (Ellsworth) have four children, three 
girls and a boy.
MUSICAL GIFTS for MAINE 
MEN and Their Families 
Imported Swiss Movement Plays:
Maine's Stein Song
with College Seal and Song
□ Cigarette Box............. _............... $ 9.95
□ Humidor-Pipe Rack...................  14.95
□ Table Lighter .. . ............. 14.95
□ Ash Tray (song only)............... 5.95
(We pay all shipping charges)
Name
Address -
MUSICAL CREATIONS, INC.
18 Exchange St., Pawtucket, R. I.
ALUMNI AND THEIR GUESTS
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED WHEN VISITING THE CAMPUS . . .
TO - A Convenient Place
TO-A Beautiful Room 
TO-A Delicious Menu
THE FORD ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION
THE NEW
LUNCHEON AND
DINNER
FORD ROOM
SUNDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY
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Charles Leach is now with Sydney S. Morgan 
Co., 131Clarendon St., Boston, Mass. Charlie and 
family Jive at 10 Longfellow Rd., Lexington.
Roland Chabot, who is director of accounts at 
St. Mary’s General Hospital here, will leave in 
mid-November to take over his new duties as 
administrator of Franklin Hospital, Franklin, N. J. 
Roland has been active in his field, serving as presi­
dent of the Me. Chapter of Hospital Accountants, 
treasurer of the Me. Hospital Association, and re­
cently elected to the Board of Directors of the
N. E. Hospital Credit Association.
Robert Marcous is here in Lewiston as manager 
of the new Columbia Market. He and Emily 
(Smaha) and their family of five are living on the 
Hogan Road.
A new address for Dick (’50) and Jodie Wake­
field Briggs, 44 Longmeadow Drive, Brewer.
A. Wilford Bridges, Jr., and family have moved 
from Pennsylvania to 4741 Fay Drive, South Euclid 
21, Ohio.
I was going to give you a new address for Bill 
(’50) and Lorraine (Malo) Hodgins, but find that 
they moved from Limestone this summer. However, 
Bill can be reached at the Red Cross Chapter in 
Manchester, N. H. When she filled out the ad­
dress card, Lorraine was still in Limestone, waiting 
for school to end last June, so that she and the 
boys, Gregory and Christopher, could join Bill.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Golightly (Judith Coffin) 
are living at 15302 Cordary Ave., Lawndale, Calif. 
Judith has been teaching eighth grade at Haw­
thorne, Calif., for several years. The Golightlys 
have two children, Susan and Carol.
In closing, I want to extend our sympathy to 
Beverly Bean Strout on the recent death of her 
mother.
1951 Mrs. H. Wendell Hodgkins
 (Claire L. Levasseur)
201 Elmira Street, S.W. 
Washington 24, D. C.
Our 10th reunion in June was most enjoyable; it 
was so nice seeing old friends again. We had a 
lovely time at the class dinner dance at the Bangor 
House, and then at the Alumni dinner dance in 
the Alumni Gym the following evening. At our 
business meeting we elected our new officers: 
President, Russell E. Meade; vice president, Dwight 
Demeritt; treasurer, James Elliott and yours truly, 
secretary. On behalf of the class, I would like to 
thank our outgoing officers, John Glew, Jasper 
Bull, John Dineen, and Mary Ellen (Michaud) 
Schmidt for their excellent service to the class.
Russ Noyes has been elected principal of Wells 
High School. Russ, a former coach at Traip in 
Kittery, has been temporary head of Wells High 
School since last February.
Milton Victor has been appointed agency super­
intendent at the Boston office of Royal Insurance 
Co. and Royal Indemnity Co.
Charles Cosgrove has been appointed an admin­
istrator in the Maine School Administrative District 
#3. Charles was named coordinator of secondary 
curriculum and was elected principal of the pro­
posed central school for this district. Until it is 
built he will remain as principal of Unity-Freedom 
High School in Unity.
Clair Shirley has been appointed chief Boy Scout 
executive of the Monadnock Council in Gardiner. 
Clair served as a district executive for the Katah- 
din Council, Bangor, the largest council geographi­
cally, east of the Mississippi River.
Robert Rushworth, a native of Norridgewock 
and famed X-15 pilot, has been promoted to the 
rank of major in the U. S. Air Force. Bob and 
his wife Joyce, and 4 year old daughter, Cheri, 
reside at Edwards A.F.B. in California.
Patrick Gallagher has joined the staff of the 
Maine Potato Growers, Inc. as manager of the 
credit department. Pat returns to Maine from 
Sterling, Ill. where he was associated with the 
National Bank of Sterling. Pat and his wife are 
the proud parents of five children.
John Banton was named this year’s outstanding 
Gardiner Jaycee. John is employed as an engineer 
for S. D. Warren Co. Copsecook Mill. Also Jay- 
ceeing is Harold W. Look, Jr. who is current 
president of the Rockland Jaycee.
Bruce Schwab designed and developed the tran­
sistorized electronic coast phase guidance equip­
ment for the Delta missile. This equipment con­
trolled the missile flight of the second stage Thor- 
Delta missile which placed the satellite ECHO I 
into circular orbit. Bruce lives at 3335 W. 119th 
Place, Inglewood, Calif.
Reggie Hall was named co-winner of the Dr. 
Kenneth Sills Little League Manager’s Plaque. 
The Sills award is presented to the State’s out­
standing little league coach or manager each year, 
Reggie has been managing Little Leagues in the 
Portland area since 1953.
Also in sports, Bill Folsom has accepted a posi­
tion in Westbrook as coach of the Westbrook 
Blue Blazes. Bill has been coaching basketball for 
eight years in Orono and has chalked up an out­
standing record with the Red Riots. His Orono 
teams have won or shared 14 league, sectional or 
state championships. Orono’s loss is Westbrook’s 
gain.
Jim Sullivan is the University of Maine In Port­
land basketball coach. Jim was football coach at 
South Portland High for three years, and coached 
football and basketball at the University of Del.
David Ehrenfried was appointed assistant news 
editor of the Lewiston Sun last February.
Dr. Donald M. Smyth addressed the Maine 
Section of the American Chemical Society at 
Bowdoin College. Don has been named the head 
of the solid state research department of the Re­
search Laboratories of the Sprague Electric Co., 
North Adams, Mass.
Phil Ames is now regional sales manager in the 
Power Transformrer Dept, for General Electric 
Co. in Pittsfield, Mass. Phil and Mary (Skelton 
’53) live at 56 Kitteridge Road, Pittsfield, Mass.
Dick Hale, who is an electrical engineer with 
the Great Northern Paper Co. in Millinocket, re-
Can’t find your Class Column? There’s 
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cently completed the advanced electrical utility 
engineering course at Westinghouse in Pittsburgh, 
Pa.
Joe Corbin is manager at the St. Regis Paper 
Co. in St. Cloud, Minn.
John Farrar, who has been Director of Guid­
ance in Old Town for the past three years, has 
accepted a new position as Director of Guidance 
in Maine School Administrative District #6 at the 
new consolidated high school in West Buxton.
Joe Zabriskie has been named a candidate for 
the post of superintendent of the Essex County 
Training School of Mass. Joe has been accepted as 
a doctorate candidate at B.U. in the field of Child 
Guidance.
Dr. Alden S. Gooch has begun his studies in 
internal medicine at George Washington Univ. 
Medical School, Washington, D. C. Alden has been 
practicing medicine in Williamsport, Pa. for the 
past five years. His new address is 5001 Hane St., 
McLean, Va.
Robert K. Gould received his Ph.D. degree in 
Physics from Brown Univ, last June. Bob wrote 
his thesis on “Effects of Acoustic Streaming on 
Heat Transfer.”
Amo E. Kimball has received her M.A. degree 
in Education from Smith College in 1958. Amo 
specialized in education of the deaf.
A recent graduate of the U. of M. Pulp and 
Paper Institute was Robert G. Johnson of Lincoln. 
Bob is associated with the Standard Packaging Co.
Henry Laskey was building fund chairman of 
the new parsonage and Sunday school building of 
the United Baptist Church in Old Town. Raymond 
Humphrey was the building committee chairman.
John W. Coombs was physical director of Camp 
Prentiss Y.M.C.A. Day Camp in Hampden. This 
was the camp’s sixteenth season and John’s tenth.
Engagements:
Phyllis Hermen of Portsmouth, N. H. to Mau­
rice S. Cohen.
Franciska Ann Napoleone to Martin F. Needham. 
Miss Napoleone attended the Arts Students League 
of New York City and Pratt Institute, New York. 
She is in the commercial advertising art field in 
Philadelphia. Martin is a market research analyst 
for Ayerst Laboratories.
Births: Daughter, Holly Jean, to Paulina “Boo” 
(Robbins) and Elton “Gus” Gosse, July 19, 1961. 
Brother Lance is one and a half years. “Boo” and 
“Gus” have just completed their new home—ad­
dress: R.F.D. 2, Gorham.
Daughter, Anne Laurin, to Isabelle “Pepper” 
(Burbank) and Floyd Milbank, August 27, 1961. 
Brother John is three.
Daughter, Janet Elise to Bertha “Beth” (Clark) 
and Walter Allen ’50, June 21, 1961. Sister Andrea 
is seven.
Here are some changes of addresses:
Dick Royal from Watertown, Mass, to 8 Brook­
field Circle, Wellesley, Mass.
Thelma and Henry “Rabbit” Dombkowski ’50 
from Mexico to Box 222, North Anson.
Capt. Murry L. Oppenheim from Cocoa Beach,
Fla. to 70-B So. Magnolia Drive, Eau Gallie 7, 
Fla.
How about sending me some class news after 
the Holiday Season. Let’s keep the ’51 column 
nice and newsy.
1952 Mrs. Charles Begley
 (Jeanne Frye) 
Waldoboro 
10th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
The following ’52ers have received advanced 
degrees: Ronald A. Schutt, Master of Arts Degree 
in Teaching at Brown Univ. Ronald wrote a thesis 
on a teacher’s guide to modern ninth grade mathe­
matics program. Otis J. Sproul, Doctor of Science 
from Washington Univ., St. Louis, Mo. Herbert
E. Wave, Ph.D. from Rutgers Univ., N. J. His 
major field of study was Entomology. Malcolm E. 
Osborn, Master of Laws Degree in Taxation from 
Boston Univ. School of Law. Malcolm now lives at 
Worcester, Mass, with his wife, Clair, and their 
two children, Beverly May and Lester.
New Addresses: John Thomas Sferes, U.S.A. 
FTA Corp. APO 402, New York, N. Y. Roger T. 
O’Neil, 35 Balmoral St., Andover, Mass. Roger 
is a buyer for Sutherland’s Dept. Store, Lawrence, 
Mass. Mary Jean (McIntyre) and Linwood E. 
White have moved into their new home at 106 For­
est Ave., Orono. Edgar F. Lord, FAO of United 
Nations, Viale della Terme de Caracallo, Rome, 
Italy. Gordon R. Willey, Apt. 13, 508 No. Pol­
lard St., Arlington, Va. Richard R. LeClair, 405 
Lee Terrace, Wilmington 3, Del. Irene M. Dudhart, 
Post Office Box 65, Augusta. Mr. and Mrs. George 
R. Gray, 3929 Kitley Rd., Charlotte, No. Caro­
lina. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Johnson, Box 401, 
Ogunquit.
New Jobs: Kenneth A. Marden has been named 
product director for the Hospital Div. of Johnson 
& Johnson. He will be responsible for a variety of 
surgical and pharmaceutical products including 
Surgicel, the absorbable hemostat. Ken is married 
to Julia Black of Baltimore, and they live with 
their two children, Priscilla and Emily, in Penning­
ton, N. J. Victor Woodbrey is the coach of base­
ball-basketball at the new Bonney Eagle H.S. in 
Buxton. Vic has completed a six-year stint as 
athletic dir. and coach of the same sports at 
Lawrence H.S. of Fairfield. Vic and Marie (Ger- 
rish) have two daughters, Nancy, three, and Judy, 
one. Jack Christie is physical education teacher 
and coach of baseball-basketball at Pemetic H.S. 
in Southwest Harbor. On July 1, Joseph Kirk was 
promoted to the position of Asst. Control Dept. 
Supt. of the St. Croix Paper Mill in Woodland. 
Parnell S. Hare is an instructor in Chemistry at 
Ricker College in Houlton. Parnell received his 
Master’s Degree at Ohio State Univ, in 1960. Carl 
McDermott is now guidance director at Winthrop
H.S.,  Winthrop, Mass. Until this fall he taught at 
Ayer H.S., Ayer, Mass.
Married: Patricia Cronin and Crosby Packard 
last July. Crosby is employed by the Unity Post 
Office Dept, and they now live in Unity. Janice 
Jackson and Bert Fernaid in Auburn. Bert is 
principal of the Elm St. Elementary School at 
Mechanic Falls. Barbara Hobbs and Edward Kent 
(’44) last April in Manhasset, N. Y. Since ’52 
Barbara has taught in Bangor and Brewer schools, 
and Great Neck South Junior H.S. in N.Y. In ’58 
she received her Master’s Degree in history and 
education from Maine. Philip Naples and Betty 
Clarkson in Sept, in Chicopee, Mass. Betty was 
graduated from the Amer. International Coll. 
Philip is an engineer at CANEL in Middletown, 
Conn. Mary E. Jules and Hugh J. Ross last spring 
in Waterville. Mary has taught in Belgrade H.S., 
Foxcroft Academy, and at present is teacher, and 
dept, head of business ed. at Waterville H.S. Hugh 
is employed by Kavanaugh’s Inc., Bangor, as an 
accountant. They will reside at 8 Ursula St., 
Waterville.
Hugo Cross and Margie Gnagey on Aug. 19 
in the United Church of Christ in Cumberland, 
Md. Hugo received his Master’s Degree from 
Boston Univ. He is on the faculty of Mather 
Junior H.S., Darien, Conn.
Other Notes: Francis Tremblay, Jr„ guidance 
director at Dixfield H.S., was awarded a year’s 
scholarship to study at the Guidance & Counseling 
Institute at Boston Univ. Upon completion, Fran­
cis will be eligible for his Master’s Degree. Eugene
F. Sturgeon is area development representative at 
the Conn. Light & Power Co., and has been with 
the Co. since '55. He and his wife live with their 
two sons in Manchester, Conn. Charles Paine, 
Conrad H.S. physics teacher, was reelected as presi­
dent of the W.H.E.A. (West Hartford Ed. Assn.) 
Charles and Irene have five children. Their address 
is 30 Ellsworth Rd., West Hartford, Conn. Samuel
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k Alexander Skillin and Son
FLORISTS
Falmouth Foreside, Maine 
Cut flowers—Corsages— 
Funeral Designs— 
Wedding Designs 
John Skillin '52
The Haynes & Chalmers Co.
A. S. Chalmers '05, Treas.
G. L. Chalmers '46, Mgr.
HARDWARE
BANGOR MAINE
OLYMPIA PORTABLE 
TYPEWRITER
Sales and Service on all Makes 
Gass Office Supply Company 
49 Park Street 
Bangor, Maine
or Boston. Massachusetts
Life Insurance, Annuities 
Group Insurance, Pensions
David C. Roberts
General Agent for State of Maine
415 Congress Street, Portland
PHILBROOK FARM INN 
and COTTAGES
Just off Route U. S. 2 at 
Shelburne, New Hampshire. 
Under the shadow of the 
White Mountains the 
Philbrook latch-string 
has been out since 1861. 
Wonderful fall foliage!
Lawrence E. Philbrook '16
Constance P. Leger '41 
Nancy C. Philbrook '42
Distributors of Building 
Materials
ACME SUPPLY CO., INC.
60 Summer St. Bangor, Me.
T. M. Hersey '34, Pres.-Treas. 
Philip Johnson '43, Vice Pies.
Bangor Furniture Co.
Complete House Furnishers
84-88 Hammond Street 
Bangor, Maine
GOOD
and
GOOD 
for you
it’s HOOD’S
ICE CREAM
BRIDGTON ACADEMY
ESTABLISHED 1808
Fully accredited boys' college pre­
paratory school. Grades 9-12, plus 
post graduate year. Small classes, 
supervised study, language laboratory, 
developmental reading, new gymna­
sium. All sports including hockey. 
For illustrated catalog write Principal 
Richard L. Goldsmith, North Bridg­
ton, Maine.
McNAMARA'S 
RESTAURANT AND FOOD SHOP
Artistry in “Fine Foods” 
Rt. 202, Winthrop, Maine 
Playground and Picnic Area— 
Outside window service 
Telephone Winthrop—Essex 7-2244
MAINE MINERAL DISPLAYS 
Visitors Welcome all the year 
GEM CUTTING, Special order jewels, Maine 
Tourmalines, Fine and rare gems and diamonds 
for Collectors or engagement purposes. 
PERHAM'S MAINE MINERAL STORE 
Rt. 26 at Trap Comer, West Paris, Maine.
—(inexpensive or expensive items)—
Meet University and Alumni friends at. . .
Quality meals and service
DAKIN'S 
Wholesale 
Sporting Goods 
Camera Supplies
ShepHurd’17 M. A. Hurd’26
Bangor Waterville
Basil Smith '40
Locations in Portland, Scarborough, Kittery, and Newton, Mass.
MOTIVATION
VIA COMMUNICATIONS
Businessman, Industrialists, Educators, Engineers, Scientists, Government 
Leaders are convinced that:—
• PRINTING is the principal means of communications.
® Catalogs, Manuals, Booklets, Folders, Inserts, Statement Stuffers, Stream­
ers, Annual Reports, Flyers etc. are the best means of TRANSMITTING 
INFORMATION.
• Our plant is geared with CRAFTSMEN and equipment to produce moti­
vating literature of top-notch quality.
For analyzation of present or future printing requirements, 
communicate with Gordon R. Staff ’44, Vice President
STAFF PRESS, INC. • Creative Printers
26 CLINTON AVENUE • VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
Known throughout the state 
for quality and service
EWEEimOJaa
SWALGREETjjAGENCY^ff^c
SKOWH EGAN AIN E=
John Sealey, Jr. '36
SERVING 
MAINE STUDENTS
Since 1892
PARK
31-37 MILL
t-c HARDWARE: 
■■AVAlftETY- 
ST';' ORONO.’ ME.
D. Allen and his wife, Barbara, and two children, 
Samuel 3rd, five, Susan Elizabeth, 2 1/2, are now 
living at the Arbor Acres Farm, Aprilia, Italy. 
Sam is a poultry technical adviser with Arbor 
Acres of Glastonbury, Conn. They made their first 
visit home in two years last spring.
 Hope many of you are making plans to return 
to Orono next June for our 10th Reunion.
Mrs. Philip E. Johnson
 (Eini Riutta)
South Penobscot
Hello again! I have a lot of news this month so 
here goes— . J ,
Donald M. Stevens has been appointed employee 
relations manager of the Springfield, Mass., plant 
of the Monsanto Chemical Co.
From the Rutland, Vt., Herald we learn that 
Earle Jowdry has been appointed instructor in 
secretarial studies at G.M.C. (Sorry I don't know 
what institution the initials stand for). Earle has 
had extensive teaching experience in this country 
and in Germany for the U. S. Air Force Dependents 
School. He is married and the father of two chil­
dren. . , „
William R. Donnell is a teacher in the Bath 
School System this year.
Robert C. Page has accepted the position of 
Asst. Catalogueing Librarian at Fresno State Col­
lege, Fresno, Calif.
Neil O. Littlefield, a member of the Maine, 
Nebraska and American Bar Assn., has been ap­
pointed to the faculty of the University of Connecti­
cut School of Law as associate professor.
Wendall O. Quimby has accepted employment 
with the Maine Central Railroad Co. in Portland.
Army Capt. Warren A. Hathaway in June com­
pleted the 36-week officer career course at The 
Signal School, Fort Monmouth, N. J.
At the Transportation School at Fort Eustis, Va., 
Richard B. Stephens received his silver captain’s 
bars last April. His wife, Mary, is with him at the 
fort.
John P. Wilson has been appointed executive 
secretary of the White Mountains Region Associa­
tion and assumed his duties on June 19 in the 
Region office in Lancaster, N. H. He is married 
and has two sons, aged five and three.
Richard N. Goodin received his M.A. degree 
from Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., last June. 
He is now on the faculty of a Stratford, Conn., 
high school and plans to work for his doctor’s de­
gree. He is married to the former Roberta Rogers 
of West Hartford, Conn. They have one daughter, 
Christine Marie.
Capt. John W. Kelley, a former fisheries biologist 
with the State Inland Fisheries and Game Dept., 
has been appointed maintenance supervisor for the 
Maine National Guard at Camp Keyes. He has also 
been named commander of the 112th Aviation Co. 
in Gardiner. John received his M.A. in Zoology 
from the University of Maine. He is married and 
has two daughters.
Bruce L. Clifford is the new Director of Public 
Works in Rockport, Mass. Last year he studied for 
his master’s degree in Municipal Administration 
at the University of Connecticut. Prior to that he 
served two years with the army and has worked as 
asst, director of public works in Darien, Conn., 
for three years.
New—Couples and Kids
Ann Courtenay of La Plata, Maryland, is en­
gaged to James E. Wilson. She is a graduate of 
Randolph Macon Woman’s College and has done 
medical research with the Science Information Ex­
change at the Smithsonian Institute. Our classmate 
is now manager of the Polaris program at the 
Naval Propellant Plant, Indian Head, Maryland.
Janet Dunn of Augusta was the summer bride of 
John W. Briggs. She is a graduate of Gates Busi­
ness College and has served as a secretary in the 
offices of former Gov. Clinton A. Clauson and 
Gov. John H. Reed. John is currently associated 
with Waterville Auto Sales.
Spencer Packard Carrol of Swarthmore, Pa., a 
Smith College graduate, was married to Charles K. 
Fassett last June.
David and Trudy (Wyman) Beppler’s third child 
arrived last December. Scott Alan joined David 
and Nancy at State College, Pa., where Dave is an 
instructor in the Penn State Dept, of Agricultural 
Engineering.
The Merton F. Bracketts (Carolyn E. Margison) 
have a new son, Jeffrey Alan, born last March.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard “Bunny” Parady announce 
the arrival of Kimberly Jean in April.
I’ll sign off with some personal news. Ed is now 
principal of the Blue Hill Consolidated School and 
teaches seventh and eighth grade science and so­
cial studies. Quite a switch from the dairy business! 
We had the pleasure of being hosts to one of 
Sweden’s International Farm Youth Exchange dele­
gates during the month of October. As for me, I’m 
still wiping noses, changing diapers, hunting for 
lost shoes, AND waiting for news from Y-O-U!
1955 Miss. Hilda Sterling 1003 North Ocean Avenue, 
Seaside Park, N. J.
We begin this year with news from Bill and 
Connie (Lewis) Calkin. They are introducing Ann 
Elizabeth, who was added to their act on May 23. 
She joins John, 2. Bill, who received his master’s 
degree in geology at the U. of M. in August 1960, 
is on the faculty at the Denver Country Day School, 
where he teaches math and science. Their address 
is 2383 South Race St., Denver 10, Colo.
The Reeds—Willis, Barbara (Knox), Johnny and 
Mark Steward, who arrived on July 28—have moved 
to 4 Back River Rd., Dover, N. H. Willis has be­
gun his teaching career in Newmarket, N. H. He 
is a science instructor.
Andrew David was welcomed by Dave and 
Franny (Lunt) Flewelling on August 9. He is 
sharing the spotlight with big brother Douglas. 
Belated congratulations can be sent to 131 Canter­
bury St., Presque Isle.
Dick and Libby (Currier) Eustis became the 
proud parents of Deborah Susan on August 22. 
The happy trio is living at 85 Burnham St., Old 
Town.
On September 15, the stork stopped at the home 
of Al and Bernie Coulombe to deliver Michael 
Joseph. Other branches on the family tree are Mary 
and Mark. They reside on Ferry Rd., Saco.
Al Coombs was married to Sallie Powell, Colonial 
Heights, Va., on May 13. The couple is living at 
207 Broad St., Apt. 2, North Attleboro, Mass. 
After leaving Maine, Al, a Navy veteran, graduated
Can’t find your Class Column? There’s 
a reason for it. See Page 21.
from Boston University. He is employed by the 
Metals and Controls Division of the Texas Instru­
ment Corp., Attleboro.
On June 3, Sally Ann Harnum, South Brewer, 
became the bride of Peter Paul Clifford. He has 
a position with the General Electric Co., Fitch­
burg, Mass. Their address is 6 Chapel St., Ash­
burnham, Mass., Box 213.
Eleanor Johnson, Waterford, Conn., and Melvin 
Young were married on July 22. He is with the 
Research and Development Department at the 
General Dynamics Corporation’s Electric Boat Di­
vision, Groton, Conn. They reside at Box 153 Gro­
ton, Conn.
Janice Hinkley, Augusta, will marry Fred An­
derson, an employee of the Central Maine Power 
Co., in February. Fred, who served with the Army 
Security Agency in Turkey, is a candidate for a 
master’s degree in electrical engineering from the 
U. of M. His address is 1 Oak St., Hayford Heights, 
Hallowell.
Dorothy Beauregard, Fitchburg, Mass., and Don­
ald Freeman have announced their engagement. Don, 
who is chief engineer at radio station WTOR, lives 
at 8 Travis St., Torrington, Conn.
On the Maine Street . . .
Clay Sinclair, a member of the New York State 
Bar Association, has a position with O’Donnell and 
Schwartz. This firm specializes in labor law. His 
apartment is at 620 Lenox Ave., Apt. 16-M, New 
York 37, N. Y.
Zira Scheer has moved to 218 South Whitney St., 
Hartford 5, Conn.
Betty Connors is a claims examiner with Group 
Hospitalization, Inc., Washington, D. C. Her ad­
dress is 2725 29th St., N. W., Apt. 319, Washington 
8.
Tom Golden, physical education instructor at 
Portland High School, and his family make their 
home at 15 Pine Brook Lane, Portland.
Stuart Cohen, D.M.D., has opened his practice. 
He can be reached at 460 Main St., Lewiston.
Chris ’58, Laura (Little) and the Moen offsprings 
—Sandra, Christy and Debbie—are living in Peters­
burg, Va., while he is doing his army stint at Fort 
Lee. Last February, Chris received his law degree 
from the University of Michigan.
Jacob Ruubin has accepted a job with an engineer­
ing firm in Boston, Mass. He receives mail at 275 
Tremont St., Newton, Mass.
Dexter Earley works for the New England 
Telephone and Telegraph Company. His address is 
Box 12, Sabattus.
How hard does rain fall? Walter Grant, a soil 
scientist with the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
is a member of a U. of M. team, who has developed 
a unique apparatus to simulate rainfall. The equip­
ment will allow them to test the effects of rainfall 
on different soils.
Wally Covell is varsity football and baseball 
coach at Orono High School. In addition to his 
coaching duties, he teaches physical education, 
health and science. Lives at 100 Main St., Orono.
Joan (Mason) Lane is program chairman of 
the Augusta Branch, American Association of Uni­
versity Women. The group will do a comprehen­
sive study of the Latin American countries during 
the year.
Neal Lake is the new pastor of the United Church 
of Chester, Conn. For several years, he, his wife 
and daughter lived in Bradford, Vt., where he was 
pastor of the Congregational Church. He has held 
pastorates in Phillips and Tremont.
Francis Evans, who was head of the English De­
partment at Lawrence High School, Fairfield, has 
been appointed instructor of English Composition 
and Literature at Endicott Junior College, Beverly, 
Mass.
Malcolm Doble is the new principal of Rockland 
High School. He has held the same position at 
Bridgton, Stonington and LaGrange high schools. 
Malcolm, his wife, Marilyn, and their children— 
Michael, Robert and Marilyn—live in Rockland.
James Carr attended the 47th Annual Clinical 
Congress of the American College of Surgeons in 
Chicago, Ill., last month. He presided at a scientific 
exhibit sponsored by the Children’s Hospital of 
Boston, Mass., where he is a surgical research as­
sistant in the heart research laboratory. Jim and 
his wife have a four-year-old daughter.
When the Brewer Junior Chamber of Commerce 
held its annual Awards Banquet on April 27, John 
Dixon won the SPOKE Award for having partici­
pated in the most projects.
Stanley Falkow was awarded his Ph.D. degree 
in biology at the annual commencement of Brown 
University on June 5. He wrote a thesis on “An 
episomic element in a strain of Salmonella typhosa”
Bruce Parker has received his master’s degree 
in science from Cornell University.
After a year at the U. of M., Watie Akins at­
tended Sophia University while he was stationed in 
Japan with the U. S. Air Force. He received his 
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from North­
eastern University in June. Watie resides in Ware­
ham, Mass., with his wife, Alice, and their children 
—Victoria, Cynthia and Watie III.
“Biff” Baker received his master’s degree in edu­
cation from Boston University on August 19. For 
four years, he has been a teacher of social studies 
and varsity baseball coach at Sandwich, Mass., High 
School.
Philip Edgecomb has been awarded a Ph.D. de­
gree in agricultural education at Pennsylvania State 
University, where he earned his master’s degree 
in 1960. He and Jackie have one child.
Alden Smith is manager of Webber Supply, Inc., 
Bangor, a heating equipment firm. A two-year 
Army veteran, he resides with his wife and two 
children on R.F.D. 1, Carmel.
Reggie Bowden, press secretary to Governor 
John Reed ’42, accompanied a small group who 
traveled to Honolulu, Hawaii, in June for the 
annual National Governors Conference.
Jean Spearin, clothing specialist for the Co­
operative Extension Service at the U. of M., spoke 
on “Packing the Travel Wardrobe” at the mother 
and daughter dessert-meeting of the Christian Busi­
ness and Professional Women’s Council, Brewer, 
on June 8.
Leonard Bowles is at De. 399 MIT, Lincoln Labs, 
Lexington 73, Mass. He, his wife and their two 
boys live at Wachusette Dr., Lexington, Mass.
Now, I guess that it is time for me to move 
along. . . . Incidentally, those of you who will be 
doing things and going places. . . . Won’t you let 
me know about your activities. . .. Love to hear 
from you.
1957 Mrs. Gary Beaulieu (Jane Caton) 
484 Notre Dame Ave.
Manchester, N. H.
5th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962 
Keep Our 5th Reunion in Mind!!
Way last May I received a long, newsy letter 
from Cally (Perkins) Holt. After a long delay, 
here it is in brief—making my news column very 
easy this month!
Nancy (McGouldrich) and Peter Guthy now have 
two children, Carol and Peter Jay. They live at 
119 Brighton Way, Merrick, L. I., N. Y.
Connie (Doe) and Gil Leslie and their two sons 
Mike and David live at 198 Dowd St., Newington 
11, Conn.
And ever-busy Mingie McCann, 59 Fessenden 
St., Portland Me., who has been teaching 5th 
grade in Portland, is also active in theatrics and 
served as president of the Portland Classroom 
Teachers for two years.
Claudie (Halle) and Gene Higgins are living at 
11 Maple Ave., Salem, Mass. They have two 
children, Timothy and Kathryn.
Janet (Higgins) and Bud Nolan and their girls, 
Lisa and Lorie, live at 1717 4th St., Seabrook,
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Arthur A. Hauck Auditorium Fund
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE MEMORIAL UNION
ORONO, MAINE
TO ALL MAINE ALUMNI:
GENERAL CAMPAIGN 
LEADERSHIP
Thomas G. Mangan ’16
General Chairman
Hazen H. Ayer ’24
Special Gifts Chairman
Raymond H. Fogler ’15
Friends Chairman
George E. Lord ’24 
Treasurer
Mrs. Winifred C. Anderson ’35
Frank C. Brown ’30
George F. Dow ’27
James A. Harmon ’40
Alvin S. McNeilly ’44
Margaret M. Mollison ’50
Albert S. Noyes ’24
George A. Potter ’20
Mrs. Winona C. Sawyer ’43
Edward C. Sherry ’38
Harry T. Treworgy ’49
T. Russell Woolley ’41
A reminder that the decision to build the Hauck Auditorium 
is soon to be announced by the Board of Trustees. It ought to occur 
without delay.
It has been determined to ask for an addition to the present 
total of the fund of $100,000 to MAKE IT A MILLION for all 
fund purposes.
That amount represents substantially what was originally 
planned—a theatre-type auditorium costing approximately three- 
quarters of a million dollars. The Memorial Union has already 
been completed.
Have your gift and pledge been paid? Does your gift represent 
your full desire to see the auditorium arise?
We urge you to join us now in making our project complete.
THE CAMPAIGN LEADERS
“A Public-Private Partnership”
N. J where Bud is Installation Foreman with 
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.
Jan (Malcolm) and Keith Logan and daughter 
Karen are living at 88 Jordan Ave. in . Brunswick 
where Keith is teaching Biology at the high school.
Barbie (Coy) and Bruce Thaxter are living at 
Townsend Hill Rd., Townsend, Mass. They have 
two boys, James and Charles.
And now Callie—She and Ross are the very 
proud parents of almost a year old Ross III. 
They’re now living in Thomaston where Ross is 
the principal of the high school. Please excuse the 
delay, Callie. Your letter and all this news was a 
real boost.
I received another letter—this one from Ken 
Rand. Ken was recently married—Sept. 23. Lynn 
is a 1958 graduate of Colby and is presently teach­
ing in Hingham, Mass. The Rands are living in 
Marshfield, Mass, where Ken has a fuel oil and 
heating business. As I don't know their home ad­
dress here is the business one—90 Webster St., 
Marshfield, Mass.
Briefly— .
Bob Cattley, married and has a son. He is an 
engineer with Warren Bros. Rds. Co. He has re­
ceived a master’s degree from Stamford.
Bud McIntire is a pilot with Delta Airlines. 
Address—6702 Telephone Road Apt. 2, Houston 
17, Texas.
Cal Ladner graduated in 1961 from Tufts Uni­
versity School of Medicine and has begun a one 
year internship at Fitzsimmons General Hosp., 
Denver, Colo. Cal is a 1st Lt. in the Army.
Everett Cowett received his Ph.D. degree from 
Rutgers University, N. J. His major field of study 
was Farm Crops. He is now at 150A Mill Rd., 
Durham, N. H.
Albert Gulesian received his degree from the 
Doctor of Dental Medicine School at Tufts Univ.
Tom Cashman and his new bride, Martha, are 
residing at 208 Partridge St., Albany, N. Y. Tom 
is a student engineer with the Amer. Tel. and 
Tel. Co.
1959 Mrs. Clark H. Hower (Suzy Dunn) 
533-A Mt. Vernon St.,
Watertown, Mass.
Joan E. Dow is completing graduate work in 
Public Health Nutrition at the University of Ten­
nessee at Knoxville.
Linda Giles (Mrs. Robert A Jones) lives at 44 
Bliss Mine Rd., Middletown, R. I.
Peter O. Minott received an M.S. in Optics at 
the University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., in 
June.
William A. Burke has been appointed group rep­
resentative in the Indianapolis group office of 
Bankers Life Company of Des Moines, Iowa. He 
lives at 5927 West 16th St., Indianapolis 24, Ind.
John A. Corson is at 13 Elizabeth St., Dorval, 
Quebec, Canada.
George and Paula (Dannert '60) Sewall live at 
York, Me. George has employment with the Ports­
mouth Naval Shipyard at Kittery.
Robert F. Boylan has accepted employment with 
M.I.T. Instrumentation Laboratory. George's ad­
dress is 100 Pine St., Waltham, Mass.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Suzy’s address is Watertown, 
not Cambridge as we were informed before.
Can't find your Class Column? There's 
a reason for it. See Page 21.
1960 Mrs. Mark Shibles, Jr.
(Elizabeth Colley)
24 Dennis Street, Gardiner 
1st Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
DO plan to come for our first reunion in June.
Carroll Perkins has Deen elected to the Walpole, 
Massachusetts, junior high school to teach physical 
education. Carroll got his B.S. at Maine and an 
Ed.M. from Boston University in ’61.
Preston Stanley, wife Patricia Kenerson ’57, and 
daughter Debra, have moved to Nashua, N. H., 
where he has accepted a position with The Im­
proved Machinery Manufacturing Co. Preston has 
been studying for his M.S. in Mechanical Engi­
neering at the University. The Stanleys live at 16 
Archery Lane.
Dwight P. Hunter is a physical education teach­
er at Caribou High School. He will be head coach 
of the Caribou Vikings for their 1961-62 hoop 
campaign.
Nona Rae Higgins became Mrs. Paul Edmund 
Franson on October 11 at Boston. They will live 
in Brookline, Mass. Husband Paul is a senior at 
Northeastern University.
Gilbert E. Beckwith and Carol Culberson, both 
of Fort Fairfield, were married on Oct. 28. Gil is 
majoring in Chemical Engineering at Northeastern 
in Boston.
David Golder is employed with the Sylvania 
Electric Corp. Laboratories in Waltham, Mass.
Walter LaFortune has full-time employment as 
a caretaker for the Ziebarth Estates in Maine,. 
Ohio, and Florida.1961 Miss Judith Fowler
 Black Point Road,
Scarborough, Maine
Hello again! I saw many of you at Homecoming, 
but missed many more. Why not drop me a line if 
you have any news of yourself or classmates. The 
following are a few of the weddings which have 
occurred: Eleanor (Turner) and Omar ’55 Norton, 
who are living at Park St., East Millinocket; Judy 
(Bates) and Peter Haynes who are at Ithaca 
where he is doing graduate work at Cornell; 
Haddon and Elizabeth (Drake) Libby at 530 
Brighton Ave., Portland where Haddon is assistant 
coach; Bruce and Jean (Ramsey) Platt, 332 State 
St., Bangor; Gary and Linda (Peabody) Severson 
at 69 Military St., Houlton; Etta (Libby) and Ray­
mond Davenport; Richard ’62 and Deane (Quirion) 
King living in Dryden Ter., Orono, Dean is a dieti­
tian at U. of M.; Pauline (Doherty) and John ’59 
Murray; David and Nancy (Quigg) Smith at home 
at 385 Ives St., Providence, R. I.; Regis ’62 and 
Donna (Gardiner) Laurendeau; and Brett and 
Leslie (Nichols) Russell who are residing in Wal­
pole, N. H.
Paul Bailey, John MacGregor, and Bruce Col­
lins have received Fulbright Fellowships. Paul and 
John are in Germany, while Bruce is in France.
Several other “sixty oners” are doing graduate 
work in the U. S. Meg Thompson is working for 
her master’s in Telecommunications at Los An­
gles, Calif., her address is 1200 West 29th St., Los 
Angeles; our valedictorian, David Hodsdon, is at 
Stanford University, Calif.; Larry Cilly is studying 
at the University of Penn.; and Nancy Rich is at 
Johns Hopkins in Baltimore, Md.; Bernard Mire’s 
new address is 328 So. Cortex St., New Orleans, La.
Charles Akers is stationed at Ft. Richardson, 
Anchorage, Alaska, and training for the Biathlon 
Team, a combination of rifling and skiing. The 
team plans to spend three months in Europe this 
winter. .
Teaching in this area are Marge Laney at Scar­
borough Junior High School, Art and Janette (La 
Clair) Dickson at Bonny Eagle High School and 
Buxton elementary school, and Lenor Hersey also 
at Bonny Eagle.
Mr. and Mrs. David Adams (Pam Brockway) 
have a new daughter born Oct. 12. Miriam Eliza­
beth joins Phyllis in the Adams Family. Grandpar­
ents, Phil ’31 and Muriel (Freeman ’32) Brockway; 
Grandparents Vina and Asa Adams are Colby 
grads.
Alumni sons and daughters
(Alumni sons and daughters—Continued from Page 4.)
STUDENTS NOT present were: William E. Barbour, 
Rockland (Winifred Lamb ’36); Richard N. Berry, Jr., Cape 
Elizabeth (Richard N. ’37, Katherine Bunker ’37); Dianne V. 
Buchanan, Brownville Jet. (Malcolm V. ’49); Elizabeth J. Buck­
ley, Bangor (James E. Jr. ’23); William B. Chase, Syracuse, N. Y. 
(Richard G. ’36, Ruth Barrows ’36, William E. Barrows ’02, 
grandfather, deceased); William S. Choate, Class of ’63, Newport 
(William O. Sawtelle ’95, grandfather, deceased); Raymond J. 
Cullinane, Westfield, N. J., Class of '64 (William E. ’31); Susan 
J. . Downing, Presque Isle (Harold L. '30); Stephen F. Drottar 
Lisbon Falls (Stephen H. ’30); Edward H. Edmunds, Jr., Bridge­
water (Edward H. ’42); Bennett F. Files, Portland (Walter W. 
Jr. '50);_Jgrry Thomas Findlen. . Fort Fairfield (Thomas J. ’34); 
Caroline E. Fuller, Ellsworth (George R. Fuller ’82, great grand­
father, deceased); John M. Fox, Skowhegan (Thomas ’34, Ardis 
Lancey Moore ’22, grandmother).
Pamela J. Gay, Rockland (Winona Robinson ’42); William 
R. Gould, Bucksport (Philip H. ’40, Shirley L. Harpe ’40); Arthur
H. Grant, Bridgewater, Mass. (Harry A. '28); Victoria L. Grotton, 
Brewer (Sidney Ames ’38); Frank E. Hanscom, Jr., Unity (Frank
E. ’37); Philip M. Harmon, Oxford (James B. Hanson ’27, step­
father); Duska L. Hemingway, Caribou (Robert E. ’39); Austin 
S. Humphries, Perry (Robert ’40, Flora Stone ’35); Paula D. 
Johnson, Caribou (Arthur E. '27); Jeanne R. Josselyn, Houlton 
(Annie Lora Brown ’33); Scott H. King, Augusta (Frederick W. 
’35, Frederick W. ’03, grandfather, deceased) Richard L. Knight, 
Yarmouth (Frank A. ’30); John D. Leddy Jr., Falmouth (John
D. ’34, Merle Shubert '34); Scott P. Lewis, Vassalboro (Laurice
E. ’39); Jean C. Lorimer, So. Portland (Robert V. ’33); Stanley
E. MacMillan, Old Town (Granville B. ’39); Chrystal A. Mayo, 
Bangor (Richard G. ’40); Alan R. McClure, Bangor (James W. 
'33, . Mary E. Robinson ’2y, J. Harvey McClure '05, grandfather, 
deceased).
Lester D. Moran, Jr., Rockland, Class of '64 (Lester D. '32); 
Margaret J. Morton, Westbrook (Hugh H. '32); Eleanor J. 
Murray, Orono (James R. Dwelly ’06, grandfather, deceased); 
Hilton A. Page, So. Portland (Leland A. '38); John R. Page, 
Fort Kent (Maxime F. Gagnon '38); Niles L. Perkins III, Port­
land (Niles L., Jr. ’43); Philip F. Peterson II, Class of '64, Cari­
bou (Philip F. . '38, Margaret Orser ’39); .Leon Niles Pinkham, 
Foyt Kent (Niles C. ’11, deceased); James L. Puffer, Kittery 
Point (Charles L. Jr. ’32, Charles L. '03, grandfather, deceased); 
Stuart S. . Rand, Sherman Mills (Beverly P. '37); Alan R. Robert- 
'son, Frederick, Md. (Merle A. Sturtevant ’08, grandfather); Anne 
Roundy, Camden, Class of ’64 (George '38, Barbara T. Brown 
’38, Walter T. Brown '16, grandfather); Alan M. Shaw, East 
Holden (Mason D. ’33); Albert C. Sherman, Union (Ivan C. 
'32); Mark A. Stern, Portland (Herbert '38).
Michael P. Striar, Portland (Gordon B. '28); Charles W. 
Taylor, Bridgton (Harold . S. ’38); Bruce B. Toothaker, Phillips 
(James E. ’35); Kathleen Twitchell, Bryant Pond (LaForest G. 
’39); Suzanne Luce Twitchell, Farmington, Class of ’63 (Cecil R. 
Luce '33); Peter . H. Ward, Waterville (Sheldon L. '39); Joseph 
W. Warren,- Caribou (Ada Woodman '36); David W. Wheeler, 
Houlton (Paul S. '33, Donna Weymouth '35); Richard A.( Wil­
liams, Guilford (Edwin R. '31, John S. '87, grandfather, de­
ceased); Joan M. Zottoli, Brunswick (Robert A. '33); Marilyn A. 
Guptill, Class of ’63, Pueblo, Colo. (Arnold A. ’36, deceased); 
Robert Cobb Browne, Vassalboro (Paul E. '39, Lucy M. Cobb 
38).
34 THE MAINE ALUMNUS
At Bell Telephone Laboratories, mathematician Sidney Darlington 
has contributed notably in developing the art of circuit analysis.
IT HAPPENS IN THE MIND
.. .It is essentially a thing of the mind for it works through concepts, symbols and 
relationships.. .it helps man to analyze and synthesize the complex phenomena of the 
universe and himself.. .it works in many ways to advance electrical communications:
IT IS CALLED MATHEMATICS
At Bell Telephone Laboratories, mathematics 
works powerfully to solve problems involving com­
plex data. Intriguingly, too, the mathematical ap­
proach: led to the invention of the electric wave 
filter . . . disclosed a kind of wave transmission 
which may some day carry huge amounts of infor­
mation in waveguide systems .. . foretold the feasi­
bility of modern quality control. . . led to a scientific 
technique for determining how many circuits must 
be provided for good service without having costly 
equipment lie idle.
For each creative task, Bell Laboratories utilizes 
whatever serves best—mathematical analysis, labora­
tory experimentation, simulation with electronic com­
puters. Together they assure the economical advance­
ment of all Bell System communications services.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Cumberland and Oxford Canal
First conceived in 1791 as a means of opening up trade to and from the 
rich farm areas and woodlands of Maine from Harrison Village to Portland, 
the Cumberland and Oxford Canal was not completed until 1830. To help 
finance its construction the Canal Bank was founded in 1826.
The canal followed the waterway from Harrison down Long Lake, through 
Brandy Pond, along the twisting Songo River, down Sebago Lake, to the 
upper falls on the Presumpscot River. It was one of the greatest projects 
of its time
Above the falls at Saccarappa the canal cut across fields and marshes 
to its termination near the foot of Clark Street in Portland, later it ended 
at Thompson's Point. There were 27 locks in the canal through which the 
boats were towed at a lockage charge of six cents each.
Cargoes of lumper and farm produce were carried to Portland. Return 
cargoes were furniture, groceries and other commodities needed by the 
farm folk along the way. Apples cost three mills per mile per barrel: 
powder, 5 cents per ton per mile, fuel wood. 2 to 3 cents per mile per 
cord, passengers paid a half cent per mile
The boats were flat bottomed, the largest about 30 tons capacity. Two 
short masts carried a small sail on each which were used on the lakes and 
part of the river. These masts worked on pins so that they could be low* 
ered when passing under bridges.
The advent of railroads spelled the passing of the canal as a highway 
for commerce. Today parts of it remain, with some sections dry, though 
the old tow paths can still be seen grown with grass.
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